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Video plays an important role in our highly 
visual culture, and we are confronted with it 
constantly. Given the overabundance of video 
available, the attention of someone searching 
for video needs to be allocated efficiently among 
the video sources.

Searching for Videos studies how to support 
interaction with video in such a way that people 
can efficiently satisfy their needs. Interaction 
is seen as a process of bridging gaps. The 
cognitive tools to bridge these gaps are defined 
in terms of information foraging theory or IFT. 
This theory states that people forage through 
an information environment in search of a 
piece of information that associates with their 
interests the way animals forage for food. In 
the framework of IFT, efficient video browsing 
takes the form of optimizing video patches 
and their related scent in a browsing structure 
that supports decision-making in a three-gap 
decision model. The qualities of video patches 
and scent were analyzed in two survey studies 
and two experiments.

Within the restricted domains that were 
studied, the IFT framework (including the 
concepts of patches, scent, and gaps) proved 
highly useful for describing searching behavior. 
IFT is a valuable concept for understanding 
browsing: the research described here 
convincingly supports the theory. Moreover, 
the IFT framework provides useful tools for 
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Chapter 1 

1. Introduction 

Given the overabundance of video1 available, the attention of someone 
searching for video needs to be allocated efficiently among the video 
sources. The objective of our research is to study how to support 
interaction with video in such a way that people can efficiently satisfy their 
needs. In this chapter, it is explained that we see interaction as a process of 
bridging gaps. We apply human-information interaction theory to study the 
problem of video interaction, leading to the concrete research questions 
described at the end of the chapter and studied in the remainder of this 
thesis.   

1.1 Video interaction 

Video plays an important role in our highly visual culture, and we are 
confronted with it all the time. Currently, people have access to numerous 
videos that are distributed via high-bandwidth cable or internet 
connections. According to computer networking company Cisco Systems, 
the sum of all forms of video (TV, VoD, Internet, and P2P) will account for 
close to 90% of consumer traffic by 2012. Internet video alone will account 
for nearly 50% of all consumer internet traffic in 2012 (Cisco Systems Inc., 
2008). At the start of 2008 the internet video site YouTube had about 2.8 
million user pages and contained over 70 million videos. Every second, 10 
hours of video is uploaded to YouTube (Dahdah, 2008). These include 
home videos made by amateurs, (clips from) movies and TV programs 
made by professionals, and any other type of video. Another example is the 
Netherlands Institute for Sound and Vision, which looks after, and releases, 

                                                       
1 Video here refers to all moving-image technologies created for viewing. Technically, video 
consists of a number of still pictures (also called frames) delivered at a rate giving the viewer the 
impression of seeing a moving image. Additions to the original recording – subtitles, charts, 
soundtrack, voice-over, photographs, credits et cetera – are part of the video. 
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70% of the Dutch audio-visual heritage. The collection contains some 
700,000 hours of television, radio, music, and film, making it one of the 
largest audiovisual archives in Europe. Every year, about 10,000 hours of 
television programs are added to the collection (Beeld en Geluid, 2008). At 
home, people have hours and hours of video material stored on hard disks 
or DVDs, including broadcasted television programs that have been 
recorded either user-supervized or automatically, based on user-profiles. 
The convergence of TV and the internet is well underway (see, for example, 
Noam, Groebel & Gerbag, 2004), and new interaction modes are becoming 
available. Viewing behavior is no longer dictated by the broadcasting 
schedule. Users have the option of actively selecting content and 
using/viewing it whenever they want (Brown & Barkhuus, 2006). New 
digital technologies make it very easy for users to have an abundance of 
content available. They can interact with the content and personalize the 
information to their specific needs and preferences. 

Of the various sources or channels people have access to, only a part will 
be relevant or interesting. Even worse, as watching video is very time-
consuming, people will only be able to view a very small part of all the 
interesting video material available. Herbert Simon has remarked that “what 
information consumes is rather obvious: it consumes the attention of its 
recipients. Hence a wealth of information creates a poverty of attention, 
and a need to allocate that attention efficiently among the overabundance of 
information sources that might consume it” (as cited in Varian, 1995). 
Providing people with access to more information is not the problem. The 
central problem is how to maximize the allocation of human attention to 
information that will be useful to them. The very abundance of digital data 
intensifies the most fundamental constraint on interaction with 
information: the limits of human information processing capacity. For 
media that are based on time – like audio and video – interaction is very 
cumbersome, worsening the problems. Little research has been done into 
how people interact with rich content – that is, content other than text. 
There has been almost no detailed psychological research into how people 
browse or navigate through hypermedia that include images, video, 
animations, and so forth (Pirolli, 2003). 

1.1.1 Strategies for video interaction 

Video interaction starts with allocating a relevant to be watched video, 
followed by interacting with its content. When seeking information, people 
can apply two types of strategies (Marchionini, 1995): (a) Formal, analytical 
strategies, based on planning, use of query terms, and iterative adaptations 
of the query based on evaluation of intermediate results, and (b) informal, 
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browsing strategies, heuristic, opportunistic, associated with recognizing 
relevant information.  

The classic analytical approach to information retrieval (IR) is system- 
and content-driven (e.g. Robertson, 1977). The focus of that approach is to 
get a best match between the document representations and a user’s query, 
trying to get high recall and precision measures. The assumptions behind 
this approach are that it is possible for the user to specify precisely the 
information that he/she requires, and that information needs (or at least 
expressions of them) are functionally equivalent to information objects. So, 
if the user is able to specify his/her information need in a query, a good 
system will retrieve a grand best set of information objects that will fulfill 
the user’s need. Research within the content-centered paradigm typically 
focuses on the information objects rather than on the people who create, 
find, and use those objects (Marchionini, 2004). 

The other strategy, browsing, is a prevalent form of human behavior that 
by its iterative and exploratory nature lacks the precision of direct, 
systematic searching. It has long been accorded less value than direct, 
precise searching due to the historical bias towards specific, direct searching 
in library and information science. In 2001, Rice, McCreadie, and Chang 
indicated that the concepts and nature of browsing had not yet been 
systematically studied and were thus not yet well understood. Recently, 
interest in browsing and exploratory search (where querying and browsing 
generally are combined) has been growing, acknowledging there are many 
search situations where the target is not well known and a single fact or 
document will not suffice (White, Kules, Drucker & schraefel, 2006). 
Researchers from diverse communities, such as information retrieval, user 
interface design, information visualization, and library sciences have been 
working on techniques to support browsing or exploratory search. 

Since the end of the 1970s there has been more interest in the cognitive 
processes in information retrieval (for an overview, see Ingwersen, 1999) 
that should be understood to value browsing as a natural form of human 
behavior. In contrast to traditional IR research, the cognitive view does not 
per se regard user behavior as highly logical, well defined, and purposeful. 
Rather, random action and vagueness are seen as typical elements of 
retrieval behavior, due to uncertainties and ambiguities. This is reinforced 
by the fact that users’ needs are often difficult to express in verbal form 
(Taylor, 1968). Belkin (1980) formulated the Anomalous States of 
Knowledge (ASK) hypothesis, which states that an information need arises 
from a recognized anomaly in the user’s state of knowledge concerning 
some topic or situation and that, in general, the user is unable to specify 
precisely what is needed to resolve that anomaly. This may be even more 
true for non-textual information (such as, for example, video) when a user 
needs to add an extra translation in the query from images/sounds to text. 
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The expression of an information need is in general a statement of what the 
user does not know, so the query will represent an anomalous or in some 
sense inadequate or incoherent state of knowledge. Users often do not have 
predefined search criteria (Hildreth, 1982). Belkin, Oddy, and Brooks 
(1982) have asked why it is necessary for the searcher to find a way to 
represent the information need in a query understandable by the system. 
Systems based on the classic approach to IR cannot handle information 
from the user about doubt, uncertainty, or suspicion of inadequacy in the 
user’s state of knowledge. 

1.1.2 Browsing is dominant 

Savoliainen and Kari (2006) studied tactics people use while searching the 
Web, and found that of all tactics used 18.3% were query-related and 
81.7% browse-related. According to Belkin et al. (1982), the basic idea is 
that browsing is the means for users to bridge the gap created by their ASK. 
The anomaly (or more positively: the need), and the user’s perception of 
the problem, can change with each instance of communication between 
user and system (Belkin et al., 1982). It seems that information needs are 
very often ill-defined and not static, but evolving. Information-seeking 
behavior is characterized by movement from one strategy to another in the 
course of a single information-seeking episode, as the searcher’s 
problematic situation changes (Bates, 1989). Our everyday life is dominated 
by these kinds of ill-defined problems, such as choosing a career or finding 
a good school (Reitman, 1965; Simon, 1973).  

Also most tasks on the Web are broad and ill-defined (Pirolli, 2003). 
The information need cannot be satisfied by a single final retrieved set, but 
only by a series of selections of individual references and bits of information 
at each stage of the ever-modifying search. Each new piece of information 
users encounter gives them new ideas and directions to follow. 
Furthermore, at each search stage, the user may identify and acquire useful 
information. This bit-at-a-time retrieval is called berrypicking (Bates, 
1989), by analogy to picking blueberries in the forest: they do not come in 
bunches and one must pick them one at a time. This idea emphasizes that 
the search process is at least as important as the query terms result.  

Marchionini (2004) heeds the consequences and speaks of a paradigm 
shift from information retrieval to information interaction, stressing the 
role of the human in the retrieval problem and emphasizing not discrete 
matches but the flow of representations and actions. A person with an 
information problem is best able to meet that need through action, 
perception, and reflection rather than through query statements alone. The 
importance of interaction is confirmed in video retrieval research 
(Hauptmann & Christel, 2004). Interactive search approaches in video 
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retrieval (relying heavily on the user’s ability to refine queries and reject 
spurious answers) substantially outperform non-interactive approaches (in 
which the human merely enters the query into the system). 

All in all, information interaction is about combining querying and 
browsing. When a search task is well-defined and a structured search 
system is available, analytical search (using queries) is more appropriate 
than browsing. However, we saw that information needs are more often ill-
defined. In these situations, browsing becomes the dominant strategy. 
Forms of filtering – including querying and recommendations – are still 
needed to bring down the amount of data to a size that can be browsed. 
Browsing often includes querying at some phase, while querying is 
powerless without browsing. In some cases, it is hard to distinguish 
between querying and browsing, for example when links to information 
sources can be considered to be in some sense “pre-fab” queries (see also 
Golovchinsky, 1997). In those situations it might be better to speak of 
information interaction, or more specifically in this case: video interaction. 
This includes both querying and browsing, but especially for video 
interaction we acknowledge the importance of browsing strategies that may 
help provide access to the non-verbal and time-based properties of video 
content. A restriction of browsing is that there are physiological-
psychological limits (mostly related to attention), and that browsing is only 
practical for a relatively small set of objects (for example, performance 
accuracy falls off rapidly between 100 and 200 image examinations 
(Marchionini, 1995). 

This leads to the general question how and when to maximize the 
allocation of human attention to information that will be useful to the users. 
This is an efficiency question. For video interaction it means that the more 
efficiently people can get access to video content, the more people will be 
enabled to watch video material of interest to them per unit of time. 
Efficiency is thus also a prerequisite for effectiveness. It is this need for 
support for efficient video interaction that is the object of our research. 

1.2 Theoretical background: Human information 
behavior 

The information-seeking approach, based on a problem-solving perspective 
of human behavior, has been the dominant approach within the field of 
library and information sciences. Wilson (1999) provides an overview of 
models and theories in information science research. He distinguishes 
between models of information seeking and models of information 
searching (although this distinction is not consistently applied in the 
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literature). Models of information seeking describe the purposive seeking of 
information in relation to a goal, and are concerned with the variety of 
methods people employ to discover and gain access to information 
resources. Models of information seeking include Wilson’s (1981; 1999) 
model of information-seeking behavior, Ellis’s (1989; 1993) behavioral 
model of information-seeking strategies, and Kulthau’s (1991) model of the 
stages of information-seeking behavior. Information-searching behavior is a 
subset of information-seeking behavior, one that is concerned with the 
interactions between the information user and (computer-based) 
information systems. Information-searching models include Ingwersen’s 
(1996) cognitive model, Belkin’s (1995) ‘episode model’, and Saracevic’s 
(1996) ‘stratified interaction model’. The traditional model – already 
described above – represents IR as a two-prong set (system and user) of 
elements and processes converging on comparison or matching. Where 
information-searching behavior is a subset of information-seeking behavior, 
the latter is a subset of a larger research area called information behavior, 
which is “the totality of human behavior in relation to sources and channels 
of information, including both active and passive information seeking and 
information use”(Wilson, 2000). 

Wilson’s own problem-solving model (1999) proposes an integration of 
some of the models above. His model identifies four stages in the 
information-seeking process: problem identification, problem definition, 
problem resolution, and solution statement or presentation. The 
information search in this model begins with a need that is perceived by the 
information user that is referred to as uncertainty, a gap, or an anomalous 
state of knowledge. This model suggests that information-seeking behavior 
is goal-directed, with the resolution of the problem and, possibly, the 
presentation of the solution as the goal. The question, however, is how well 
models like these work for general goals like “I want to have fun” or “I 
want to relax.” When people interact with content (e.g., surfing the 
internet or zapping through television channels), the interaction itself may 
be the center of interest without a solution being present. The problem-
solution perspective underestimates the importance of the search process, 
and has problems with more non-academic and less-formal information 
seeking behaviors.  

As an alternative to pragmatic and cognitive approaches, Dervin (1992) 
presents a sense-making theory based on communication theory. In the 
sense-making approach, humans are conceived as hard-wired theorizers 
about their world, but because they live in a world of continuous 
discontinuity they must continuously make new theories. When a gap in 
sense under an old theory develops in the individual’s world, the individual 
tries to make new sense, thus creating a new theory. To bridge these gaps in 
our day-to-day lives we must have enough information to make sense of the 
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whole. The total situation of the user is considered, and that is why some of 
the uses the user puts into bridge construction do not involve information 
seeking at all but rather such things as gaining the emotional assurance and 
trust needed to continue making the journey through the time-space point.  

The idea of bridging gaps can also be found in the work of John Searle. 
When a person initiates a certain action (whether spontaneously or from a 
prior intention), the psychological antecedents do not automatically 
determine what this person is going to do, or what the action is going to be. 
There is a gap between the "causes" of the action (desires, beliefs) and the 
"effect," that is, the action (Searle, 2001). The gap is that part of our 
conscious decision-making and acting where we sense alternative future 
decisions and actions as causally open to us. There are at least three gaps 
that need to be bridged by searching the information environment: 1) a gap 
between reasons for a decision and the decision; 2) a gap between the 
decision and the initiation of the action; and 3) a gap between the initiation 
of the action and the continuation and completion of the action.  

People’s interaction with the information environment can be framed as 
a bridging of the gaps. We can use the gaps to classify the problems people 
face when interacting with video. The other way around, we can evaluate 
solutions by checking how much support they provide for bridging the 
different gaps. The gaps define the problem space of the users, and can be 
considered to describe different types of interaction contexts. In order to 
bridge the gaps, people interact with their information environment.  

One important factor that determines the characteristics of the 
interaction in the problem space is the cognitive “tools” (see also 
Gigerenzer & Todd, 1999) people have available for bridging the gaps: tools 
that people use to structure their environment and interact with that 
environment. We can define these tools in terms of information foraging 
theory or IFT (Pirolli & Card, 1999). 

As we saw above, most information science theories, but also most 
psychological theories (e.g. problem-solving, decision theory) talk about 
goals and means to reach those goals. IFT describes how people adapt to 
their environment, respond to what they encounter during the process of 
searching, and form their goals along the way and on the fly. IFT states that 
people forage through an information environment in search of a piece of 
information that associates with their interests the way animals forage for 
food. For the user, the information environment has a patchy structure 
(compare berries scattered on berry bushes, or websites on the World Wide 
Web). Within a patch, a person can decide to forage the patch or switch to 
another patch. Users make navigational decisions guided by scent, which is 
a function of the perception of value, cost, and access path of the 
information with respect to the goal and interest of the user. Perceived 
scent is influenced by the design of “scent carriers”: representational 
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elements in the information environment that relate to sought-for 
information. The forager is constantly adapting decision making and 
direction. People prefer information-seeking strategies that yield more 
useful information per unit cost, and they tend to arrange their 
environments (physical or virtual) to optimize this rate of gain. People 
prefer, and consequently select, technology designs that improve returns on 
information foraging (Pirolli, 2003). 

Information foraging behavior typically occurs when a person is in a 
certain intentional state. Foraging is a concept used in evolutionary 
psychology but has found its way in information science, for example in the 
berrypicking model of Bates (1989). Ideas from IFT can be used for the 
design of information-searching environments, and as such it also qualifies 
as a human-computer interaction theory. The basis of IFT, though, lies in 
optimal foraging theory from anthropology and biology. Optimal foraging 
theory is concerned with the “searching efficiency” of cognitive systems, 
both human and non-human, for food and mating opportunities in the 
environment. Cognitive systems evolve towards stable states that maximize 
gains of valuable information per unit cost. The evolution toward such a 
stable state is constructed by the human forager through a process of 
constructing effective foraging patterns and continuously fine-tuning or 
adapting these patterns to the ever-changing environment. IFT takes an 
adaptationist approach. Users are viewed as complex adaptive agents who 
shape their strategies and actions to be more efficient and functional with 
respect to their information ecology (Pirolli, 2003). 

As stated at the start of this chapter, in our research we acknowledge 
that most search problems are ill-defined, that the target is not always 
known, and that a single fact or document will not suffice. We acknowledge 
the importance of the search process, especially in new information 
environments and in the case of ‘rich’ content like video. We think IFT is 
the most promising theory to describe searching behavior in situations 
where simple queries don’t suffice. We agree that in many search situations 
people adapt to their information environment, respond to what they 
encounter during the process of searching, and form their goals along the 
way and on the fly. This emphasis on adaptation is a strong characteristic of 
IFT, and is less prevalent in other theories (S.K. Card & P. Pirolli, personal 
communication, October 7, 2003). Moreover, as we will see later, IFT 
provides very useful concepts for developing and evaluating information 
environments. Acknowledging the importance of the search process, we 
refine the outlook of Marchionini on information interaction. We define 
the interaction contexts in terms of bridging the three gaps as defined by 
Searle, allowing us a closer look at the process of searching.  

Concluding, in our research, we try to render an account of information 
interaction by refining the outlook of Marchionini (2004). We try to 
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explain information interaction behavior on the basis of human search 
principles as described in IFT (Pirolli & Card, 1999), and define the 
interaction contexts in terms of gap bridging as defined by Searle (2001). 
We do this for the specific case of video. The object of our research is to 
study how to support interaction with video in such a way that people can 
efficiently satisfy their needs. We hope that our research will demonstrate 
the feasibility of our approach to studying the video interaction problem, 
and to designing and evaluating video interaction environments. 

1.3 Video Foraging 

Following the approach outlined in the IFT framework as stated above, 
regarding video interaction this research will focus on the preferred 
structure of the video environment (video patches), the way navigation 
through the environment is supported (video scent), and the problems 
people have to solve (bridging gaps).  

1.3.1 Video patches 

The patchy structure of the information environment can be observed at 
various levels. For example, the World Wide Web consists of portals, web 
sites, web pages, and parts of pages. Each of them can be considered 
patches, and people switch between patches at the same level via hyperlinks, 
or go up and down in the hierarchy. Search tools provide result sets which 
can be seen as newly created patches, where the individual result items are 
interrelated by having the same keywords (the ones used in the query). 
Video works the same way. Each individual video is a patch, often 
containing a narrative structure and consisting of a number of smaller 
segments. At a higher level, groups of videos are also patches. The best 
examples of these are TV-related patches: video on the same TV channel or 
from the same broadcasting company. But all videos with Bill Murray or 
from Monty Python or made in Japan are also video patches. Even the 
group of videos that my friend likes, or those that are all on my hard disk, 
are patches. The concept “patch” as a structural unit is very broad. 
Whenever a user has a reason to consider objects as belonging together, 
they form a patch. Patches provide a structure that is user-based, and as 
such it is a broader concept than classification, which is often more 
document-based. The most important thing, of course, is that – from the 
user’s point of view – those patches have meaning and are usable or 
pleasurable in some way. People structure their environment in patches, 
and ideally the information environment is designed in such a way that the 
patches in it match the patches people have in their minds.  
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Within a video we can also distinguish patches. Video patches can be 
defined as collections of video fragments sharing a certain characteristic 
(van Houten, van Setten & Schuurman, 2003), e.g. they contain the same 
meaningful elements or have a narrative relationship. From the IFT point of 
view a video is a construct that generates scent, with components that also 
generate scent. A video can be looked at as a database containing individual 
video fragments (Manovich, 2000). The original narrative of the video is 
“only” one out of many ways of organizing and relating the individual items. 
So, the original video - as the video maker intended - is a specific kind of 
video patch. Other patches are subsets of fragments from that video or from 
a video collection. A simple example of a within-video patch would be the 
highlights of a football game. On a website like YouTube.com, people 
upload homemade compilations, such as the highlights of a football player’s 
career. People often want to structure the information environment in their 
own way, so that the “decodings are likely to be different from the 
encoder’s intended meaning” (Hall, 1980).  

The attributes that “glue” together segments into video patches may vary 
along many dimensions. The important thing is that they are useful for the 
end-user. Examples of patches may be all videos/fragments about a certain 
subject, such as politics; containing a certain person, for example Damien 
Hirst; related to a certain event, such as the Football World Cup; with 
songs in a certain language, such as Norwegian; recommended by my friend 
Paul; containing a large area of blue; and so on. Patches can form a 
heterarchic patchwork or a hierarchy, and several combinations of 
attributes can be combined in a patch. Selecting a patch gives the user a 
specific view on the content. In a video environment where patches are 
created, patches provide a means to filter video content, as users can 
browse a patch and ignore video fragments not belonging to the patch. 
Video fragments within the patch will at the same time probably belong to a 
number of different patches. Links to these patches can be shown to the 
user. This will allow users to switch to other patches when their evolving 
information need, as they browse, gives them new ideas. Such patches form 
a hyperlinked network above the video data that can be browsed (van 
Houten, Schuurman & Verhagen, 2004). For these links to be effective they 
need to be expressed in attributes/tags that carry the appropriate scent of 
the related patches. 

1.3.2 Video scent 

IFT describes how people make the decision to forage a patch, or leave a 
patch to find another one. These decisions are guided by the scent that is 
perceived. When there is a match between (associations with) elements in 
the information environment and (associations with) the user’s goals or 
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interests, the elements give off scent. People adapt their scent-following 
strategies to the flux of information in the environment. If the scent is 
strong, the information forager can make the appropriate choice. If there is 
no scent the forager can only perform a “random walk” through the 
environment, or quit altogether.  

Scent can be found within an information source as well as in links and 
metadata that refer to that source. When users scan the information sources 
themselves (e.g., when switching TV channels), they can decide to stay at 
that source based on the scent in the small sample they were watching. 
When the scent in the source is low, users may still decide to watch the 
source when the scent in the link or metadata related to the source is high 
(it is a movie by a favorite director, or it was highly recommended by a 
friend).  

Hyperlinks are representations or abstractions of the information 
sources, providing cues (see also Gigerenzer, 2000) which more or less tell 
the users what they will find at the destination. The scent of hyperlinks is 
this remote indication of an information source, which is also called residue 
(Furnas, 1997). Scent is wafted backward along hyperlinks – the reverse 
direction from browsing. People make navigational decisions on the basis of 
perceived scent: they follow links with good scent (from their point of 
view). The design of the links and metadata related to information sources 
– the scent carriers - can influence the perceived scent and thus the decision 
to watch a source or not. 

Stored past experiences are retrieved, based on proximal features of the 
current context (with links to information sources), and then used to 
predict the likelihood of distal features (what can actually be found in the 
information sources) (Pirolli, 2003). So, the user’s cognitive task is to 
predict the likelihood of the desired distal information from the proximal 
cues available in the user interface. If we want to make perceived scent 
measurable, we have to measure this subjective likelihood. Scent can be 
measured by, for example, asking users to rate how confident they are 
before they click on a link. 

1.3.3 Bridging gaps 

Scent following and interaction with patches are subject to a series of 
decisions that can be looked upon as actions to bridge gaps in the way that 
has been described by John Searle. When a person has a reason for a certain 
action, this does not automatically determine what this person is going to 
do, or what the action is going to be. There is a gap between the "causes" of 
an action (desires, beliefs) and the "effect" (the action) (Searle, 2001). 
There are three gaps that need to be bridged in an information 
environment: (a) a gap between reasons for a decision and the decision, (b) 
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a gap between the decision and the initiation of the action, and (c) a gap 
between the initiation of the action and the continuation and completion of 
the action.  

For the first gap, beliefs, desires, and other reasons are not experienced 
by the searcher as causally sufficient conditions for a decision. They merely 
determine a state of mind within the information ecology, leaving the 
decision to act open. The information environment should make the related 
action possible. In terms of IFT, the environment should contain accessible 
patches that allow for desired actions. If we, for instance, for some reason 
have the desire to look for a video to watch, appropriate video patches 
should be available to help us put that desire into action. TV guides and web 
environments such as YouTube are examples of suitable patches for this 
purpose.  

Bridging the first gap is not a causally sufficient condition for an 
intentional action. For example, watching a desired video may require so 
much effort that it hampers the action. The scheduled broadcasting time 
may be difficult to meet, or it may be difficult to locate a video (fragment) 
in a database. This sets the conditions for the second gap, which, in the case 
of video databases, can be bridged by querying and browsing available video 
data. In terms of IFT, the interface of the browsing environment should 
help to bring that scent of a video item to the surface that will help the 
decision to start watching that one item out of all items in the concerned 
patch.  

The third gap lies between the initiation of the action and its 
continuation and completion. Starting an action does not set sufficient 
conditions for its continuation or completion. For example, watching 
TV/video may continue as long as the video matches your information need. 
However, while you are watching you may get new ideas that trigger a 
decision to stop watching and do something else, such as go look for related 
video material. There is, thus, a gap between the actual information that is 
being watched and the desire for other information that meets the 
dynamically determined need of that moment. One way of bridging this gap 
is by offering links to video items that meet the requirements of the 
modified need of the user, who may then decide to sustain viewing. In 
terms of IFT, video items that meet these requirements share properties by 
which they form patches.  

1.4 Research questions and thesis overview 

In our framework of IFT, efficient video browsing takes the form of 
optimizing video patches and their related scent in a browsing structure that 
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supports decision-making in Searle’s three-gap decision model. The general 
research question of this thesis is: 

 
How to support interaction with videos in such a way that people can efficiently satisfy 
their needs? 
 
We divide this general research question into three specific research 
questions as described below. 

The first research question looks at how to optimize video patches. In 
IFT-based browsing, the purpose of organizing video patches in a browsing 
structure is to support users in their interaction with videos. This support 
will be optimal when there is a match between the structure of the 
environment and the psycho-semantic structures of the users. We may 
expect that users will be able to move around within that environment most 
efficiently when the way they structure or classify their environment 
corresponds most closely to the way the environment itself is structured or 
designed. This leads to the question of what categories of video comply with 
users’ preferred way of selecting and interacting with video content:   

 
Research question 1: What is the most useful way to classify video content? 
 
We studied this issue by asking users about their preferences for video 
categories that may serve to organize patches. We conducted two 
exploratory survey studies to collect data on user preferences for video 
categories that may serve to organize patches: the Kenniswijk survey and the 
Fabchannel survey. An important difference between the two studies was 
that the Kenniswijk survey was very large and generic, asking about 
TV/video viewing behavior and preferences in general (it also provided data 
on scent and gap-bridging behavior which were useful for the following 
studies). The Fabchannel survey was very specific, asking a specific user-
group about their preferred interaction with videos on a dedicated website 
with videos from one genre. We expected that exploring user preferences in 
this way would yield valuable insights about classifying and structuring video 
for patch-based browsing. The two studies are described in Chapter 2 of 
this thesis. 

The second research question is about the character of good scent. 
Scent is contained in scent carriers, representational elements by which 
video items are made known to the potential user. Scent carriers take the 
form of links, metadata, video fragments, and whole videos. The question is 
which forms scent carriers should take to establish the most realistic 
expectations about video content: 

  
Research question 2: What is the character of good video scent? 
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We studied this in an experiment in which we asked participants to select 
the most relevant link to a video from a group of links. We measured the 
perceived scent by asking for the subjective probability that the information 
that was needed could be found behind that link. We repeated this for 
different types of tasks and different types of scent carriers to study the 
influence of these factors. This experiment is described in Chapter 3 of this 
thesis. 

The third research question examines design principles for a patch-
based browsing environment that effectively bridges the three gaps and 
efficiently supports video data browsing:  

 
Research question 3: How to design a video interaction environment that will 
optimally support its users? 

 
Optimal support is reached when patches and scent carriers together support 
the bridging of all three gaps at a rate that maximizes user satisfaction over 
(search) time. Based on the results of the previous studies, we refined an 
experimental browsing application that had been in development for a 
number of years: the VIBES video browser. The idea of patch-based 
browsing was developed as a first implementation of IFT in video browsing 
(Van Houten, Van Setten & Schuurman, 2003). The practical development 
of that environment also gave rise to research questions about video patches 
and video scent as described in van Houten, Schuurman & Verhagen 
(2004). We used the results of the user studies described above to further 
develop the experimental video application, whose main goal was to provide 
a context in which to study browsing behavior within the IFT framework. 
This application is described in Chapter 4 of this thesis, together with two 
other popular video environments on the internet: YouTube and 
Fabchannel. These three applications are described from an IFT point of 
view. The description can be seen as part of the method section of the 
experiment described in the following chapter. 

We conducted an experiment in which we asked participants to perform 
a number of tasks with the VIBES video browser. This resulted in a 
quantitative analysis of the usefulness of the elements of the application. In 
addition, we asked the participants to perform tasks with the Fabchannel 
and YouTube websites. This provided data for a qualitative analysis of the 
difficulties of video interaction in specific and general situations, and of 
which support is most wanted for interacting with video. This experiment is 
described in Chapter 5 of this thesis. 

In the final chapter of this thesis (Chapter 6) we will summarize the 
conclusions of all four user studies. Next we will discuss the success (or lack 
thereof) of our approach. We will try to determine the usefulness of 
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applying the framework of IFT and gap-bridging to the problem of video 
interaction. Can we use it to explain human searching behavior, and can we 
use it to create or evaluate video interaction applications? At that point we 
will evaluate how well we have answered our main question: How to support 
interaction with videos in such a way that people can efficiently satisfy their needs?



 



 

Chapter 2 

2. Video patches: classifying video 
content 

In this chapter, we will deal with the research question “What is the most 
useful way to classify video content?” We present results from two surveys 
on how end-users would prefer to structure the video environment into 
video patches: the Kenniswijk survey and the Fabchannel survey. First we 
will discuss the research literature on labeling and categorizing video 
content, and formulate more specific research questions. We will end this 
chapter by discussing the results from the surveys in the light of the 
research questions. 

2.1 Labeling and categorizing video content  

People use concepts to classify perceived information through the process 
of cognition. Concepts are a kind of mental glue, in that they tie our past 
experiences to our present interactions with the world (Murphy, 2002). 
People carve up the world into “uniformities” relating to concepts they use 
when extracting information from the environment (Searle, 1978). The 
categories humans impose on the world are dependent upon human 
“individuation” capacities (Devlin, 1991). The facility to individuate objects 
– that is, to see them as objects - is a fundamental cognitive ability. The 
world doesn’t come to us already sliced up into objects and experiences: 
what we see as an object is a function of our system of representation, and 
how we perceive the world is also influenced by that representational 
system. Objects are not self-identifying - the world divides the way we 
divide it. Patches as defined in a database are expected to be most relevant 
when they match with patches as the user would define them. The content 
of patches should thus be organized in forms that are meaningful to the user 
and that allow users to control how they select and navigate them. To this 
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end there is a need for a predetermined set of semantic concepts that can 
act as semantic filters and aid in video interaction (Naphade & Smith, 
2004). Navigation through video data is affected by the new forms of video 
interaction that have been made possible by the advent of digital video. 
Interaction with units smaller than the video itself is one of the 
characteristics of digital video and is still a relatively new phenomenon. 
Semantic concepts can be used to describe videos as a whole, or to describe 
smaller video segments. In this study we also try to determine the preferred 
unit of interaction.  

Essential for all classifications of video content is knowing in what kinds 
of semantic concepts users would like the video environment to be 
structured. Before going into what we learned about that in the two survey 
studies, we first present an overview of current ideas on labeling and 
categorizing video content. 

2.1.1 Adding metadata to videos 

Classifying videos involves adding descriptions or metadata to video 
material. There are two main ways to add metadata to videos: manually (or 
supervized) and automatically (or unsupervized). Manual addition of 
metadata can be performed by various different agents, such as a 
professional (e.g., a librarian or other content expert), the author of the 
video object, or the user. If professionals are used to add metadata, the 
disadvantages are the need for training/education, the relatively high cost in 
time and effort, and a large scalability problem. Still, it is feasible for a small 
subset of video objects, e.g., videos that represent an important part of a 
country’s cultural heritage. It is, nevertheless, a problem which classification 
scheme the professional should use.  

The author has the same problems regarding time-consumption, but can 
have special motivations to add metadata to a video he/she created, for 
example to increase the chance that it will be found by others. The user can 
implicitly add metadata to an information object by viewing it, citing it, or 
linking to it, behaviors that can be detected by algorithms for ranking videos 
(e.g., on the basis of number of views), or relating objects to each other 
(e.g., on the basis of how often they are watched by the same persons). 
Users can also explicitly add metadata to video objects by rating or 
reviewing the objects, or by adding descriptions or tags (“social tagging”), 
thus creating a “folksonomy.” Folksonomy combines the words “folk” and 
“taxonomy” and is a type of distributed classification system. A folksonomy 
begins with tagging. People tag websites (e.g., del.icio.us), photos (e.g., 
Flickr), videos (e.g., YouTube), et cetera, to be able to find them again. 
When other people are tagging the same objects, the cumulative force of all 
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the individual tags can produce a bottom-up, self-organized system for 
classifying large collections of digital material (Mathes, 2004). 

Unsupervized metadata creation concerns the use of algorithms for 
automatically detecting content characteristics. The fact that it requires no 
human time or effort is very advantageous, but it has the problem of the 
semantic gap. This is produced by the lack of coincidence between the 
information that one can extract from the visual data and the interpretation 
that the same data have for a user in a given situation (Smeulders, Worring, 
Santini, Gupta & Jain, 2000). Clearly, higher-level semantic descriptions are 
often more useful than low-level properties such as color and texture, but 
automatic classifiers for such high-level features are much less accurate than 
those that detect low-level features (Sebe, Lew & Smeulders, 2003). 
Promising developments include multimodal analysis techniques, using data 
from the visual, auditory, and textual modality (Snoek & Worring, 2005). 
Still, unsupervized techniques have difficulties with conceptual, content-
descriptive metadata. There is also the critique that the research is focusing 
too much on core technology and not enough on making it work in 
practice. There is lack of understanding of which semantics are important 
and what breadth and depth of the semantic space is required for enabling 
effective search (Smith, 2007). 

Both the manual and automatic methods of metadata creation require 
some kind of guidance in the form of a classification system. The 
multimedia research community has identified the need to find a set of 
semantic concepts to focus on as it explores new automated tagging 
techniques (Naphade et al., 2006). This provides interoperability and lets 
the multimedia community focus ongoing research on a well-defined set of 
semantics. In the past years, the approach to research on multimedia 
semantics has been ad hoc, without larger coordination. Recently, an 
initiative has started to standardize the set of semantics for (unsupervized) 
tagging multimedia: the Large-Scale Concept Ontology for Multimedia or 
LSCOM (Naphade et al., 2006). The goal was to create a taxonomy of 
1,000 concepts for describing broadcast news video. Preferably, such a 
classification system would relate to what people are actually looking for in 
videos, so concepts were partly chosen based on analyses of video archive 
query logs. However, one important criterion for inclusion of concepts was 
whether automated extraction considering a five-year technology horizon 
was feasible.  

Moreover, concepts had to be observable. This way, concepts such as 
flying airplanes and riots were included, but concepts such as discovery and 
happiness were excluded as unobservable and infeasible. The current view is 
that, with fewer than 5,000 of these concepts, LSCOM is likely to provide 
high accuracy results, comparable to text retrieval on the web, in a typical 
broadcast news collection (Hauptmann, Yan & Lin, 2007). However, the 
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researchers leave unanswered the question of which specific concepts 
should be used.  

For the description of audiovisual content, there are well-accepted 
standards such as MPEG-7 and TV-anytime (see, for example, Tsiniraki, 
Polydoros, Kazasis & Christodoulakis, 2005). The descriptors may refer to 
the whole multimedia content (programs, videos, et cetera) or to parts of 
the content (segments). 

Research on automated tagging provides a good impression of possible 
relevant categories, but we think it is good to study what users really need 
without being hindered by issues such as technological feasibility. In our 
approach, we are aware of but choose to avoid the discussion on how 
metadata are added: by professionals, by machines, or by users. We try to 
get information about how people classify video content by asking them 
directly what kinds of video material they would like to watch. We think 
this users’ point of view can be of added value to the discussion of metadata 
and the way video data should be classified. 

2.1.2 Classifying (images and) videos 

Metadata concern different types of information that are associated with 
videos (Del Bimbo, 1999). First, there are data which are not directly 
concerned with video content but are in some way related to it (content-
independent metadata). Examples include Dublin Core elements such as 
creator, publisher, and date, but also how many times a video is viewed and 
the rating it has gotten. Second, there are data which refer directly to the 
content of the video. Del Bimbo (1999) distinguishes between data 
referring to perceptual facts like color, texture, and motion (content-
dependent metadata), and data referring to content semantics (content-
descriptive metadata). Classifying or grouping video can happen at each 
metadata level. As we stated above, any reason to group videos can be 
applied in order to create video patches. The question is which ways are 
really useful. 

Currently, two methods for grouping results of a query are quite 
popular: clustering and faceted categorization (Hearst, 2006). Both search 
interfaces are applied and used primarily in domain-specific collections. 
Clustering refers to the grouping of items according to some measure of 
similarity, typically using associations and commonalities among features, 
where features are typically words and phrases. Advantages are that it is fully 
automatable, can reveal interesting trends, can clarify and sharpen a vague 
query, and works well for disambiguating unclear queries. For example, a 
query for “Ajax” on Clusty.com distinguishes results related to the 
mythological Greek hero, the web application technique Asynchronous 
JavaScript and XML, the Amsterdam football club, and so forth. 
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Disadvantages of clustering include lack of predictability, conflation of many 
different dimensions, the difficulty of labeling the groups, and the 
counterintuitiveness of cluster subhierarchies. 

A faceted classification system allows the assignment of multiple 
classifications to an object, enabling the classifications to be ordered in 
multiple ways, rather than in a single, pre-determined taxonomic order. It 
makes information access useful, by providing multiple navigational paths to 
any one item of information. In contrast to a folksonomy, the information 
in each of the facets can be organized into a hierarchy (for instance, the 
location facets could be divided by state, then city, then neighborhood). 
Also, folksonomies are emergent properties of social tagging systems in 
which individuals apply “tags” as they please, without control or 
coordination; faceted systems require someone to make a decision about 
which facets to record in the database and, often, which values will be 
permitted.  

Faceted categories are usually created manually, although assignment of 
documents to categories can be automated. Hearst (2006) advises against 
creating one large category hierarchy, and recommends hierarchical faceted 
categories (HFC): a set of category hierarchies each of which corresponds 
to a different facet (dimension or feature type) relevant to the collection to 
be navigated. Each facet has a hierarchy of terms associated with it, and 
each item in the collection can be assigned many labels from the 
hierarchies. Navigating within the hierarchy builds up a complex query. 
HFC-enabled interfaces are preferred over the standard keyword-and-result 
listing interfaces (Yee, Swearingen, Li & Hearst (2003). Disadvantages are 
that in most cases the category hierarchies are built by hand and that 
automated assignment of categories to items is only partly successful. 
Moreover, the categories of interest must be established in advance, which 
means they might not reflect important trends that arise in the data. An 
important question remains: which categories are really useful for people? 

Many ideas about the semantic level have been developed for image 
classification. Panofsky (1955) distinguishes three levels of meaning of a 
picture: the pre-iconographical description (addressing what an image 
shows in generic terms - e.g., a woman, a building), the iconographical 
analysis (addressing the specific subject matter of an image, with people or 
places named or identified: Madonna, the Eiffel Tower), and the 
iconological interpretation (addressing the symbolism of the image: hope, 
salvation, love). Based on these levels, Shatford (1986) categorized the 
subjects of pictures as “Generic of”, “Specific of”, and “About” For further 
classification she defined four facets at each level, containing the answers to 
the questions Who? What? When? and Where? For example, a picture (or, 
for that matter, a video) may be of the 1974 World Cup football final 
between the Netherlands and West Germany (What – Specific of), while 
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also being of a football game (What – Generic of), or being an event with 
lots of excitement and emotion (What – About). This so-called 
Panofsky/Shatford model has become widely used in image classification. 
Jaimes and Chang (2000) extend this model by splitting What into What 
Action and What Object, and adding a Why, thus creating a 3x6 “semantic 
information table” where each “W-question” (who, when, et cetera) has a 
specific, generic, and abstract version. It is, nevertheless, sometimes 
difficult to handle different levels of specificity. For example, at the generic 
level we can say that a person is a woman, and at the specific level that she 
is a politician. But how can we then define a specifically named woman—
say, Hillary Clinton? To handle such cases, it may be useful to introduce 
another level. In our study, we used a level “famous” as a special form of 
specific. For example, a general location is a city, a specific location is a 
museum, and a famous location is the Van Gogh Museum.  

Of course, for video, we also have to be aware of the audio component: 
dialogue (human voice), direct/ambient sound, organized sound (music), 
and sound effects. Relationships between individuals and audio are 
especially important: who or what is making a sound. Much research in the 
area of image classification is, nevertheless, relevant for classifying videos 
because of the similarities between the two media types - image and video - 
regarding classification problems. Video descriptions often relate to content 
that can be found in frozen frames, while image descriptions often strongly 
suggest temporal characteristics: a picture often has a past, “What happened 
before this point in time,” and a future, “What will happen afterward”). 
The temporal characteristic in video is, evidently, not just suggested, but is 
actually present. This leads on one hand to the possibility of more accurate 
descriptions, but on the other hand to more cumbersome interaction. 
Regarding descriptions, the main difference between these visual media lies 
in the presence or absence of audio. In our study, we included categories 
related to audio. 

Enser and Sandom (2001) analyzed 1,270 requests for moving image 
footage received by eleven representative film collections, using the 
Panofsky/Shatford model. Most requests (1,148) were subject requests; the 
remainder were requests for particular titles, directors, actors, shot types 
and the like. More than half of the subject requests comprized two or more 
facets. Of all subject requests, 1,143 included specifically named people, 
events, places, or times, and 852 requests were for generic subjects. 
Requests for abstract subjects were very unusual (22). In the conclusion and 
discussion section of this chapter we will take a more detailed look at their 
results and compare them with the results of this study. 

The LSCOM taxonomy mentioned above for describing newscast video 
(Naphade et al., 2006) organized the (almost) 1,000 concepts into six 
categories on a top level: objects (e.g., flag, animal, computer), 
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activities/events (walk/run, explosion, natural disaster), scenes/locations 
(office, court, mountain), people (crowd, face, police), graphics (maps, 
charts), and program categories (weather, entertainment, sports). The 
gathering of concepts was partly driven by input from end-user 
communities, but was mostly driven by practical considerations for the 
multimedia research community. 

Markkula and Sormunen (2000) observed and interviewed journalists 
trying to retrieve photos from a digital newspaper archive containing over 
83,000 photos. In nearly half of the search topics, the main focus was on 
the context information (e.g., a particular news event) or on themes 
requiring high-level human reasoning. Low-level visual features were not 
expressed as the main search criteria in any of the search topics analyzed. 
Based on the observations, the researchers emphasize that browsing is an 
essential strategy in searching for photos, and advise the use of conceptual 
indexing based on broad categories to find browsable query sets (in other 
words: patches). 

In an experiment with 30 participants, Hollink, Schreiber, Wielinga, 
and Worring (2004) analyzed and classified textual descriptions of images 
and keyword queries for images. The majority of the descriptions (85%) 
were conceptual (as opposed to perceptual). Within the conceptual level, 
74% of the descriptions were general, 16% specific, and 9% abstract. 
Descriptions of objects appearing in images were used twice as much as 
descriptions of scenes (the set of all objects and their arrangement, e.g., 
city, landscape, indoor, or still life). 

Eakins, Briggs, and Burford (2004) tested the extent to which people 
were interested in different content categories of images. They used a 
taxonomy of image content, which was based on an extensive survey of the 
computer science, art history, and psychology literature (Burford, Briggs & 
Eakins, 2003). They distinguished the following categories: 1) Perceptual 
primitives – the lowest level of visual content (e.g., edges, texture, color, 
sharpness); 2) Geometric primitives – the simplest structures (lines, curves, 
recognizable geometric shapes) 3) Visual relationships – the spatial 
arrangement of objects in a scene in two dimensions + visual extension 
(the arrangement of objects in the third dimension); 4) Semantic units – 
the names of objects, or classes of objects, present in a scene, either general 
(“horse,” “sand”) or specific (“Abraham Lincoln,” “the Eiffel Tower”); 5) 
Abstraction – content which is not directly present in the image, but needs 
to be inferred from background knowledge and experience.  

Within abstraction they distinguished four levels: 5a) Contextual 
abstraction – non-visual information derived from knowledge of the 
environment (e.g., day or night scene); 5b) Cultural abstraction – aspects 
that can be inferred only with the help of specific cultural knowledge (e.g., 
the religious significance of a scene); 5c) Emotional abstraction – emotional 
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responses evoked by an image; 5d) Technical abstraction – aspects 
requiring specific technical expertise to interpret (e.g., signs of injury in an 
X-ray). The final category was 6) (Content-independent) Metadata – terms 
describing the image itself (such as size, type, and creator).  

When subjects were asked to rate the importance of the categories, the 
following order emerged: 1 semantic (specific); 2 semantic (general); 3 
sharpness; 4 cultural abstraction; 5 technical abstraction; 6 metadata; 7 
contextual abstraction; 8 color; 9 shape; 10 texture; 11 visual relationships; 
12 visual extension; and 13 emotional abstraction. Clearly the ability to 
retrieve images by their semantic content is a priority for users of image 
databases, while lower-level issues are generally considered less important. 

Research on facets of metadata for image search and browsing showed 
that a category-based approach is a successful way to provide access to 
image collections (Yee, Swearingen, Li & Hearst, 2003). In this study, 32 
art history students had to perform image search tasks with a faceted 
category interface and a baseline interface. The baseline interface was a 
keyword-based image search interface, closely resembling Google Image 
Search. The faceted navigation interface enabled users to navigate along 
conceptual dimensions that described the images. The latter interface was 
strongly preferred by the participants. Facets were created bottom-up by 
converting (semi-automatically) the descriptions of art images into a set of 
metadata categories by comparing the words in the descriptions to their 
higher-level category labels in an electronic lexical database (WordNet). 
The facets that were thus created were high-level categories that were 
considered useful for students and scholars of art history. They included: 
media (e.g., book, costume), location (e.g., Europe, Australia), date (e.g., 
14th century), themes (military, religion), nature (birds, mammals), places 
and spaces (bridges, buildings), people (aristocrats, children), shapes, 
colors, and materials (decorations, metal), and artists. When participants 
had to perform structured tasks (for example, “Gather materials for a 
scholarly essay on woodcuts created in the US”), facet usage was driven 
largely by the task content, causing participants to focus on date, location, 
media, artist, and theme. For unstructured searches (e.g., “Search for 
images of interest”), usage was more evenly distributed across all the facets. 
Most searches started with selecting Artists (17%), Date (15%) and 
Location (15%). 

The general consensus in the empirical research on images is that people 
are mostly interested in meaningful, conceptual information. Different 
results are found regarding how specific or general the information should 
be. This seems to be influenced by the reasons people have for searching: a 
specific search task will require specific descriptions, while a general search 
task (“Find something that is interesting to you”) may require less specific 
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descriptions. Abstract descriptions seem to be less useful than both general 
and specific descriptions. 

Most classification research was aimed at images, and the question is 
whether a video environment provides comparable results. As seen in the 
studies mentioned above (e.g., Yee et al.), the reasons why people search 
seem to have an influence on the preferred classification. All studies focused 
on the usage of a specific image collection. The second study we describe – 
the Fabchannel study – also explores the interaction with a specific 
collection, in this case a group of videos. However, we think it is also 
important to understand the reasons why people interact with video “in the 
field,” meaning outside a laboratory situation and not related to a specific 
collection. This was researched in the first study we describe: the 
Kenniswijk study.  

Moreover, people already have strategies available for finding videos and 
interacting with them. It is important to know more about these strategies 
before going to the real classification question. Video interaction is more 
cumbersome than image interaction because of the time factor. Therefore, 
the question of how to structure videos may be related to the level of 
interaction: between videos within a database, between video segments 
within a video, or between video segments within a database. For the 
specific case of video we think it is necessary to study the classification 
problem in combination with these interaction issues. 

2.2 Research Questions 

This research is aimed at finding the best form of support for people as they 
interact with video material. So, the research questions were formulated in 
a practical way, in terms of users’ actual searching behavior. First, we want 
to know more about the searching process, about why people want to view 
certain videos, and what their efforts are to get to that point. In other 
words, we want to know what they do to bridge the three gaps as described 
in Chapter 1. Second, we take a look at user preferences on how that 
process of video interaction can be improved. We start with the structure of 
a database as a whole, how people prefer the database to be structured for 
easy access. Next we look at other possible ways of interaction: which parts 
of video do people prefer to interact with and what are the characteristics of 
those parts? This leads to the formulation of the following research 
questions: 

 
RQ1 - What are the main reasons people start a TV/video viewing session? 
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For the Kenniswijk survey, we created a list of 25 reasons based on several 
studies of users’ motives for watching TV/video (including Hirschman, 
1987, and Lee & Lee, 1995). To check how this corresponds to program 
preferences, we created a list of 80 TV/video program types (current affairs, 
documentaries, soap operas, science fiction movies, etc.) and asked the 
respondents to check which programs they were interested in. For the 
Fabchannel study, we created a list of specific reasons in cooperation with 
employees of Fabchannel who were familiar with the motives and wishes of 
visitors to their website as a result of email correspondence, and so forth. In 
terms of the theory articulated by Searle (2001), “reasons” should be 
understood as “prior intentions.”  

 
RQ2 - What kinds of efforts do users invest in 
a) choosing a video to watch? (gap-1 problem) 
b) finding and watching the video of their choice? (gap-2 problem) 
c) continuing or completing their video viewing session? (gap-3 problem) 
 
For questioning viewing behavior in the Kenniswijk survey, we asked about 
the actions people perform to bridge the gaps as described by Searle 
(2001). So, several questions explored the reasons to view TV/video, how a 
decision to watch a program is made, how the decision is executed, and 
how the viewing action is continued or completed. As the experience with 
video on the internet was very limited for this group of respondents at the 
time of measurement, we will restrict the analysis of these research 
questions to the television situation. In the Fabchannel survey, we had no 
specific questions about gap-bridging behavior. 
 
RQ3 - What is the preferred way to structure the video collection for easy access? 
 
In the Kenniswijk survey, we asked about the preferred way to structure TV 
program information, and about different approaches to TV channels 
(mixed or theme-based). In the Fabchannel survey we asked how the 
respondents would like to sort the concerts in the archive.  
 
RQ4 – What is the preferred unit of interaction?  
 
We formulated questions to find out whether respondents were satisfied 
with the current unit of interaction, that is, programs as a whole. In the 
Kenniswijk survey, we did so for TV programs in general, and in the 
Fabchannel survey for the specific genres of live music concerts.  
 
RQ5 - What is the most useful way to classify video content? 
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For the Kenniswijk survey, we created a list of 30 aspects of video content 
based on the Panofsky/Shatford model and the extension of Jaimes and 
Chang, in combination with ideas from related research on image and video 
classification. We included categories related to both images and sound. 
Most people know that DVDs offer the option of jumping straight to a 
particular chapter or scene of a movie. This category occupies a particular 
position because it relates to the “natural” syntax of a video. We asked the 
respondents to which aspects in video they would like to be able to jump 
instantly (bridging gap 2), and of which aspects in a video they would like to 
see more while already watching (bridging gap 3). In the Fabchannel survey, 
we looked at specific aspects of music concerts, and asked about the 
usefulness of these aspects in searching for similar parts within one concert 
or in other concerts. 

If we can get good answers to the final two research questions, this will 
provide useful guidance to the characteristics of useful video patches. The 
first two research questions are a prerequisite for the latter three, as they 
provide the user context: what users want and what interaction problems 
they face. 

2.3 Kenniswijk survey 

The first survey we conducted was within the Dutch Kenniswijk project, a 
national project that was carried out in the Eindhoven area. Kenniswijk was 
an experimental neighbourhood around 40,000 families (84,000 
inhabitants) in which consumers were given access to innovative products 
and services in the fields of computers, (mobile) communication, and 
internet. The survey was conducted at the end of the project, in 2005. 

2.3.1 Participants 

Inhabitants of the Kenniswijk area were approached via an advertisement in 
an email newsletter to participate (anonymously) in the survey. It is 
unknown how many of the inhabitants actually read the newsletter. The 
survey was presented as “research on TV and video viewing: the way you 
approach it now, and what you would like to change about it”. Respondents 
could win one of 25 tickets (five with a face value of €12.50, twenty of 
€2.50) in the national lottery. To enter the drawing they had to leave an 
email address. 
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2.3.2 Method 

A survey was developed using an online survey tool (for the tool, see 
SurveyWorld, 2008). The advertisement in the newsletter contained a link 
to the online survey. Respondents could start participating directly. 
The survey contained several questions on demographics, viewing 
behaviour, and viewing preferences. The exact formulations of the analyzed 
questions are presented in the results section below. All survey questions 
are presented in Appendix A (in Dutch). 

2.3.3 Response 

A total of 215 people responded to the survey. Five were left out of the 
analyses because of having too many missing data (no response to a whole 
group of questions related to one of the research questions). The mean 
time it took to complete the survey was 24 minutes. The remaining 210 
respondents consisted of 60% men and 40% women (figures for the 
Netherlands as a whole: resp. 49% and 51% [CBS, 2005]). Divided by age, 
20% of the respondents were 16-35, 50% were 36-55, and 30% older than 
56. (It was difficult to get comparable figures for the Netherlands because 
the central bureau for statistics, or census bureau, uses different categories. 
But of all people of 20 years and older, 35% were 20-40 years old, 46% 
were 40-65, and 19% were over 65 [CBS, 2005]). Divided by education 
level, 20% had completed (or were working on) education at the primary or 
lower-secondary level, 36% at the higher-secondary level, and 44% at the 
tertiary level (figures for the Netherlands: resp. 34%, 41%, and 25% [CBS, 
2005]). So, this sample can be considered fairly representative for the 
Dutch population, although male, middle-aged, and highly educated people 
were slightly overrepresented. 

On average, respondents reported watching 19.3 hours of TV/video 
images per week. They mostly watched television programs at the time of 
broadcast (71% almost daily). At least 30% watched recorded programs at 
least weekly. Almost 12% watched streaming video from the internet at 
least weekly, and 8% downloaded videos at least weekly. About 10% 
watched their own DVDs/videos at least weekly, and 4% rented a 
DVD/video at least weekly. Watching home videos or visiting the cinema 
was even more infrequently done.  

The results of this survey were gathered in 2005, hence the modest role 
of video on the internet (YouTube went live while this survey was running). 
Of all respondents, 60% had never watched streaming video from the 
internet, 65% had never watched a downloaded video, and 76% had never 
used a search engine to find videos on the internet. In other words, 
interacting with video on the internet was a relatively infrequent activity for 
this group of respondents at that point in time. 
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2.3.4 Results 

The results for each of the research questions were as follows. 
 
RQ 1 - What are the main reasons people start a TV/video viewing session? 
 
Respondents had to indicate on a 10-point scale how important a reason 
was for them to watch TV/video. The main reasons were “to keep oneself 
informed” (score 8.2) , “to relax” (7.4), “to learn, better understand 
something” (7.3); “to see something I had heard about (e.g., current 
affairs)” (6.9), and “to have food for thought; out of interest” (6.5). All 
other reasons scored in the lower half of the scale (below 5.5). In sum, the 
main reason is cognitive benefit, followed by mood improvement. This is 
confirmed by the TV/video programs the respondents preferred to watch. 
Of the top ten, eight were informative and related to the cognitive benefit 
reason. (The top three were news programs [96%], current affairs programs 
[82%], and the weather [66%].) The other two in the top ten were movie 
genres (comedy and crime/thriller) relating to the mood improvement 
reason. 

 
RQ 2 - What kind of efforts are invested by users in 
a) choosing a video to watch? (gap-1 problem) 
b) finding and watching the video of their choice? (gap-2 problem) 
c) continuing or completing their video viewing session? (gap-3 problem) 
 
The first gap (or interaction context) is the gap between the reasons for a 
decision and the actual decision to watch a certain TV program. We asked 
the respondents how hard it is to find a TV program that is of their interest. 
Regarding television programs, 56% of the respondents indicated that this 
was easy, 30% said it was sometimes hard, sometimes easy, and 14% said it 
was hard. A problem with these numbers is that most people are partly 
familiar with what television has to offer, and routinely view a number of 
programs: 67% said they often/always turn on the TV to watch a program 
they always watch (20% sometimes, 13% seldom/never). In these 
situations, people will hardly experience the first gap.  

There are two main strategies for bridging the first gap: consulting an 
overview or guide (“metadata-first”), or browsing video data (“data-first”). 
These can be considered as basic heuristics (Gigerenzer & Todd, 1999). For 
the specific television situation, we asked people to respond to a number of 
propositions. To the proposition “Before I turn on the TV, I consult the TV 
guide to see whether there is something of interest to me”, 40% indicated 
often/always, 28% sometimes, and 31% seldom/never. To the proposition 
“I turn on the TV and start channel-surfing to see whether there is 
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something of interest to me,” 25% indicated often/always, 30% sometimes, 
and 45% seldom/never. Comparing the responses to these two propositions 
for each respondent, we can conclude that 50% were more guide-users 
than zappers; 33% were more zappers than guide-users; 8% applied both 
strategies equally; and 8% seldom used either strategy (but, for example, 
always watched the same programs). While 19% actively didn’t like to 
consult TV guides (21% liked it, and 60% were neutral), 42% actively 
didn’t like channel-surfing (20% liked it, and 39% were neutral).  

In sum, of the two mentioned strategies, consulting a guide was the 
most popular. The most popular source for getting program information 
was a (printed) program guide, which was used by 75%, followed by the 
teletext2  signal of a channel (43%), a newspaper (33%), and an electronic 
program guide (16%). When asked how successful the respondents were in 
finding an interesting program with the aid of a program guide, 66% said 
they were often/always successful (29% sometimes, 5% seldom/never). In 
cases where people were not successful, the main reasons were “There are 
too few interesting programs” (68%) and “The program guide does not 
provide enough information to determine whether a program is of interest 
to me” (24%). 

The second gap (or interaction context) is between the decision and the 
initiation of the action: the decision is not automatically followed by an 
intentional action. This gap can be bridged by, for example, entering 
keyword queries, browsing video indexes, or browsing video data. For 
example, you know exactly which TV program you want to watch but can’t 
locate it. When people are watching TV this is seldom a problem, as most 
people know where to locate the TV channels of their interest. We asked 
the respondents whether they were satisfied with the way their TV channels 
were programmed, and 79% were satisfied, 19% thought it could be 
improved but were used to it, and only 2% had difficulties finding channels. 
While they zap channels, viewers bridge the second gap automatically when 
they stumble upon a program that is of interest. 

The third gap (or interaction context) is about the continuation or 
completion of the action. We asked people which strategies they applied to 
finding other interesting programs once they have been watching television 
for a while. A large number of people - 39% - often/always consulted a 
program guide, 41% sometimes; 20% seldom/never. Another popular 
strategy was channel-surfing: 26% did that often/always, 44% sometimes, 
and 31% seldom/never. Less popular strategies were asking someone else in 

                                                       
2 Teletext information is broadcast in the vertical blanking interval between image frames in 
a broadcast television signal. It is closely linked to the PAL broadcast system and nearly 
ubiquitous across Europe. Common teletext services include TV schedules, regularly 
updated current affairs and sports news, simple games (such as quizzes), and subtitling for 
the deaf or in different languages. 
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the room (70% seldom/never, 26% sometimes, 4% often/always) or 
watching the overview channel that displays a mosaic of images from a 
number of channels (95% seldom/never, 5% sometimes, 0% often/always). 

Summarizing, consulting guides and channel-surfing were two important 
strategies for finding TV programs of interest, with the “metadata-first” 
option (using guides) being slightly more popular than the “data-first” 
option (channel-surfing). 

 
RQ3 - What is the preferred way to structure the video collection for easy access? 
 
We asked the respondents about useful structures for a program guide. 
They had to give a rating between 1 (totally useless) and 10 (very useful). 
The most useful way to structure a program guide was by channel (score 
7.0), next by theme and by time period of broadcast (both 6.2), and finally 
as a result of a query (5.9). 

We also asked which type of information the respondents used to find 
programs of interest. The overview of movies (very common in TV guides) 
was used often/always by 36%, sometimes by 32%, and seldom/never by 
33%. Other overviews based on themes or genres (less common in TV 
guides) were used often/always by 18%, sometimes by 29%, and 
seldom/never by 53%. When asked how useful it would be to place 
programs of the same theme/genre in a separate overview, 65% gave this a 
usefulness score between 6 and 10, and 35% between 1 and 5 (mean score 
was 6.1). 

Regarding channels, we asked the respondents to give a rating for 
different types of channels. Channels gathered around a theme (e.g., nature, 
sports, or science and technology) got a mean rating of 6.5, while channels 
with programming in different themes/genres (like most classic TV 
channels) got a mean rating of 6.8. These mixed channels were watched by 
most respondents: 93% indicated that they regularly (at least once a month) 
watch the Dutch public channels, 89% the Dutch commercial channels, 
61% the regional channels, 57% the Belgian, 44% the British, and 27% the 
German channels. Regarding theme channels, 72% regularly watched 
“knowledge” channels (such as Discovery and National Geographic), 31% 
news channels, 27% sports, 21% music, and 19% children’s channels. (All 
other types of channels were watched regularly by fewer than 10% of the 
respondents). Of all respondents, 93% indicated that they regularly watch 
15 or fewer channels (58% fewer than 10). 

When asked what type - in terms of specificity - of theme channels 
people prefer, most respondents (42%) had no preference. Of the 
remaining respondents, most (32%) preferred general theme channels (e.g., 
sports, drama). Fewer respondents (15%) preferred more specific channels 
(e.g., football, comedy). Even fewer respondents (7%) preferred even more 
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specific channels (e.g., Dutch football, American sitcoms), and still fewer 
(5%) preferred highly specific channels (e.g., PSV [a Dutch football club] or 
“Friends” [an American sitcom]).  

In sum, the respondents were in some ways quite conservative in their 
preferences regarding patches. They preferred to watch mixed channels and 
program information by channel. Still, a significant part of the respondents 
preferred (or also preferred) program information gathered around a 
theme, as well as (general) theme channels. For an important part of the 
respondents, this apparently eases the task of bridging the gaps. 

In light of the results presented above, we will now see what are good 
ways to structure the video environment, or in other words, to create useful 
patches.  
 
RQ 4 – What is the preferred unit of interaction?  
 
When users structure their environment, the question is what is perceived 
as belonging together, and what is perceived as being separable. Historically, 
videos (e.g., television programs) were presented as a whole, but nowadays 
other types of interaction are starting to emerge. The question is whether 
users prefer to be able to interact with units smaller than complete 
programs. 

In the survey, we asked the following question: “Of all programs that 
have your interest, how many would you prefer to watch only certain parts 
of instead of viewing the whole program?” The average response to this 
question was 29.2%. About one-eighth (12.3%) answered 0%, indicating 
that a great majority (87.7%) have a number of programs they are 
interested in but want to watch only partly (see Figure 2-1). More than a 
quarter of the people (29.0%) indicated that they prefer to watch 50% or 
more of the TV/video programs of their interest only partly.  

To the question “Once I start watching a program, I will watch it till it 
ends,” 10.5% stated always, 63.8% often, 20.5% sometimes, and 5.2% 
seldom (0% said never). In other words, 89.5% do quit in the middle of 
programs they were watching (see Figure 2-1). 

To the question “I zap a lot, and I don’t mind watching only parts of 
programs,”,31.4% stated never, 32.9% seldom, 25.7% sometimes, 8.6% 
often, and 0.5% always. In other words, 68.6% of the respondents exhibit 
this viewing behavior at times (see Figure 2-1). 

Because we were not referring to videos of a specific type or genre in 
the Kenniswijk survey, but to videos in general, the results are very general. 
For specific genres, other results may be found. As explained earlier, due to 
the time of measurement the results mostly apply to TV programs. These 
generally have a longer duration than most videos that can be found on, for 
example, YouTube. 
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In sum, there clearly is a preference for being able to select smaller units 
than the TV/video program as a whole. This has consequences for the way 
viewers interact with content and bridge the gaps. The question is which 
elements of TV/video programs are of interest to the viewers. 

 
RQ5 - What is the most useful way to classify video content? 
 
We asked the respondents to which aspects in video they would like to be 
able to jump to instantly (bridging gap 2), and of which aspects in a video 
they would like to see more while already watching (bridging gap 3). People 
could give ratings on a 10-point scale for the subjective usefulness of the 
proposed aspects. 

Figure 2-2 shows the results to the question “To which aspects in the 
video would you like to be able to jump instantly?” where respondents had 
to indicate on a 10-point scale how useful it would be per aspect (1=very 
useless; 10=very useful).  

First of all, it is notable that the mean overall rating was 4.66 on a scale 
of 1 to 10, and only two average scores had a pass mark (above 5.5). We 
don’t know the exact reason for this. It could be that this question was 
difficult to understand and/or difficult to answer in a general sense. The two 
aspects with a pass mark were “natural” program segments and topics-
general. In other words, the respondents tended to agree with the semantic 
segmentation as applied by program makers. This indicated that this is an 
important unit for interaction, perhaps even more so than programs as a 

Figure 2-1  Reported 
viewing behavior 
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whole (see research question 3). Segmenting videos into their semantically 
meaningful units, and first of all describing these in terms of their topic, will 
help people to bridge gap 2 (see research question 2b). 
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Furthermore, all events (specific, general, and famous) scored higher than 5 
on a 10-point scale, as do general locations and famous and general time 
periods. Almost all concepts scored between 4 and 5. Typically, animals 
scored higher than people. There was no clear explanation for this. The 
typical audio concepts (speech and sounds) scored lower than most 
concepts that are more visual. However, this result should be interpreted 
with caution as with video most concepts (can) have an auditory as well as a 
visual component. The lowest scoring aspects included the perceptual 
properties of the (moving) images: shapes, colors, patterns, arrangements, 
and movements, a confirmation of the results of earlier studies such as 
Hollink et al. (2004) and Eakins et al. (2004). A result from the latter study 
that was also confirmed was the low position of emotions, both those that 
are displayed and those that are evoked. 

Regarding the distinction between general, specific, and famous variants 
of an aspect, highest scores were found for general topics, general locations 
(both specific and famous locations scored lower), and general actions 
(specific actions scored lower – there was no category for famous actions). 
Further, famous time-periods scored higher than specific time-periods and 
famous objects scored higher than specific objects. For persons/groups, 
animals (with no famous category), and events, there were no differences 
between the categories. 

The next question about classifying video content was put in the context 
of a situation in which a person is already watching television and wants to 
continue the session (so it typically was about bridging gap 3). While 
watching TV/videos, a viewer can get new ideas as his/her information need 
evolves, so he/she wants to be able to find related video material. We asked 
the respondents the following question: “Suppose, you are watching 
television, and you suddenly think: ‘I would like to know more about this.’ 
Which aspects would you at some time like to see more of?” Respondents 
gave a rating for “the same or comparable aspect, or other information 
about it.” Respondents gave ratings between 1 and 10, where 1 meant “I 
never want to see more of this” and 10 meant “I always want to see more of 
this.” Figure 2-3 presents the results. 

Figure 2-3 largely confirms the results of the previous question, about to 
which aspects in the video respondents would like to be able to jump 
instantly. Clearly, respondents most preferred to see more of the same or 
comparable topics. Persons, groups, and animals had a slightly higher 
position than with the “jump” question (Figure 2-2), while events scored 
equally well. Only “topics” and “people/animals” scored a pass mark (above 
5.5). Least popular – again - were emotions and the low-level, non-
semantic features: shapes, colors, patterns, arrangements, and movements. 
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Additional question 
 

One question referred to the usefulness of scent carriers of videos. We 
present the result of this question at this point, first, to keep the results of 
the Kenniswijk survey together (“within the Kenniswijk patch”), and, 
second, because the result was used in the preparation of the experiment 
described in the next chapter.  

We asked the respondents: “Suppose you conducted a search for videos, 
and received over a thousand results. Which pieces of information about a 
video would be useful in helping you decide whether a video is interesting 
to you or not?” Respondents had to indicate the usefulness on a scale of 1 
to 10 (1=“totally useless”; 10=“very useful”). Figure 2-4 shows the result 
of this question.  

As previously stated, this result from the Kenniswijk survey is relevant to 
the research question dealt with in the next chapter, and will also be 
discussed in that chapter. 

 

Figure 2-3  Aspects of 
television programs 
people would like to see 
more of (average rating 
[1=“I never want to see 
more of this”; 10=“I 
always want to see more 
of this”] and 95% 
confidence intervals) 
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2.4 Fabchannel survey 

The second survey we conducted was within the community of visitors to 
the Fabchannel website (Fabchannel, 2007). Fabchannel broadcasts, on the 
internet, videos of concerts, festivals, competitions, and lectures from two 
Amsterdam concert halls (Paradiso and the Melkweg). They offer one of the 
biggest online concert archives in the world, and have thousands of visitors 
each day. 

2.4.1 Participants 

Respondents were gathered in two ways: First, visitors who had commented 
on the website in the past (for example, to add or correct data about a 
performer) were approached via email. Second, near every concert in the 
database, a link to the survey was placed with the request to help improve 
the Fabchannel website. No reward was offered for participating in the 
survey. 

2.4.2 Method 

As with the previous study, a survey was developed using an online survey 
tool (for the tool, see SurveyWorld, 2008). The survey contained several 

Figure 2-4  Usefulness 
(scored on a scale from 
1 to 10) of pieces of 
information about a 
video (average rating 
and 95% confidence 
intervals) 
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questions on demographics, music preferences, and visiting behavior 
regarding the Fabchannel website, along with specific questions regarding 
preferred interaction with the Fabchannel concert database (specific 
questions will be described in the following sections). All survey questions 
are presented in Appendix B. 

2.4.3 Response 

A total of 427 people completed the survey, which took – on average – six 
minutes. Of the respondents, 87% were men and 17% women. Divided by 
age, 29% were 20 or younger, 39% were 21-30, 18% were 31-40, and 
15% were 41 or older. As this concerns a music site, we also determined 
the respondent’s music preference, using the dimensions of Rentfrow and 
Gosling (2003). We asked people to indicate how often they listen to music 
from different music-preference dimensions on a five-point scale 
(1=never; 5=always). Respondents listened most often to music that is 
“Intense and Rebellious” (includes the genres rock, metal, punk, reggae, 
and alternative), mean score 3.9; then “Reflective and Complex” (jazz, trip-
hop, singer/songwriter, blues, folk, classical), mean score 3.4; then 
“Energetic and Rhythmic”( hip-hop, soul, dance, R&B, ska), mean score: 
2.7; and finally, “Upbeat and Conventional” (pop, country, religious, sound 
tracks): mean score 2.6. Most respondents (56%) visited the site at least a 
couple of times weekly, 91% at least monthly. 

We assume the sample was representative for visitors to the Fabchannel 
website, although a bias could be expected towards the more frequent and 
loyal visitors: as there was no reward, the only motivation to participate was 
to help Fabchannel to find out how to provide better service. The sample is 
not representative for the population as a whole: men and people younger 
than 30 were overrepresented. Moreover, respondents could be considered 
to be music fans with a particular preference for music in the Fabchannel 
database. On their website, Fabchannel describes the music it offers as 
“rock, hip-hop, folk, avant-garde, and everything in between”, and writes 
that this music is not always played on “popular radio and television” 
(Fabchannel, 2008). However, we do believe that the mechanisms we are 
interested in can also be studied with this particular group of people. 

2.4.4 Results 

RQ1 - What are the main reasons people start a TV/video viewing session? 
 
The main reasons the respondents visited the site were to “find a specific 
concert in the archive to watch” (mean score 4.2 on a five-point scale 
[1=never; 5=always]), and to “discover new music”(3.2). These are very 
different reasons, requiring different support for interaction. 
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RQ2 - What kind of efforts are invested by users in 
a) choosing a video to watch? (gap-1 problem) 
b) finding and watching the video of their choice? (gap-2 problem) 
c) continuing or completing their video viewing session? (gap-3 problem) 
 
For the first reason (“find a specific concert in the archive to watch”), users 
know which concert to look for, so the first gap is already bridged. The 
problem is to locate the concert. The website offers search functionality to 
easily find specific concerts, thus bridging gap 2. Another way to find 
concerts is by browsing the database. In the Fabchannel survey, we had no 
specific questions about gap-bridging behavior. 

 
RQ3 - What is the preferred way to structure the video collection for easy access? 
 
We asked how the respondents would like to sort the concerts in the 
archive. Figure 2-5 shows that “band name” was the most useful option for 
sorting concerts (6.8 on a 7-point scale).  
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Figure 2-5  Usefulness 
of options for sorting 
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scores [1=totally 
useless; 7=very useful] 
and 95% confidence 
intervals) 
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“Latest additions” (4.9) and “concert date” (4.6) are other useful ways to 
sort concerts and find specific performances. All other options are more 
closely related to the second goal: “to discover new music.” As “genre” is 
second in usefulness regarding sorting of concerts (5.4), respondents 
probably use concerts from their preferred genre to find new music. 
Further, several sorting options related to recommendation are considered 
useful: website favorites (4.6), friends’ favorites (4.1), number of views 
(4.1), and experts’ favorites (3.7). These sorting options are clearly helpful 
for finding new music, and help to bridge gap 1 and 2. Sorting by what 
others are currently watching was a very new option at the time of the 
survey and probably unknown to a lot of respondents, which may explain 
the relatively low score (3.2) compared to other “recommendation” 
options. Typical metadata options like the venue (3.6), the country of origin 
(3.3), type of record label: independent or major (3.3), lyric language (3.2), 
and name of record label (3.0) were considered less useful. 

In sum, structuring the database by band name, latest additions, and 
date helps to bridge gap 1 and 2 for the reason “find a specific concert.” 
For the second reason, “discover new music,” sorting by genre and 
recommendations/ratings by others is useful in bridging the first gaps. 

In answering the remaining two research questions on user preferences, 
we try to see whether there is ground for other ways of interaction to bridge 
the gaps. 
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We asked the respondents the following: “In the current Fabplayer you can 
select and play a concert. While playing a concert you can browse through it 
by clicking anywhere on the timeline. We could make this interaction 

Figure 2-6 Usefulness of 
concert parts to be able 
to skip through directly 
(average scores 
[1=totally useless; 
7=very useful] and 95% 
confidence intervals) 
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‘richer’ by allowing you to directly access smaller sections within a concert. 
For example, you would be able to skip through all instrument solos or 
applause in a concert. From the options listed below, to what extent do you 
feel these concert parts would be useful to skip through directly?” From 
Figure 2-6 it is clear that songs were considered by far the most useful 
interaction unit. This was less so for smaller segments of songs, such as 
solos, choruses, and the subsequent applause. The spoken parts between 
songs were also considered useful units, and to a lesser extent specific 
events in the audience. Units related to the video registration (types of 
shots) were not considered very useful to interact with. Other parts 
respondents considered useful were interviews before and after the concert 
and backstage activities, but these parts are currently not recorded. 

 
RQ4 – What is the preferred unit of interaction?  
 
In sum, the most useful unit of interaction for this specific genre is the 
song. This corresponds to the result from the Kenniswijk survey that the 
“natural” program segments are the most useful units of interaction. In a 
(rock) concert, songs are the natural semantic parts. 
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We then asked the following question: “We can attach different labels, such 
as genre, venue, concert date, etc., to a whole concert. We are also able to 
label specific parts of a concert, such as songs, instrumental solos, and 
spoken parts. These labels or characteristics can be used to search for 
similar parts in one concert or in other concerts. For example, you could 
play all songs that have been released as a single, or all solos performed with 
an acoustic guitar. Another possibility would be to look for songs with 
similar tempo. From the options listed below, which characteristics do you 
feel would be useful to specify your search?” Respondents were presented 
with a number of characteristics of concert parts, and had to indicate on a 
7-point scale how useful it would be to use those characteristics as further 
search criteria. Figure 2-7 shows the results of this question. 

 
RQ5 - What is the most useful way to classify video content? 
 
Typically, content-independent labels are considered very useful 
characteristics to use as further search criteria: songs from a certain CD, 
songs that are covers, songs that were released as a single, songs written by a 
certain songwriter. These metadata cannot be derived from the content 
directly, but need an external source such as a music database. 
Characteristics that can be derived from the content are considered less 
useful: who sings the song, which instruments are used, who performs a 
solo, and which specific instrument is used. Low-level features (the 
“excitement”, tempo [beats-per-minute], and duration [of a solo]) are even 
less useful. How popular certain parts are is seen as having moderate 
usefulness. 

As a related question, we asked the following: “Imagine for instance 
watching one of the concert parts addressed above. To what extent do you 
feel it would be useful to quickly select and watch other similar concert 
parts 1) within a specific concert; 2) within specific parts of the archive 
(band, genre, singing language, etc.); 3) throughout the whole concert 
archive?” Respondents could answer on a 7–point scale (1=totally useless; 
7=very useful). The average score within a concert was 4,8; within specific 
parts of the archive 4.6; and throughout the whole archive 4.4. This clearly 
relates to the important reason why people visit the site: to discover new 
music. It suggests that in order to bridge gap 3, there should be no strict 
boundaries between video files. Songs are related via their characteristics, 
and as such form video patches. These characteristics are not necessarily 
limited to a specific concert (or file), and as such patches can be formed 
across the borders between the concerts. 
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2.5 Conclusions and discussion 

In the two studies presented here, we first wanted to know more about the 
searching process, about why people wanted to view certain videos and 
what their efforts were to get to that point. In other words, we wanted to 
know what is done to bridge the three gaps as described in Chapter 1. 
Second, we took a look at user preferences on how that process of video 
interaction could be improved. To start with we looked at the database as a 
whole, and at how people preferred the database to be structured for easy 
access. Next we looked at other possible ways of interaction: which parts of 
video do people prefer to interact with and what are the characteristics of 
those parts? In the Kenniswijk study, questions were asked in general, not 
referring to a specific goal or a specific content type. The Fabchannel study 
presented a specific case with a specific user-group and specific content. As 
such, the studies complement each other. 

The answers to RQ 1 show that in the Kenniswijk study, the main 
reasons to start a viewing session were cognitive benefit, followed by mood 
improvement. In the Fabchannel study, the main reasons to visit the site 
were to find a specific concert in the archive to watch, and to discover new 
music. The reasons from the Fabchannel study cover both mood 
improvement (enjoying the music) and cognitive benefit (developing one’s 
musical taste).  

The answers to RQ 2 show that before turning on a TV, people often 
know what they are going to watch (for example, the 8 o’clock news), and 
have no problem locating the relevant channel. So in that case they do not 
experience the first two gaps as described by Searle. In cases where they do 
not know what to watch, consulting guides and channel-surfing are two 
important strategies for finding TV programs of interest, with the 
“metadata-first” option (using guides) being slightly more popular than the 
“data-first” option (channel-surfing). For bridging the third gap, the same 
strategies apply. 

Most people who visit the Fabchannel website do so in order to watch a 
specific concert. In that case they know which concert to look for, so the 
first gap is already bridged. The problem is to locate the concert. The 
website offers search functionality to easily find specific concerts, thereby 
bridging the second gap. Another way to find concerts is by browsing the 
database, sorting the concerts by name or date. However, people also 
indicate that an important reason to watch videos is to learn, to discover 
new things. And for this they need support.  

The answers to RQ 3 show that in the Kenniswijk study, the 
respondents were somewhat conservative in their preferences regarding 
patches. They preferred to watch mixed channels and program information 
by channel. Still, a significant part of the respondents preferred (or also 
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preferred) program information gathered around a theme, as well as 
(general) theme channels. For an important part of the respondents, this 
eased the task of bridging the gaps. In the Fabchannel survey, respondents 
indicated a need for sorting concerts by genre and getting recommendations 
by others.  

Until now we have looked at the current behavior of respondents in 
both studies. In answering the remaining two research questions on user 
preferences, we try to see whether there are grounds for developing other 
ways of interaction to bridge the gaps. The answers to RQ 4 show that 
alongside seeing TV programs as units to be watched from beginning to 
end, people also approach TV/video as a set of program parts or fragments. 
In the Kenniswijk study, people indicated that most of the time, only part 
of a video is of interest, so that they were liable to quit watching a video 
before it was over. They clearly had a preference for being able to select 
smaller units than the TV/video program as a whole. This has consequences 
for the way viewers interact with content and bridge the gaps. People 
should be provided with direct access to those fragments. Designers and 
developers should feel encouraged to experiment with interaction modes 
that take video segments as the unit of interaction. Multimedia content 
description standards like MPEG-7 and TV-anytime are a step in this 
direction in that they already provide capabilities for descriptors to refer to 
segments. 

The answers to RQ 5 show that people prefer to interact with 
semantically meaningful segments of video programs. In the Fabchannel 
study, the most useful unit of interaction for this specific genre was the 
song. Songs are the natural semantic parts that make up a rock concert. 
This corresponds to the results from the Kenniswijk survey, where the most 
useful aspect people would like to be able to jump to instantly was “natural” 
program segments. In other words, the respondents tended to agree with 
the semantic segmentation that is applied by program makers: the items of 
a news show, the items of a talk show, the different sports in a sports 
program, the rounds of a quiz show, and so forth. These are the semantic 
segments as the program maker intended, or as “naturally” provided by the 
characteristics of the content. This indicates that this is an important unit of 
interaction, perhaps even more so than programs as a whole (see RQ 3). 
Also, smaller units of interaction than “natural” segments are considered 
less useful. Segmenting videos into their semantically meaningful 
component parts, and first of all describing them in terms of their topic, 
will help people to bridge gap 2 (see RQ 2b). 

Next to “natural” program segments, the only other aspect with a pass 
mark for being the most useful unit of interaction was topics-general. The 
topic is often strongly content-related: the topics of a newscast are politics, 
economics, art, sports, etc.; the topics of a sports program are football, 
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skating, track, etc. Knowing what the topic is of a video (segment) seems to 
provide a lot of navigational information. General topics are considered 
more useful than specific or famous topics. Topics can be considered to be 
high-level concepts. Each topic has its specific people, events, locations, etc. 
When we speak of topics, we often refer to videos of the informative type. 
Most of the time, the topics are directly related to the “natural” program 
segments: a change of topic often means a change of item. Likewise, events 
are considered useful that are also often related to “natural” program 
segments, especially of news and current affairs programs. When we look at 
which programs had the interest of the respondents, the top three were the 
news (96%), current affairs programs (82%) and the weather forecast 
(66%). This may explain this preference for “natural” program segments, 
topics, and events. Other content-related aspects such as time-periods, 
locations, animals, people, actions, and objects were considered less useful. 
One reason may be that a topic or an event often contains these time-
periods, locations, animals/people, actions and objects: they provide the 
context. So, a hypothesis rising from these results may be that people prefer 
a level of interaction where the context is clear. They may, for example, 
prefer “all news items with person X” over “any video with person X”. This 
needs to be confirmed in future research. Typically, “people & animals” 
scored relatively higher in the gap 3 question (“would like to see more of”) 
than in the gap 2 question (“would like to jump to instantly”). This 
indicates the need to support this behavior in the interaction environment: 
people need the option to see “more about this topic” and “more about 
this person/animal” (the only aspects with a pass mark for the gap 3 
question, whether people would like to see more of that aspect). The 
typical audio concepts (speech and sounds) scored relatively low. However, 
as with “people,” “sounds” and “conversations” seem to gain importance in 
gap 3, though not enough to get a pass mark. For these aspects, it seems 
that for a number of cases interest needs first to be aroused or stimulated 
by watching and listening. This emphasizes the empirical evidence that 
people often do not know what to look for and change their goals during 
the interaction process (Hildreth, 1982; Belkin et al., 1982; Bates, 1989).   

The problem regarding context may also be relevant for emotions, both 
with regard to emotions that are displayed and emotions that are evoked. 
These scored very low, but they may need a context. There’s a difference 
between “any video with an angry person” and “a video with famous person 
Z being angry”. The lowest scoring aspects included the perceptual features: 
shapes, colors, patterns, arrangements, and movements. The results of 
earlier user studies on image searching (e.g., Markkula & Sormunen, 2000; 
Hollink et al., 2004; Eakins et al., 2004) are thus confirmed for video 
searching. For unsupervized metadata creation for video this emphasizes the 
need to bridge the semantic gap. 
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We can further evaluate our results by taking a more detailed look at the 
moving image footage requests studied by Enser and Sandom (2001). They 
found about as many requests for individually named persons, groups, or 
things (Specific Who, 373 requests) as for kinds of persons or things 
(Generic Who, 409 requests). In our study, we also did not find a 
difference between general, specific, and famous persons/groups, nor 
between general and specific animals. For “things” (in our study “objects”), 
specific objects scored below the 95% confidence interval of famous 
objects. So all in all the result is comparable, although the results of Enser 
and Sandom are a bit more detailed and show a difference for specific 
objects. Regarding events and actions, their study showed about three times 
more requests for Generic What (310) than for Specific What (100). In our 
study, no differences were found for events, but a difference was found for 
actions: the general actions scored above the 95% confidence interval of 
specific actions. So this result is only confirmed for actions, not for events. 
For locations, Ensor and Sandom found three times more requests for 
individually named geographical locations (Specific Where, 360 requests) 
than for kinds of locations (Generic Where, 120 requests). In our study, 
general locations (like cities, the countryside) scored higher than specific 
and famous locations (5.28 vs. 4.74 and 4.67 on a 10-point scale). One 
explanation for these reversed results may be the context: users actively 
requesting footage vs. people interacting with TV/video to be informed or 
otherwise entertained. It is difficult to speculate any further as the exact 
reasons and backgrounds of the users in the Enser and Sandom study are 
not specified. Regarding time, many more requests were for linear time 
(dates or periods: Specific When, 310 requests) than for cyclical time 
(seasons or time of day: Generic When, 13 requests). Because of the 
context we used a different definition for the time periods, but got 
comparable results. Famous time periods (e.g., the seventies) and general 
time periods (e.g., times of poverty) scored higher than cyclical time (e.g., 
summer) what we called specific time periods (resp. 5.13 & 5.04 vs. 4.60 
on a 10-point scale). In other words, with the exception of locations, our 
study largely confirms the results of Enser and Sandom. 

If we compare these results with the categories in the LSCOM 
taxonomy for describing newscast video (Naphade et al., 2006), we see that 
the most important categories in our study (“natural” program segments 
and topics-general) are represented in the taxonomy as “program 
categories” (e.g., weather, entertainment, sports). Of the category 
“activities/events,” the events were specifically rated as useful. One reason 
may be that events can often be directly related to topics. The category 
“people” was considered especially useful in gap 3, less so in gap 2. The 
category “scenes/locations” was considered of average usefulness. The 
category “objects” (e.g., flag, animal, computer) may be very interesting 
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from an automated detection point of view, but with the exception of 
animals, objects were not considered as really useful concepts (except 
perhaps when they can be linked to higher-level topics). The category 
“graphics” seems to be quite useless without a context. Less popular 
categories found in our study (such as objects and actions) are often 
relatively easy to detect automatically. From a user interaction point of view 
they may hardly be of any use, but their strongest use may be the derivation 
of semantically richer notions like events and topics. 

In the Fabchannel survey, respondents indicated they wanted to be able 
to interact with the songs of a concert video. Useful characteristics of 
concert parts to use as further search criteria were content-independent 
metadata: songs from a certain CD, songs that were covers, songs that were 
released as a single, songs written by a certain songwriter. These metadata 
cannot be derived from the content directly, but need an external source 
like a music database. Characteristics that can be derived from the content 
(for example, who sings the song, which instruments are used, who 
performs a solo, the song’s tempo) are less useful. The most important step 
for improving interaction is relating the video data to a database or any 
other source of metadata. In some cases, a central database is available (e.g., 
the Gracenote database for music or the Internet Movie Data Base for 
movies). Also, there needs to be some kind of identification process: before 
a relation to a database can be established, it has to be known who and what 
is in the video. Songs are related via their characteristics, and as such form 
video patches. These characteristics are not necessarily limited to a specific 
concert (or file), and as such patches can be formed over the boundaries 
between the concerts. Especially when people want to discover new music, 
there should be no strict borders between video files so that the third gap 
can easily be bridged.  

Interpreting the two studies in terms of IFT, the main result is that 
although TV/video programs as a whole form relevant patches, there is also 
a need for more efficient interaction with smaller video units. The preferred 
units of interaction are the “natural” program segments: the semantic 
segments as the program maker intended (e.g., the items of a newscast), or 
“naturally” provided by the characteristics of the content (e.g., the songs of 
a concert). These segments can be considered to be good scent carriers, and 
are very suitable for providing navigational information. In other words, 
when videos are segmented this way, people are able to follow scent more 
efficiently and can more easily satisfy their needs.  

In general, the most important aspect uniting these units in video 
patches is their topic. For the specific case of concerts, songs within a 
concert can most importantly be united into patches by being part of the 
same CD, by being covers, by being released as a single, or by being written 
by a certain songwriter. Different concerts, or individual songs from 
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different concerts, can also be united into patches by being from the same 
genre, or by being recommended by a certain party. These video patches 
that range beyond the borders of the original TV/video programs may 
efficiently stimulate the discovery of new information (the “cognitive 
benefit” reason that was mentioned by the Fabchannel users, and their need 
to “discover new music”) while such an efficient search process itself can be 
very enjoyable (supporting “mood improvement,” which was a second 
major reason for using Fabchannel). A patch-oriented database structure 
supporting both within-patch browsing and browsing between patches may 
thus lead to satisfaction. 

While the Kenniswijk study was taking place, the video sharing website 
YouTube was founded. On this now very popular website, users can upload, 
view, and share video clips. Typically, YouTube is largely filled with the 
“natural” program parts we are speaking off. Pieces of programs are taken 
from their context and presented as autonomous videos people can interact 
with. This can be seen as a confirmation of the usefulness of interaction 
with smaller units. A query within YouTube creates a video patch filled with 
short videos related to the query term. When a video is watched, “related” 
videos are shown, which can be considered as belonging to the same patch. 
Each video itself has user-added tags, which can be considered to be prefab 
queries leading to other video patches. Another available patch is the 
collection of videos uploaded by the person who uploaded the current 
video. Moreover, videos fit into broad categories like “entertainment” or 
“music,” forming other large patches.  

Given their popularity, video websites like YouTube seem to fulfill an 
important need regarding video interaction. However, since metadata are 
provided by users with varying precision and varying goals, and there are no 
rules or guidelines for adding metadata, metadata-based patches can have an 
arbitrary character. We will see in Chapter 4, where we discuss a study we 
performed which included a search task on YouTube, that there was general 
agreement among the sixteen participants that queries on YouTube yield a 
lot of results, many of which are irrelevant. This illustrates the importance 
of the question how interaction on video websites like YouTube can be 
improved and be more satisfying.  

The research of this chapter has been aimed primarily at interaction 
with large TV/video programs, which used to be the dominant form of 
usage but now must compete with interaction with short videos. Still, our 
approach is relevant to collections both of long and of short videos, even 
though they require slightly different types of interaction. The function of 
the surveys presented here was to study how the video environment should 
best be structured in patches so that people can satisfy their needs. This 
research did provide some main results that were relevant in both the 
general and the specific situation. First, people prefer to interact with the 
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“natural” program segments, which can be considered useful units for 
carrying scent. Second, people think topics/genres are the most useful 
aspects for describing or grouping videos or video segments, indicating the 
importance of semantic descriptions of video content. In a later stage, 
refinement of these categories will be discussed. The studies presented here 
are a first step in our general approach of applying ideas from IFT to the 
video interaction problem. Our conclusion from these studies is that the 
concepts of IFT - patches and scent – and the idea of bridging gaps seem to 
provide a useful context for studying the problem. 

In the context of IFT, the following step is to investigate how scent may 
guide users to these patches. This is the goal of the next chapter, Chapter 3.





 

 

Chapter 3 

3. Scent-following in a video database 

As we saw in Chapter 1, IFT describes how people face the decision to 
forage a patch or leave it to find another one. These decisions are guided by 
the scent that is perceived. The research question we deal with in this 
chapter is: “What is the character of good video scent?” Scent occurs when 
there is a match between (associations with) elements in the information 
environment and (associations with) the user’s goals or interests. Therefore 
there are two sides to scent: the elements in the user interface, and the 
user. In the user interface, scent is contained in what we call “scent 
carriers,” representational elements that help make (video) items known to 
the potential user. The question is which forms scent carriers should take to 
establish the most realistic expectations about video content, and how this 
relates to the users’ tasks. We are only beginning to understand what kinds 
of scent carriers might be useful for videos. In this chapter we present the 
results of an experiment in which we asked participants to select the most 
relevant link to a video from a group of links, depending on the task they 
had to perform. Before describing the experiment and the results, we will 
discuss the two sides – interface and user - of video scent, with the 
emphasis on empirical studies when available.  

3.1 Video scent 

3.1.1 Scent carriers 

Representations of information sources (sometimes also called abstractions 
or surrogates) provide cues which more or less tell users what they will find 
within the information source. When users navigate, their cognitive task is 
to predict the likelihood of finding the desired information in the source, 
based on the scent carriers available in the user interface. The design of 
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these scent carriers can influence the perceived scent and thus the decision 
to watch a source or not.  

Scent carriers in the form of links to video sources can take several 
forms or shapes. They often present aggregate or diluted information about 
the source. However, any other data about the video that relates to the 
user’s interests may constitute a scent carrier. For example, the fact that a 
video is the most popular one in a database may be a reason for a user to 
select it. The link to that video may carry a lot of scent for that reason, 
regardless of the content of the video. As such, the term scent carrier is 
broader than video abstraction or video surrogate, which refer to a condensed 
representation constructed to stand for a complete information object. 
From the users’ point of view, scent carriers are elements in the 
information space that can point to an information source that may be of 
interest. Many video representation types have been developed, but only a 
few have been studied under experimental conditions with users. In this 
study, we make an attempt to get empirical results about the scent strength 
of a selected number of scent carriers. Several empirical studies have 
compared different scent carriers, or studied the optimal design of a scent 
carrier. 

Table 3-1 displays different types of scent carriers. Groups of scent 
carriers are distinguished based on the type of medium: text, graphics, 
video, sound/speech, and combinations of media. This is relevant because – 
as we will see later – it relates to screen layout issues and to the way users 
direct their attention to the scent carriers. As such, some scent carriers may 
be may be more or less usable in different search phases. 

Within the textual scent carriers, a distinction is made between scent 
carriers describing the video content – title, description, tags, and transcript 
- and scent carriers that are not related to the content but still tell 
something about the video. First, there are content-independent metadata 
such as author, date, and genre. An unknown video can have a lot of scent 
when it is from a director whose other movies you like, or features your 
favorite actress, or when it is from your home country. Online, the time 
that the content was added can provide scent (e.g., the “most recent” 
category on YouTube). A person, X, who in the past created and uploaded 
content interesting to a user, Y, will be associated with interesting content 
by Y and thus carry scent for Y. This may even go one step further: not only 
does the content that person X favors carry scent for user Y, in that case, 
but even content from the friends of person X.  

Second, there are “social data,” which are related to what other users 
have done with the video. These influence perceived scent, either explicit 
(relationships formed by third parties between objects and opinion) or 
implicit (relationships formed by social behavior: the traces of many people 
acting with objects). If other users (professional reviewers, friends) claim 
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Scent carrier type Medium Description 

Content descriptions Text (static) A title is the name given to the video source. A description is 
usually more elaborate than a title, and can take the form of a 
table of contents. Tags are descriptions in the form of 
keywords. A transcript is a written version of the dialogue, 
directly reflecting the data in the video and very useful for 
search 

Content-independent 
metadata 

Text (static) Data which are not directly concerned with video content but 
in some way related to it (e.g., creator, date, genre). Titles, 
descriptions and tags may also contain content-independent 
elements 

Social data Text (static) Can take the form of explicit recommendations (e.g., ratings, 
reviews) given by others, or the display of implicit behavior by 
others (e.g., number of views, links, citations) 

Spoken text Speech 
(dynamic) 

Any of the textual scent carriers, but in audio format 

Single frame Graphics 
(static) 

A frame extracted from the video, based on time (e.g., first 
frame, middle frame) or any other selection criterion (e.g., 
most salient) 

Multiple frames Graphics 
(static) 

A set of key frames usually displayed in tabular format 
(storyboard), sometimes with the appearance of a comic strip 
with differently sized frames or composed as one image. The 
display may involve interactive elements (e.g., scrolling) 

Multiple frames Graphics 
(dynamic) 

A slideshow presenting a series of key frames one at a time 
for a few seconds each. This becomes a fast-forward when 
every Nth frame is selected and the frames are displayed at 
normal speed (30 fps). Comparable effects can be reached by 
using the slider of a player (either selecting a position on the 
timeline or dragging). A fast forward can also contain audio 
(with or without preserved audio pitch) 

Video snippet Video + 
sound/speech 
(dynamic) 

A short (often representative) excerpt of a video. Can be 
“disguised” as a single frame and activated by, for example, a 
mouse-over 

Video summary Video + 
sound/speech 
(dynamic) 

A skim is a video clip ‘abstract’ created by compacting visual 
and audio information while preserving the original frame rate. 
Comparable to a movie trailer, which is a pre-produced series 
of clips excerpted from a video 

Other multimodal 
representations s 

Any 
combination, 
either static or 
dynamic 

A key frame with a title, a storyboard with audio descriptions, 
etc. 

 
that an information source is very useful, interesting, fun, et cetera (explicit 
recommendations), that information will probably increase the perceived 
scent around the link towards the information source and the chance the 
user will follow that path (depending, of course, on how valuable the user 

Table 3-1  Scent carrier 
types for video 
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thinks these claims are and how closely the user identifies with the person 
who is the source of the preferences, ratings, or reviews).  

An example is the list of top rated videos from YouTube. Cosley, Lam, 
Albert, Konstan, and Riedl (2003) studied how recommendations (or other 
people’s opinions) affect the ratings people give to movies. They found that 
displayed ratings influenced user ratings. This suggests that perceived scent 
can be manipulated by showing higher or lower ratings. In general, any 
recommendation, whether based on other people’s opinions or on a user’s 
personal profile, provides scent to the user. For example, in an electronic 
program guide (EPG), recommended TV programs are highlighted and thus 
propagate scent. Personalization is a way to present users with high-scented 
links.  

Scent can also be perceived in relation to how other people act around 
an information source (implicit recommendations). Whenever people view, 
cite, or link to an information object, this behavior can be detected by 
algorithms and used to rank information objects (e.g., on the basis of 
number of views), or relate objects to each other (e.g., on the basis of how 
often watched by the same persons). Examples from YouTube include the 
categories “Most Viewed” and “Most Discussed.” Behavior can also be used 
for creating recommendations. 

For every textual scent carrier, a spoken version can be generated. A 
disadvantage is that while text is static, speech is dynamic and requires 
constant attention. It may, nevertheless, be useful in specific situations 
where the visual sense is restricted or burdened. 

Still image representations render the video content as extracted frames. 
They can function as natural analogues to keywords in text. Examples of 
representations using multiple still frames include storyboards, slide shows, 
collages, key-frame-based tables of contents, and so forth. Tse, Vegh, 
Marchionini, and Shneiderman (1999) compared the effectiveness of two 
key-frame-based video representations: a static storyboard and a dynamic 
slide show. The storyboard had a 3x4 configuration of key frames, while the 
slide show “flashed” each key frame onto a screen at the rate of 3 key 
frames per second. Twenty participants had to perform two types of task: 
gist determination (goal-oriented, learn what the video is about) and object 
recognition (task-oriented, recognize whether a particular object or 
relationship exists in the key frames). Video clips (1.5-3.0 minutes) were 
obtained from documentaries, and per clip 12 key frames were selected 
(first algorithmically, then manually). No effect of type of video 
representation was found on task accuracy. Significant differences were 
found for user satisfaction: users assessed the static display as more useful 
and less confusing than the dynamic display for both task types. The authors 
argue that this may have been caused by the high display rate of the slide 
show (3 frames/sec) or the lack of user control for key-frame rate and/or 
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direction of play. Furthermore, participants had to wait for an image to 
loop around in order to view a particular key frame again. A slideshow 
obstructs the efficient perception of scent by making possibly relevant 
representations only partly available. This result more or less confirmed 
previous research (also at the University of Maryland) by Komlodi and 
Marchionini (1998), who concluded that static displays were better than 
slide shows for object identification but not for gist determination. In that 
study, subjective satisfaction also favored the static display.  

In a study by Hughes, Wilkens, Wildemuth, and Marchionini (2003), 
participants selected relevant video records from results lists containing 
titles, descriptions, and three key frames for ten different search tasks. All 
participants were eye-tracked to determine where, when, and how long 
they looked at text and image surrogates. Participants looked at and fixated 
on titles and descriptions statistically reliably more than on the images. 
Most people used the text as an anchor from which to make judgments 
about the search results and the images as corroborating evidence for their 
selections. This study suggests that titles and descriptions are more useful in 
determining the relevance of a video than key frames. This is confirmed in 
Figure 2-4 in Chapter 2, showing that in the Kenniswijk survey, 
respondents thought that a short description of the contents, a title, and 
metadata (genre year, maker, country, etc.) were the most useful pieces of 
information about a video (all received a pass mark – 5.5 or higher - on a 
scale of 1 to 10). At the same time, one still or ten stills from the video 
both received very low ratings (below 4).  

It does, however, matter whether frames are naively chosen or are 
directly related to the query. Christel, Winkler, and Taylor (1997), for 
instance, showed that when a frame showing the shot with the highest 
matching score between the query terms and the transcript was used, better 
results were obtained than with a frame of the video’s opening shot. From a 
scent point of view this is a logical result, as there is (by definition) a 
semantic match between the query and the query-based frames, and 
substantial amounts of scent for those representations. 

Boreczky, Girgensohn, Golovchinsky, and Uchihashi (2000) studied 
pictorial summarizations of video. Given an existing segmentation, they 
calculated shot importance for each segment based on its rarity and 
duration. Less important shots were pruned, leaving a concise and visually 
varied summary. Key frames were then displayed in different sizes according 
to their importance, in a style reminiscent of a comic book or Japanese 
manga. In one experiment, 24 participants (staff at FX Palo Alto 
Laboratory) were asked to browse visual summaries of three staff meetings. 
Three styles of summaries were created: fixed-size images sampled at 
regular time intervals (control), fixed-size images with selection based on 
importance (selected), and variable-size images with selection based on 
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importance (manga). Participants were asked three questions for each 
video, and had to find relevant video segments as fast as possible. No 
differences between the three conditions were found regarding time to 
complete the task. However, the manga version was judged by the subjects 
to be more effective, to provide better entry points, and to be more visually 
pleasing.  

Multimodal representations combine textual, visual, and audio 
information. An example is a key frame with a title. When moving images 
(and audio) are incorporated, the representation resembles the original 
video more strongly, because the temporal aspect of video is still present. 
An example of this is a fast forward, either with or without the audio, and, 
if the audio is present, either with or without preserved pitch. Another 
example is a video skim, which summarizes the original video by 
concatenating significant subsets of video and audio data in a style 
resembling a movie trailer. Christel, Smith, Taylor, and Winkler (1998) 
measured the effects of different “video skim” techniques on 
comprehension, navigation, and user satisfaction. In contrast to static video 
representations such as titles and thumbnails, a video skim preserves the 
temporal dimension of video and includes audio information (of course, a 
skim still takes much more time to view than a short title or thumbnail). In 
this study, skims were 7.5 times shorter than their source video and built 
from segments averaging five seconds in duration. (This was a modification 
of a previous study, in which skims of one-tenth of the original duration 
were used, built from segments averaging three seconds.) The video skims 
differed in the rules used for selecting “important” audio and video 
components. Twenty-five students watched four different skims and the full 
video (in balanced order), and after each view had to say whether presented 
images and presented text phrases were part of the full source video or not. 
A video skim incorporating speech, language, and image processing 
produced the best results. However, subjects preferred the full video to any 
of the skim types, which mostly received poor evaluations (perhaps due to 
abrupt visual changes). This indicates the difficulties of creating a “good” 
video skim. 

Wildemuth, Marchionini, Wilkens, Yang, Geisler, Fowler, Hughes, and 
Mu (2002) compared five video representations (or surrogates): 
storyboards (6x6 frames) augmented with text or audio keywords, slide 
shows (36 frames, displayed at 4 frames/second) augmented with text or 
audio keywords, and fast forward (4 times original speed). These were 
manually created for each of seven video segments (documentaries, 
educational, promotional), each 2-10 minutes long. Ten participants 
viewed the surrogates and performed a series of tasks: gist determination, 
object recognition, action recognition, and visual gist determination. Gist 
determination tasks included writing a brief summary of the video’s content 
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and selecting the video surrogate that best represented the video’s content 
from five brief text summaries presented. Object recognition tasks included 
marking whether objects were present in surrogates that were first 
presented as text or as frame. In the action recognition task, participants 
viewed mini-segments (2-3 seconds long) and had to decide whether they 
were part of the same video that was represented in the video surrogate. In 
the visual gist determination task, users had to determine, for frames not 
used in the surrogate, whether they belonged in the video segment for 
which the surrogate was seen.  

The main results were that for the object recognition task (with textual 
stimuli), the storyboard with text keywords performed significantly better 
than the storyboard with audio keywords. For the action recognition task, 
the fast forward surrogate outperformed the rest of the surrogates. For the 
gist tasks, there were no differences. No surrogate was universally judged 
“best,” but the fast forward surrogate garnered the most support, 
particularly from experienced video users. The least support was given to 
the slide show with text keywords. In general, users expressed a desire for 
more control over the display of the surrogates (e.g., starting, stopping, 
speed, display time). In addition, users viewed different surrogates as being 
more or less useful for different types of tasks, and would have liked to be 
able to move from surrogate to surrogate. In follow-up research, 
Wildemuth, Marchionini, Yang, Geisler, Wilkens, Hughes, and Gruss 
(2003) studied four speed variations of one form of a video surrogate: a fast 
forward created by selecting every Nth frame from a video. No audio or 
additional metadata were provided. They recommend a fast forward default 
speed of 30 frames per second (normal frame speed) showing every 64th 
frame of the original video (meaning a fast forward of 64 times the original 
speed). 

Song and Marchionini (2007) compared three surrogate alternatives: 
visual alone (a storyboard), audio alone (spoken description), and combined 
visual and audio (a storyboard augmented with spoken description). The 
combined surrogates were more effective, were strongly preferred, and did 
not penalize efficiency. Audio alone led to better understanding than visual 
alone, although people liked to have visual surrogates that they could use to 
confirm interpretations and add context. 

In Table 3-1, we indicated the type of medium for each scent carrier 
and indicated whether that medium type is static or dynamic (i.e. 
presenting changes over time). This is an important criterion, as dynamic 
media require constant attention from the user if all the information they 
convey is to be used. Comprehension of concurrently presented dynamic 
media about different subjects is not feasible, as the overall level of cognitive 
resources required to process information about two different subjects is 
too great for the majority of users (Bearne, Jones & Sapsford-Francis, 
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1994). As such, this tells us something about the usability of these scent 
carriers in different stages of search: whether a choice needs to be made 
between a number of possibly relevant videos, or whether one of those 
videos is selected for closer inspection of the contents. 

Some video representations, such as titles and key frames, are more 
suited than others for use in a scannable list of video representations. 
Representations with a temporal component (including moving images and 
audio) take time to explore, and their most useful function is probably as a 
substitute for viewing the whole video. Before people decide to explore 
such representations, they will probably make use of static representations 
and their scent. A typical scenario may be as follows: 1) On the basis of 
scent perceived in a static representation that is part of a longer list, people 
select the related representation with a temporal component; 2) they 
view/explore this representation and when the scent is high enough decide 
that the original video source is interesting to them; 3) they watch the video 
source or a specific part of it. Of course, users may skip step 2, or may skip 
step 3 when step 2 is enough to satisfy a (temporal) need. 

We wanted to study the principles of scent-following in a video database 
in which users follow links to video sources, and establish which factors 
influence scent-following. This study focuses on step 1 as described above, 
so scent carriers were selected that are fit to be used in a scannable list of 
video representations. We are talking about scent that can be present in 
hyperlinks to video sources (not in the video data itself), in situations where 
people have to choose from a list of links. This includes most of the static 
scent carriers as presented in Table 3-1. In the experiment described 
below, there was no chance to further explore (or view) the video. Scent 
carriers that are more fit for the further exploration of a video’s content 
were therefore excluded from this particular study. This includes dynamic 
scent carriers such as moving image, audio, and multimodal representations 
which take time to explore. In addition, representations that require a lot of 
space in the user interface – such as storyboards - were excluded. 

In this research, we studied scent carriers only in the first stage of 
search, where relevant video sources have to be identified from a larger set 
of links to video sources. In terms of gaps, this mostly corresponds to gap 2. 
The experimental tasks provided the reasons to browse, and the presented 
result sets were the outcome of bridging the first gap. Now, the second gap 
needed to be bridged by choosing from the alternatives the one with the 
highest scent. The phase after that would be to inspect the contents of the 
selected video, but that phase was beyond the purpose of this study (the 
experiment described in Chapter 4 includes all stages of search). So video 
summaries that are useful for getting a quick idea of the content of a video 
that has already been identified as being potentially relevant fell outside the 
scope of the study described here. The list of scent carriers that were 
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selected for this study is presented in the method section of the 
experiment.   

3.1.2 Tasks 

As we saw above, scent occurs when there is a match between (associations 
with) elements in the information environment and (associations with) the 
user’s goals or interests. In this section, we study different characteristics of 
these goals and interests. 

A study by Woodruff, Faulring, Rosenholtz, Morrison, and Pirolli 
(2001) compared the usefulness of three different summaries of Web pages 
in finding several different types of information. The participants had to 
locate information in the following categories: a picture of a given entity, 
the homepage of an individual they did not know, a consumer electronics 
item for purchase, and three or more side effects of a given drug. They had 
to locate a relevant Web page in results pages that contained one of the 
types of Web page summaries (which also served as hyperlinks). One type 
was a text summary that included the page’s title, an excerpted text with the 
search item shown in bold, and the URL. Another type was plain 
thumbnails (scaled versions of the original Web page). Still another was 
enhanced thumbnails with modified font sizes (making them more 
readable), with highlighted keywords (as used in the query) and reduced 
contrast to make the call-outs more prominent.  

On average, participants had the fastest search times with enhanced 
thumbnails (67 seconds), then plain thumbnails (86 seconds), and then text 
summaries (95 seconds). These results varied strongly by question category, 
however. For the picture question, text summaries were clearly the slowest, 
while the thumbnail summaries worked best, as they allowed the user to 
spot the presence of a picture on a page. For the homepage question, plain 
thumbnails were the slowest, while text summaries and enhanced 
thumbnails, both of which showed the person’s name, were more helpful. 
For the other two question categories, no significant effect of summary type 
was found. This study emphasizes that both task type and link design 
influence browsing performance. 

In the Kenniswijk study described in Chapter 2, we found that the main 
reasons people watch video are for cognitive benefit (“to keep oneself 
informed,” “to learn, better understand something”) and mood 
improvement (“to relax”). Many people start to watch television or visit a 
video database on the internet without a specific goal. Instead they have 
general reasons of learning something new or getting entertained, which 
may become specific whenever they encounter something of interest. In this 
research, we make the distinction between browsing for mood 
improvement and browsing for cognitive benefit.  
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Within the latter reason, we distinguish between a general interest 
(“Search for something that is of interest to you”) and a specific interest 
(“Search for something about subject X”). A general task is open and 
provides the participant all freedom to explore. People probably will be 
guided and inspired by the alternatives that are offered and will adjust their 
current interest. A specific task is more restricted, and we may expect 
different searching behavior because people know exactly what to look for.  

Moreover, within the specific situation we can distinguish easy 
confirmational tasks (“Is there something about X in this video?”) versus 
hard judgmental tasks (“Is Y true?”). In the former case, the answer to the 
question can relatively easy be contained in the video’s representations (for 
example, it is easy to use a title or a frame to indicate whether it is a video 
about elephants). In the latter case, even though the answer may be found 
in a title or description, it is more probable that additional inspection of the 
contents of the video is required to be sure about the answer (for example, 
to find out whether it is true that elephants migrate). 

Furthermore, we distinguish situations where there is a good or a bad 
match between the users’ task and the database. Several studies indicate that 
this match can influence browsing effectiveness and efficiency. For example, 
semantic similarity between task descriptions and menu labels lets subjects 
perform tasks faster (Soto, 1999). Pirolli, Card, and Van Der Wege (2003) 
compared a hyperbolic tree browser with a conventional browser (Windows 
Explorer). A hyperbolic tree browser is an example of a focus + context 
display, where more display space is assigned to one part of the hierarchy 
(focus) than others (context). The browser applies distortion - “stretching” 
the focus and “squeezing” the context - to get all the information into the 
display space. The hierarchy can be mouse-dragged through the central 
display region to bring new parts into focus, or nodes can be mouse-clicked 
to bring them to the center of focus. The labels on the nodes in the 
hyperbolic tree provide information-scent cues, and ideally users will follow 
the node labels to some target node in the tree.  

In an experiment, eight subjects performed search tasks using the 
hyperbolic tree browser and the conventional browser. The tasks were 
simple retrieval tasks such as “Find Lake Victoria” or “Find a hammer.” 
The researchers distinguished “high-scent tasks” and “low-scent tasks,” in 
which respectively many and few users in a preceding study correctly 
identified the tree node labels along the path to the target. In other words, 
in the “high-scent tasks” there was a clear scent trail to the target, while in 
the “low-scent tasks” users were more likely to choose the wrong sub-trees 
to browse. For each search term an “accuracy of scent” (AOS) score was 
calculated, which is “the proportion of participants who correctly identified 
the location of the task answer from looking at upper branches in the tree.” 
Eight tasks were selected from the extremes of high and low AOS values, 
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respectively between 0.00-0.10 and 0.35-0.40 (the chance of correctly 
guessing the location was 0.015). The result was that hyperbolic tree users 
visually searched more of the tree structure than the conventional browser 
users while performing the tasks at a faster rate. However, the performance 
was highly affected by information scent. Poor information-scent cues 
caused visual search and navigation in the hyperbolic tree to become much 
less efficient. 

The results of these studies support the need for task differentiation 
when exploring the properties of scent carriers. In the experiment 
described below, we wanted to include a number of tasks that are 
representative for the situations people encounter when searching for 
videos. The two main reasons why people watch videos – cognitive benefit 
and mood improvement – were therefore included. Within the cognitive 
benefit task we distinguished three situations for which we had reason to 
believe that they affect the perception of scent: general vs. specific tasks, 
easy vs. difficult tasks, and good vs. bad match between task and database. 

3.2 Research questions 

The basic research question for this chapter is “What determines the 
perception of scent in a video database?” Based on the literature presented 
above, we expect to find effects of the type of scent carrier and the type of 
task. Regarding type of scent carrier, we have the general question: 
 
RQ1 - Is there an effect of type of scent carrier on the perception of scent? 

 
Regarding the type of task, we have the general question: 
 
RQ2 - Is there an effect of type of task on the perceived scent of scent carriers? 
 
The combination of type of scent carrier and type of task may further show 
an interaction effect: 
 
RQ3 – Is there an interaction effect of type of scent carrier and type of task on the 
perception of scent? 
 
More specifically, we have the following research questions regarding the 
type of task and the interaction with type of scent carrier: 
– reason to browse: Is there an effect of type of reason (mood improvement vs. 

cognitive benefit) on the perceived scent of scent carriers? 
– specificity: Is there an effect of specificity of the search question on the perceived 

scent of scent carriers? 
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– difficulty: Is there an effect of difficulty of the search question on the perceived 
scent of scent carriers? 

– goodness of match task/database: Is there an effect of the goodness of match 
between the task and the search results on the perceived scent of scent carriers? 

 
In the experiment, specific questions and links to specific videos were used. 
To be able to place the specific outcomes in a more general context, we 
added the following research question: 

 
RQ4 – How useful (in general) are individual pieces of information about a video? 

3.3 Method 

3.3.1 Participants 

An email request to join an experiment on video search behavior was sent 
to Dutch and German students of the Psychology, Communication Studies, 
and Educational Science and Technology programs of the University of 
Twente in the Netherlands. It was indicated that participants would have to 
fill out an online questionnaire, which would take about one hour. The 
reward was the chance to win one of six prizes: an iPod (value €200), or 
five bookstore gift certificates for €50 each.  

A total of 103 students responded to the request, of whom 75 
completed the experiment. The group was 67% female and 33% male. The 
average age was 23.2 years. The average time to complete the experiment 
was 56 minutes. 

The online questionnaire started with questions about the respondents’ 
normal viewing behavior. On the average, the respondents reported viewing 
14.8 hours of video images in a week. They spent most of this time 
watching television (on the average, three times a week), followed by 
watching downloaded videos or streaming videos from the internet (on the 
average, both at least once a month). Next, they watched movies in the 
cinema or on their own or rented videos/DVDs (on the average, all three at 
least four times a year). They very infrequently watched recorded TV 
programs and their own home videos (both on the average about once a 
year). 

3.3.2 Independent variables 

The main manipulations were type of scent carrier and type of task. The 
scannable list that we discussed in 3.1.1 was created in combination with 
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what can be encountered in interfaces to video databases. This led to eight 
types of scent carriers: 
– frame (the middle frame of the video) 
– title 
– title+frame 
– title+description (truncated after three lines) 
– title+tags (truncated after one line) 
– title+metadata (duration, category, and date added) 
– title+social data (number of views and comments, how often the video 

was favorited, rating, and number of ratings) 
– all (all information described above combined in a single representation) 
Figure 3-1 shows all scent carriers for one example video. 

To create a realistic scenario, one that people searching for videos would 
encounter in the real world, we used data from YouTube. The scent carriers 
we created were not adjusted but exactly copied: even typing mistakes were 
adopted without rectifying. 

A first important distinction is made between title and frame. These are 
the only simple (not compound) scent carriers, representing two separate 
worlds: the visual and the textual. As we saw in section 3.1.1, textual 
surrogates often provide better results than visual surrogates. In this 
experiment, we will try to replicate that result in terms of how much scent 
is perceived in these scent carriers for different task types. 

Apart from “frame,” all scent carriers contained a title. The main reason 
was that when descriptions, tags, metadata, or social data are available, in 
most cases there is also a title present. On YouTube, for example, titles are 
almost always available (whether useful or not). So we did not study the 
scent carrying capacity of, for example, social data only, but actually 
measured what the added value of social data was when combined with a 
title. When no information is present about a video but the video data itself, 
a frame can still be used as a representation, so a single frame also is a 
realistic situation. 

Of course, it would also be interesting to look at other combinations 
(such as “title+frame+X”). However, this would make the experiment too 
big and complicated, and for practical reasons we made the choices 
described here. The all scent carrier was added to estimate the perceived 
amount of scent in the situation where all information is available. 
Moreover, an extra question on the usefulness of several pieces of 
information in general (see RQ4) was added. This in combination with the 
measures for the other scent carrier types will allow us to estimate the 
outcome of other combinations of scent carriers that we did not study in 
this experiment. 
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For the statistical analysis, we looked at the main effect of scent carrier, and 
next to that we specifically focused on the difference between title and frame. 

The task types and tasks are summarized in Table 3-2. 
 

Figure 3-1  All the scent 
carriers of one example 
video 
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Task type Task 

1. general – mood improvement 1. “Find a video you can relax with” 

2. general – cognitive benefit 2. “Find a video about a subject you would like to know 
more about” 

3. specific – easy & good match 3. “Find a video about water pollution” 

4. specific – hard & good match 4. “Find a video displaying evidence that sewage problems 
are a main cause of surface water pollution” 

5. specific – hard & bad match 5. “Find a video displaying evidence that human behavior is 
unconsciously influenced by smells” 

 
A match (see task 3, 4, and 5) is considered good when potentially relevant 
videos are available, and bad when they are not (see section 3.4 for a 
description of the video selection process). 

3.3.3 Dependent variable 

The amount of perceived scent of a link was measured as the subjective 
probability that the information that is needed can be found behind that link. In this 
experiment, it was measured on a 9-point scale (1= very improbable; 9 = 
very probable).  

3.3.4 Experimental materials 

We used data from the video website YouTube.com to create eight result 
sets of ten videos each. Each result set had to contain some videos relevant 
to each of the tasks, with the exception of the task specific – hard & bad 
match. We searched for videos on the theme “water.” Our main reason was 
that this is a general theme everybody is familiar with, with many different - 
serious and less serious – sides. It is an omnipresent substance covering 
most of the surface of the earth; it provides a means for fun and recreation, 
but it is also a necessity of life of which there can be a shortage or which 
can be polluted.  

For the mood-improvement we task added query terms such as “fun” 
and “humor.” For the general cognitive-benefit task, we added terms such 
as “interesting” and “science.” For the easy specific task we added 
“pollution,” and for the hard specific task we added “sewage” or 
“environment” to that. (The fifth task did not, of course, affect the video 
selection process: this task was developed afterwards as a task with no 
matches among the available videos.) Further, and also for use in future 
experiments, we searched to include videos about water with hardly any 
visual variation, using queries such as “lecture” and “speech.”  

This way we got 80 videos, from which we created eight roughly 
comparable sets of 10 videos, based on their relevance to the tasks. The 
duration of the videos ranged from 21 s to almost 10 min. We represented 

Table 3-2  Task type and 
tasks for the experiment 
on scent following 
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each set of ten videos by a list of ten links on a computer screen, called a 
“result set” (roughly resembling a result page of a query). The links were 
the scent carriers from which the participants had to select videos to 
complete a search task. Figure 3-2 shows an example of a title+social data 
result set. Further examples are to be found in Appendix C.  

 

The study of all eight types of scent carriers required that we have eight 
variants of each result set, one for each type of scent carrier. The ten links 
of a result set were thus always of the same type of scent carrier (ten titles, 
or ten frames, et cetera). In all there were 64 different result-set displays: 
eight result sets times eight scent-carrier types.  

To create the scent carriers, we used the exact data that YouTube 
offered. We didn’t make any alterations, did not improve bad titles or 
descriptions; we even included typing mistakes. As such, the sets were as 
realistic as any query result from a popular video database. 

3.3.5 Procedure 

Each participant had to complete search tasks for all five task types and for 
all eight scent carriers. This was organized as follows. For each task type the 
participants performed the same task eight times, each time with a different 
result set for a different type of scent carrier. To complete a task, the 
participants had to select one link as the preferred link out of the ten links 
of a result set. After each link selection, they were asked to indicate the 
probability they would find what they were looking for on the 
abovementioned scale. So they only had to do that for one - the one with the 
highest scent - out of ten links. This way, rating problems that could result 
from the presence of accidentally “bad” links were avoided. 

Figure 3-2  Example of a 
title+social data result 
set. Participants had to 
choose the link with the 
highest scent for the 
specific task they had to 
perform (the survey tool 
did not support the 
selection of pictures, 
hence the tick boxes) 
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After the completion of all eight repetitions of the task for one task type, 
the procedure continued with the next task and the next eight result sets. 
After all five tasks for all five task types the participants thus performed 
forty (5x8) selections. 

Scent-carrier and task type varied within subjects, so each participant was 
confronted with all eight scent carriers and all five task types. However, the 
coupling of a specific video with a specific scent carrier varied between 
subjects. This was necessary to avoid learning effects. So for each specific 
video, each participant only saw one scent carrier related to that video 
during the whole experiment. For this reason, we had to create eight 
variants of the questionnaire, so that every possible coupling between a 
video and a scent carrier was present in the experiment.  

Moreover, of all eight questionnaire variants, two versions were created, 
each with a different task order. For the first task, there is a risk that the 
participants are contemplating a strategy for filling out the questionnaire, 
while for the last task there is a risk that they are tired or bored. This might 
influence the way they complete the tasks. However, to avoid transfer 
effects between tasks, the number of order variants was limited to two. 
Participants always started with one of the two general tasks (starting with a 
specific task might bias the “free” tasks). As the two specific tasks with the 
good match were both about the same subject (water pollution), the easy 
one preceded the hard one (starting with the hard one might bias the easy 
question). So for balance, half of the participants were presented with task 
order 1-2-3-4-5 (relating to the order applied in Table 3-2), and the other 
half with task order 2-1-3-5-4. Appendix D presents an overview of all 
versions of the survey. 

At the end of the experiment – and in order to answer research 
question 4 - we asked participants to rate the usefulness of 37 different 
types of information about videos on a scale of 1 to 10. Ratings were asked 
“in general,” so not for a specific goal or situation. This differed from the 
experiment, where every rating was within the context of a specific task. 
The questions (in Dutch) are presented in Appendix E.   

3.4 Results 

RQ1 - Is there an effect of type of scent carrier on the perception of scent? 
 
There was a significant effect of type of scent carrier (Wilks’ lambda = 
0.49; F(7,68) = 10.23; p=.000). Restricting the analysis to the scent 
carriers title and frame, the effect of scent carrier was again significant 
(Wilks’ lambda = 0.86; F(1,74) = 11.91; p=.001). 

Figure 3-3 shows the overall strength of perceived scent of all scent 
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carriers (averaged over all task types). Pairwise comparison shows that the 
“all” scent carrier has significantly higher (p<.05) perceived scent than all 
other scent carriers except title+frame and title+description. The “frame” 
scent carrier has a significantly lower perceived scent than all other types. 
When doing a Bonferroni adjustment for making multiple comparisons the 
results are more conservative. In that case, “all” is not significantly better 
than “title+description” and “title+frame” (but still better than the 
others), but “frame” is still significantly worse than all the others. 

Of all the additions to a title, “title+frame” has the highest perceived 
scent, significantly higher than “title+social,” “title+metadata,” and “title” 
only (but with the Bonferroni adjustment this effect disappears).  

4,5 5,0 5,5 6,0 6,5

all

title + frame

title + description

title + tags

title + social

title + metadata

title

frame

 

RQ2 - Is there an effect of type of task on the perceived scent of scent carriers? 
 
There was a significant effect of task type (Wilks’ lambda = 0.22; F(4,71) 
= 62,95; p=.000). Restricting the analysis to the scent carriers title and 
frame, the effect of task type was again significant (Wilks’ lambda = 0.38; 
F(4,71) = 29.31; p=.000). 
 
RQ3 – Is there an interaction effect of type of scent carrier and type of task on the 
perception of scent? 
 
The interaction between task type and scent carrier was significant (Wilks’ 
lambda = 0.39; F(28,47) = 2.58; p=.002). Restricting the analysis to the 
scent carriers title and frame, the effect of task type was again significant 
(Wilks’ lambda = 0.75; F(4,71) = 5.87; p=.000). 

Looking at the different task types, how do the scent carriers relate to 
each other? The perceived scent of specific scent carriers is affected by the 

Figure 3-3  Perceived 
strength of scent of all 
scent carriers (average 
score on a nine-point 
scale and 95% 
confidence interval)  
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type of task, but in what way? Table 3-3 shows that in all conditions except 
specific – hard & bad match, the effect of scent carrier was significant. 
Restricting the analysis to title and frame, there is also no effect of scent 
carrier for general - mood improvement. 

 
Task type Scent carriers Wilks’ 

lambda 
F(7,68) 
F(1,74) 

p 

all carriers 0.77 2.89 .011 general – mood improvement 
t&f 0.99 0.75 .391 
all carriers 0.57 7.44 .000 general – cognitive benefit 
t&f 0.81 17.26 .000 
all carriers 0.47 11.04 .000 specific – easy + good match 
t&f 0.85 12.77 .001 
all carriers 0.78 2.73 .015 specific – hard + good match 
t&f 0.91 7.49 .008 
all carriers 0.92 0.80 .594 specific – hard & bad match 
t&f 0.98 1.52 .221 

 
Next we look at the specific effects of task type. 

 
Reason to browse: “Is there an effect of type of reason (mood improvement vs. 
cognitive benefit) on the perceived scent of scent carriers?” 
 
The answer results from the comparison of the tasks for the general task 
types: Task 1 (mood improvement): “Find a video you can relax with,” and 
Task 2 (cognitive benefit): “Find a video about a subject you would like to 
know more about.” 

A significant effect of reason to browse was not found (Wilks’ lambda = 
0.99; F(1,74) = 1.15, p=.286), and neither was the interaction scent 
carrier x reason (Wilks’ lambda = 0.86, F(7,68) = 1.58, p=.157). 
Looking only at title and frame, there is still no effect of reason to browse 
(Wilks’ lambda = 0.99; F(1,74) = 0.44, p=.508), but the interaction 
with scent carrier is significant (Wilks’ lambda = 0.89; F(1,74) = 8.99, 
p=.004). Table 3-3 and Figure 3-4 reveal that for mood improvement, 
there was no difference between title and frame, while for cognitive benefit 
there was a significant difference. 

 
Specificity: “Is there an effect of specificity of the search question on the perceived 
scent of scent carriers?” 
 
For this question we compare the cognitive benefit tasks, Task 2 (“Find a 
video about a subject you would like to know more about”) and Task 3. 
(“Find a video about water pollution”). Task 2 is a general task, while Task 
3 is specific and considered to be easy given a good match with seemingly 
relevant videos in the result sets. 

Table 3-3  Effect of scent 
carrier per task type 
(separate analyses for all 
scent carriers and for 
title and frame (t&f)) 
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2 3 4 5 6 7 8

general - mood
improvement

general - cognitive
benefit

specific - easy & good
match

specific - hard & good
match

specific - hard & bad
match

frame
title
title + metadata
title + social
title + tags
title + description
title + frame
all

 

The main effect of specificity is significant (Wilks’ lambda = 0.88; F(1,74) 
= 9.82; p=.002). The interaction of specificity with scent carrier is not 
significant (Wilks’ lambda = 0.90; F(7,68) = 1.05; p=.405). Restricting 
the analysis to title and frame, there is no effect of specificity (Wilks’ lambda 
= 1.00; F(1,74) = 0.13, p=.724), and neither is there for the interaction 
with scent carrier (Wilks’ lambda = 1.00; F(1,74) = 0.00, p=1.000). 
Figure 3-3 shows that, for all scent carriers in the specific but easy and 

Figure 3-4  Scent 
carrying capacity of all 
scent carriers for all task 
types (average score on 
a nine-point scale and 
95% confidence 
interval) 
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good-match situation, perceived scent is higher than in the general 
situation. 

 
Difficulty: “Is there an effect of difficulty of the search question on the perceived scent 
of scent carriers?” 
 
The answer follows from comparing Task 3 (easy+good match: “Find a 
video about water pollution”) and Task 4 (hard+good match: “Find a video 
showing proof that sewage problems are a main cause of surface water 
pollution”). 

The main effect of difficulty is significant (Wilks’ lambda = 0.51; 
F(1,74) = 71.44; p=.000), and so is the interaction of difficulty with scent 
carrier (Wilks’ lambda = 0.76; F(7,68) = 3.08; p=.007). Restricting the 
analysis to title and frame, the effect of difficulty is also significant (Wilks’ 
lambda = 0.82; F(1,74) = 16.57, p=.000), but the interaction with scent 
carrier is no longer significant (Wilks’ lambda = 0.98; F(1,74) = 1.93, 
p=.169). 

Figure 3-4 shows that, for all scent carriers, the amount of scent is less 
with the hard task. The interaction effect can be seen as this: the higher the 
perceived scent in the easy condition, the larger the decrease in the hard 
conditions. Or in other words, in the hard conditions there is less 
difference between the scores of perceived scent carrying. 

 
Goodness of match task/database: “Is there an effect of the goodness of match 
between the task and the search results on the perceived scent of scent carriers?” 
 
For this question we compare the following - both specific and difficult - 
conditions: Task 4 (good match: “Find a video showing proof that sewage 
problems are a main cause of surface water pollution”) and Task 5 (bad 
match: “Find a video showing proof that human behavior is unconsciously 
influenced by smells”). For Task 4, seemingly relevant videos are present in 
the result set. For Task 5, there are no clear targets. 

The main effect of goodness of match is significant (Wilks’ lambda = 
0.35; F(1,74) = 136.20; p=.000), and so is the interaction of goodness of 
match with scent carrier (Wilks’ lambda = 0.77; F(7,68) = 2.89; 
p=.011). Looking only at the scent carriers title and frame, goodness of 
match is still significant (Wilks’ lambda = 0.561; F(1,74) = 57.83, 
p=.000), and so is the interaction with scent carrier (Wilks’ lambda = 
0.89; F(1,74) = 8.93, p=.004). 

Figure 3-4 shows that for all scent carriers, scent carrying capacity is 
lower when there is a bad match between task and the search result. The 
interaction effect is especially visible in the “frame” scent carrier. While it 
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has the lowest scent-carrying capacity in the “good match” condition (as it 
has in all other conditions), it has the highest in the “bad match” condition. 

 
RQ4 – How useful (in general) are individual pieces of information about a video? 

 
At the end of the experiment, we asked participants to rate the usefulness 
of 37 different types of information about videos on a scale of 1 to 10. 
Ratings were asked “in general,” so not for a specific goal or situation, 
unlike in the experiment where every rating was within the context of a 
specific task. Figure 3-5 shows that the following types of information were 
considered most useful in general (higher than 7.5 on a scale of 1 to 10): a 
title, a description of events, a description of subjects/topics, a 
preview/trailer, the category/genre, and the goal of the video. Other types of 
information with a pass mark (5.5 or higher) were: a review by an expert, 
multiple frames (e.g., 10), duration, one still or frame, keywords/tags, mean 
rating by other viewers, part of series Y/N, what your friends think about it, 
description of person/groups in video, other viewers’ comments, video 
format/quality, spoken language, how often it is marked favorite by other 
viewers, and description of objects in the video. The remaining 17 types of 
information did not get a pass mark. 

In the experiment, “title” and “frame” were the scent carriers with the 
lowest perceived scent, with “frame” clearly being the worst of the two. In 
this list they are ranked 1 and 10 respectively. Other visual data 
representing the video - multiple frames (no. 8) and a preview/trailer (no. 
4) – clearly did better than a single frame. All other scent carriers in the 
experiment were combinations with “title.” “Title+metadata” included 
category (no. 5), duration (no. 9), and when it was added or uploaded (no. 
34). “Title+social” included other viewers’ rating (no. 12), number of 
times favorited (no. 19), number of views (no. 23), and number of 
comments (no. 29). The best piece of information from the social category 
was a review by an expert (no. 7). “Tags” were number 11 in the list.  

We used several types of “description,” of which events (no. 2) and 
subjects/topics (no.3) did very well. Descriptions of persons/groups (no. 
15), objects (no. 20), locations (no. 21), time periods (no. 27), and 
music/sounds (no. 37) clearly did worse. In the experiment, the general 
description as used on YouTube was used, which could contain any type of 
description. One top-10 piece of information - goal of video (no. 6) – was 
not used in the experiment, partly because this information was hard to 
establish, and partly because it is often implied or expressed in the category. 
A video from the category “Entertainment” is clearly meant to entertain, 
while a video from “News & Politics” is very probably meant to inform. 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

description of music/sounds in video

film studio/production company

whether it is a live broadcast

when it is broadcasted or was uploaded

when it was created/released

in which country it was created/released

who broadcasted/uploaded the video

dubbed Y/N

# comments by other viewers

who created the video

description of time period(s) in video

black-and-white or co lour

subtitling Y/N

certification (e.g. suitability for children)

# views by other viewers

sound quality

description of locations in video

description of objects in video

# marked favourite by other viewers

spoken language

video format/quality

what o ther viewers comment

description of persons/groups in video

what your friends think of it

part o f series Y/N

mean rating by other viewers

keywords/tags

one still or frame

duration

multiple frames (e.g. 10)

review by expert

goal o f video (e.g. to  entertain)

category/genre

preview/trailer

description of subjects/topics in video

description of events in video

title

 

This question relates to the question in the Kenniswijk survey displayed 
in Figure 2-4 in Chapter 2. There, respondents thought that a short 
description of the contents, a title, and metadata (genre year, maker, 
country, etc.) were the most useful pieces of information to get about a 

Figure 3-5  Usefulness 
(scored on a scale of 1 
to 10) of types of 
information that can be 
used to describe a video 
(average score and 95% 
confidence interval) 
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video (all these received a pass mark – 5.5 or higher - on a scale of 1 to 10). 
At the same time, one still or ten still from the video both got very low 
ratings (below 4). These results are mostly replicated, although the 
usefulness of stills/frames is rated higher in this experiment. 

3.5 Conclusions and discussion 

The perceived scent of the scent carriers studied in this research differs 
significantly. The order from highest perceived scent to lowest is: 1) all; 2) 
title+frame; 3) title+description; 4) title+tags; 5) title+social; 6) 
title+metadata; 7) title; and 8) frame. The “frame” scent carrier is 
significantly worse than all others. The “all” scent carrier (containing all the 
information displayed in the other scent carriers) is significantly better than 
the others except for “title+frame” and “title+description.” This indicates 
that other combinations not used in this experiment (such as 
title+frame+description) would probably not have created a significantly 
better result than title+frame or title+description. 

For the interpretation of the results we should be reminded that scent is 
the perceived usefulness of data in guiding users as they make navigational 
decisions. This usefulness appears to be a function of communication mode 
(verbal vs. pictorial); reason to browse (cognitive benefit vs. mood 
improvement); and tasks to perform (type of task, specificity, difficulty).  

Verbal vs. pictorial. The results confirm the outcome of the eye-tracking 
study of Hughes et al. (2003), where participants looked at and fixated on 
titles and descriptions more than on the images. Their conclusion was that 
most people used the text as an anchor from which to make judgments 
about the search results and the images as corroborating evidence for their 
selections. This confirms the result of the Kenniswijk study in Chapter 2 
that frames are considered to be of little use when determining the 
relevance of TV programs, especially compared to titles and descriptions. 
RQ4 on the usefulness of pieces of information about videos confirms the 
superiority of textual information, with “title,” “description of events,” and 
“description of subjects/topics” providing the most useful information 
(directly followed, however, by “preview/trailer”). The relative weakness of 
isolated frames as scent carriers may be explained by the fact that 
knowledge – and higher-order, more abstract knowledge in particular – is 
predominantly communicated through words. The combination of a frame 
with textual information (e.g., a title), however, is clearly strong in terms of 
perceived scent. The top two scent carriers in this study (“all” and 
“title+frame”) contained a frame.  

Reason to browse. Restricting the analysis to the scent carriers title and 
frame, the results showed that the difference in perceived scent between 
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titles and frames is larger in the cognitive benefit task than in the mood 
improvement task. In other words, titles are clearly more important than 
frames when the reason to browse is cognitive benefit. This is in line with 
the dominance of text for knowledge acquisition that we already mentioned 
to explain the differences between verbal and pictorial scent. When the 
reason to browse is mood improvement the difference in perceived scent is 
much smaller, and frames can carry relatively more scent, what in this 
particular case means that frames are experienced as rather useful in 
representing relaxing videos. The explanation probably follows from the fact 
that video has emotion-evoking potential that is to a large extent based in 
the audiovisual design of the images (see Rottenberg, Ray, and Gross, 2007, 
for an example of research-based information about the use of movie clips 
for the elicitation of emotions). This analysis should be interpreted with 
caution: the overall effect of reason to browse was not significant. 

Tasks to perform. The order of the type of tasks with the greatest effect to 
smallest was: 1) specific – easy+good match (Task 3); 2) general – 
cognitive benefit (Task 2); 3) general – mood improvement (Task 1); 4) 
specific - hard+good match (Task 4); 5) specific – hard+bad match (Task 
5). This order is significant. Task specificity also had a significant effect: 
with a simple task and with relevant videos present in the result set, 
perceived scent is higher than with a general (cognitive benefit) task. This is 
a characteristic of most studies we see on this subject: task descriptions are 
clear, and targets are present. It is the optimal situation for a (video) search 
task. In many cases, however, the task is more difficult, and video 
representations simply cannot provide enough information to solve the 
problem. Perceived scent significantly drops when task difficulty increases. 
Our results show that task difficulty increases when the match between the 
task description and the videos present in the result set is bad. The 
perceived scent of all scent carriers is then significantly lowered: the user 
will find it nearly impossible to relate the information from the scent 
carriers to the task. The differences between scent carriers decrease when 
the match gets worse, causing any advantages of certain scent carriers to 
disappear. This is comparable to the situation in Pirolli, Card, and Van Der 
Wege (2003), where the performance advantages of an advanced browser 
disappear under conditions where scent is low. A weakness of our study is 
that for practical reasons there only was one query per task. There are 
strong indications that the task factors we studied have a significant effect 
on the perception of scent, but there is a need to confirm these results with 
additional user studies in which several queries are used for each task type. 
These queries should preferably be as realistic as possible and be a result of 
observations of the real-life types of questions people have in interaction 
with video databases.  
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The results show that the representativeness of scent carriers determines 
whether the scent of video targets reaches the interested user. In that 
respect it has to be noted that the scent carriers in the interaction between 
participant, task, and scent carrier in this study were taken directly from 
YouTube (not even the typing mistakes were changed). In other words, they 
represent the situation that people searching for videos will encounter in 
the real world. The result sets contained good and bad titles, good and bad 
frames, and so forth.  

As far as the frames are concerned it should be mentioned that the ones 
used in this study were all the middle frame of a video, the same approach 
YouTube applies. As was demonstrated in Christel, Winkler, and Taylor 
(1997), frames that have a direct relation to the query can produce better 
results than naively chosen frames. In general it can be said that, for a 
person searching in videos, some frames of a given video will have more 
scent than others. The problem of course is to present the relevant frame 
for every query type. Still, as stated before, RQ4 confirms the superiority of 
title (usefulness score 8.3) over frame (6.9) (see Figure 3-5). This question 
provides us with a check on what users generally think is useful to know 
about a video. If the results from the experiment were influenced by the 
way the scent carriers were created, we would find incongruence between 
these results. Now, both parts of the study confirm that titles are more 
useful than frames.  

As was stated above, the scent carriers we used were exact copies of 
YouTube metadata. Very probably there was room for improvement in the 
scent carriers. However, trying to create the best titles, best descriptions, 
most representative frame, and so on for each video is not a simple task. As 
the results of our study confirm, the representativeness of scent carriers 
depends on the reason to browse and type of task. A question is whether 
this problem might be eased when users have the opportunity to browse the 
video content of a patch. In this study the participants judged only the 
perceived scent of the one link (out of ten) that they preferred (and this for 
eight different result sets). They had no access to the video content behind 
any of the links. Would they have modified their judgment if they were able 
to browse through the patch that was defined by each result set? 

Now how can we import the results of this user study to enhance video 
browsing? Combining the results of the experiment and the extra question 
on the usefulness of types of information about a video, the conclusion is 
that the most important thing to know about a video is the title. However, 
combining a title with other information enhances perceived scent of the 
represented video. We saw that “title+frame” and “title+description” did 
not carry significantly less scent than the “all” situation. Figure 3-5 suggests 
a more important role for description than frame, with the ideal description 
being of the events and subjects/topics in the video. A preview/trailer is 
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indicated to be a more useful way to represent the video data than one or 
multiple frames, but this scent carrier typically has a role further on in the 
search process (step 2 in the search scenario as described at the end of 
section 3.1.1). Viewing the preview or trailer for every video in a list of 
videos would require a lot of time and attention, so typically a user would 
do this onlyafter establishing - on the basis of the available scent carriers - 
that the video source is worth further examination. If we were to design a 
composed scent carrier for the earlier stage of search - when people have to 
choose from a list of links to videos - it would at least contain the elements 
title, description (of events, subjects, or topics), the category/genre, and the 
goal of the video (which is often directly related to the category/genre). 
Preferably it would also contain a frame, especially because of the strength 
of the image-title combination. Other elements – an expert review, 
duration, ratings by others - can have importance in specific situations, but 
the abovementioned elements seem to be essential for supporting efficient 
video browsing. Additional user studies are needed to examine the design of 
scent carriers that are meant for exploration of the contents after a video is 
selected from a list. 

In our approach, links to videos – as provided by video applications such 
as YouTube – are seen as carrying scent. This way, scent - as one of the 
central concepts of IFT- is made operational, allowing us to study the 
usefulness of IFT in approaching the problem of video interaction. The 
experiment in this chapter describes the relevance of the characteristics of a 
scent carrier (representing a video source) and the characteristics of the 
user’s task for the perception of scent. As such, we have built further on our 
IFT-based framework. This study indicates that the idea of scent can - via 
the design of scent carriers - provide insight into the design and evaluation 
of an efficient video environment.  

Now that we have a better concept of video patches and video scent, the 
next step in our research is to see whether the video interaction behavior 
we observe in real browsing situations can be described in terms of IFT. In 
the next chapter, we describe an experimental video browsing environment 
we developed applying ideas from IFT and using the results from the 
studies described in Chapters 2 and 3: the VIBES video browser. We also 
describe two other video browsing environments known from the internet -
- YouTube and Fabchannel -- from an IFT point of view.  

We utilized these three environments in an experiment to observe user 
browsing behavior. Unlike in the study described in this chapter, users had 
the ability to browse or watch the video behind the link and interact with 
the video database. In other words, they could now evaluate the choices 
they had made based on the presentation of the links. The results of that 
study are described in Chapter 5. But first, in Chapter 4, we will describe 
the video environments that were used in that experiment.





 

 

Chapter 4 

4. Video interaction environments 

In the previous two chapters, we discussed ways to classify videos (Chapter 
2) and ways to present scent (Chapter 3). The next step is to look at video 
browsing behavior. However, browsing behavior is very much dependent on 
the functionalities and interaction support provided by the browsing 
environment, which can both hinder and facilitate browsing behavior. The 
objective of this chapter is to look at video browsing environments from an 
IFT point of view. In the next chapter, Chapter 5, we will present an 
experiment in which we a) study browsing behavior with the environments 
described in this chapter, and b) evaluate the environments. As such, this 
chapter can be seen as part of the method section of the experiment 
described in Chapter 5. 

Almost as long as film and video have existed, there have been 
collections and more or less advanced environments for interacting with 
those collections. A remarkable development was the digitization of video 
collections, allowing new interaction modes such as direct access to specific 
video segments and hyperlinking. Moreover, high-bandwidth internet 
connections have made a large number of videos available online. Several 
video on demand services (Wikipedia, 2008a) and video hosting/sharing 
services (Wikipedia, 2008b) have set up shop on the internet. In addition, 
several research communities have been working on the development of 
video browsing environments, including Carnegie Mellon University 
(Informedia, 2008), the University of Amsterdam (MediaMill, 2008), 
Dublin City University (Fischlár, 2008), and the University of North 
Carolina at Chapel Hill (OpenVideo, 2008). Several other recent research 
projects have been aimed at designing interfaces to support exploratory 
search interaction (for an overview, see White, Drucker, Marchionini, 
Hearst, and schraefel, 2007). 

In this chapter, we will concentrate on the three browsing environments 
we used in the experiment described in the next chapter, and which 
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therefore require a detailed description. First, we will present the video 
browsing environment we have been developing in recent years: the VIBES 
video browser. Then we will discuss two popular examples of video services 
on the internet: YouTube and Fabchannel. We chose the former because it 
is the most popular general video website, the latter because it is a very 
good example of a specific video website with interesting interaction 
modes.  

We will provide a description mostly from an IFT point of view. This 
means we are interested in such questions as: “Which patches are or can be 
created?” “How is browsing within a patch supported?” “How is switching 
between patches supported?” and “In which way is scent displayed in the 
interface?” Also, we will see how bridging of the gaps – as described in 
Chapter 1 - is supported. 

4.1 VIBES video browser 

The VIBES video browser has been in development for several years. The 
idea of a patch-based browser arose as a way of implementing IFT in video 
browsing (van Houten, Van Setten & Schuurman, 2003). The practical 
development of that environment also gave rise to research questions about 
video patches and video scent, as described in van Houten, Schuurman, and 
Verhagen (2004). Using the results of the user studies described in the 
previous chapters, the experimental video application was further worked 
out. It was intended primarily to provide a context for studying browsing 
behavior within the IFT framework. 

The first principle from IFT that was applied was the idea of a “patchy” 
structure. In Chapter 1, we defined a video patch as a collection of video 
segments sharing a certain characteristic. This can mean a number of things. 
– Each individual video is a patch, often consisting of smaller segments 

which have some kind of relationship (for example, they are part of a 
narrative structure, or were recorded at a certain location and time)  

– Segments from one video together form a patch (for example, the 
highlights of a football game, or all appearances of an actor in a movie) 

– Segments from different videos form a patch (for example, highlights 
from an actor’s career) 

– Different videos together form a patch (for example, all videos uploaded 
by user X, or all movies from Norway) 

To make things more complicated, in the second and third cases the 
segments can be combined to form new individual videos. For example, a 
video on YouTube showing highlights from the career of Dutch football 
player Dennis Bergkamp contains segments taken from different matches, 
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all separate patches. The collection of highlights itself was probably a 
segment of a sports program, which is another patch.   

In Chapter 2, we established that people prefer to interact with 
semantically meaningful segments of video programs, either the segments 
the program maker envisioned or those “naturally” provided by the 
characteristics of the content. This is an important unit for interaction, in 
some cases perhaps even more important than programs as a whole. Smaller 
units of interaction than “natural” segments, on the other hand, are 
considered less useful. So segmenting videos into their semantically 
meaningful units is the first important step in patch-based interaction. 

There are two ways to do this: with or without leaving the original 
context intact. In the first case, a (large) video is segmented and direct 
access to the different segments is provided within the original video. In the 
second case, a video is segmented, but the segments are treated as 
individual videos. Often, it is only one segment that is selected from a larger 
video to lead a life of its own somewhere on a weblog or website such as 
YouTube. 

The VIBES video browser can handle both cases. The VIBES video 
environment was developed in Java on the Eclipse platform, and consists of 
an editor and a browser. The editor has two main functions: it supports 
users in manually segmenting a video, and adding metadata to the video and 
its segments. Metadata are added according to the MPEG-7 standard and 
are stored using XML. 

Figure 4-1 presents the interface of the VIBES video browser. The 
interface consists of a number of windows or modules. The size and 
location of these modules is flexible and can be changed by respectively 
dragging the outside border or the top bar with the module name. 
However, any change affects the display of other modules, so that a lot of 
consideration is needed when adjusting the interface. A default layout is 
presented here to which users can easily return (via the Windows menu 
button of the application). 

The following modules are present: 
– Categories (top left) – displays the available categories or patches. A 

category can be selected by checking the box in front of the category 
name. More than one category can be selected at the same time (which 
in terms of logical operators is an OR selection). Double-clicking a 
category overrules the current selection and selects only that category. 
All categories within a category group can be selected by checking the 
box in front of the category group name. The names of the categories 
can give off scent. 

– Filter (bottom left) – The selection made in Categories contains a number 
of videos. All categories available in this video selection are displayed in 
the list in the Filter module (which includes the number of videos that 
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are present in every category). So while Categories displays all categories 
available in the database, Filter displays all categories that are part of the 
current video selection. Checking a box in front of a category in this list 
excludes videos from the selection made in Categories (which in terms 
of logical operators is an AND selection). With the exclusion of videos, 
some categories may be excluded from the filter (no videos are left in 
that category), in which case the category name is grayed out. Multiple 
boxes can be checked at the same time. In terms of IFT, the OR and 
AND selections can be seen as a type of enrichment (Pirolli & Card, 
1999). These selections are useful for bridging gaps 2 and 3 (as 
described in Chapter 1): the gap between the decision and the initiation 
of the action, and the gap between the initiation of the action and the 
continuation (and completion) of the action. 

 
– Results (top middle) – Displays the results of the selections made in 

Categories and Filter. The status of the selection (which categories are 
chosen and which filters are applied) is presented at the top of the 
module. The module contains a check button for applying the filter, 
which facilitates the evaluation of what the effect of the filter is. Figure 

Figure 4-1  Screen 
dump of the VIBES video 
browser 

Categories Results Frames Categories of segment 

Filter Timeline Player About the segment 
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4-2 shows the three different ways of displaying the results which can be 
chosen via the selection of an icon (at the top right of the module). The 
choice of these scent carriers was based on a combination of the 
outcome of the scent experiment described in Chapter 3, and practical 
user interface issues: 
– the all scent carrier displays a thumbnail (the middle frame of the 

video), the title, description, main category, and duration. Although 
this was the scent carrier with the highest scent-carrying capacity in 
the previous experiment, a disadvantage is that it takes up space 
(about three results can be displayed at one time, depending on the 
chosen size of the module), requiring people to scroll a lot 

– with the title+frame scent carrier, six results can be displayed at one 
time 

– with the title scent carrier, twelve results can be displayed at one 
time 

A selected video in the list is highlighted. 
– Timeline (bottom middle) – Is actually part of the Results module, and 

displays the same videos. Shows the duration of the videos in the 
selection via colored bars. Selecting a video here has the same effect as 
selecting a video in Results. When a filter is applied to the results, all bars 
for the videos that are excluded by the filter turn white. This gives visual 
feedback of the application of a filter. 

– Frames (top right) – When a video is selected in Results or Timeline, a 
visual summary is provided in the Frames module. The summary is time-
based: the video is cut into equal parts, each showing the first frame of 
the section. By default, 9 frames are displayed, but this number can be 
changed to any number between 1 and 60. Displaying more than 9 
frames requires scrolling (although with other module sizes this may 
differ). The frames are visual representations of the video and are 
capable of carrying scent. If a user detects scent in one of the frames, 
double-clicking the frame starts the video at that particular point in the 
Player module. 

– Player (inner bottom right) – Double-clicking a video in Results or 
Timeline causes it to start playing. So does double-clicking a frame in 
Frames. Further, any selected video can be played by clicking the Play 
button. The player is an embedded Microsoft Media Player with 
standard functionality. The slider on the timeline and the fast-forward 
can be used to quickly view images from the video, which may or may 
not provide scent to the user. 

– About the segment and about the file (above the Player) – Provides metadata 
(and thus scent) about the selected video or segment. This is the same 
metadata that can be seen in the all scent carrier in the results, although 
more space is available (e.g., for the transcript). If the video consists of 
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only one segment (in other words, if it is not segmented), the 
information displayed in about the segment and about the file is the same. 

– Categories of segment (outer bottom right) – Displays the tags of the 
selected video, or in other words, the categories the video (segment) fits 
into. These metadata are displayed in a separate module that has 
different functionality: double-clicking one of the categories overrules 
the current selection as displayed in Results, and selects only that 
category. This was implemented to ease switching between patches 
when one of the displayed categories contains a lot of scent for the user. 
It can be seen as an extra support in bridging gap 3 (aimed at the 
continuation of the action).  

Search functionality (applying keyword queries) was not implemented at the 
time of the experiment. If it had been, search results would have been 
treated like any of the other tag-related results. 

 

In sum, the VIBES video browser is an experimental video interaction 
environment, built around the idea of patch-based browsing. Users are 

Figure 4-2  Three ways 
of displaying the results 
in the VIBES video 
browser: all (top), title + 
frame (middle), and title 
(bottom) 
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encouraged to create patches by combining categories and can easily switch 
between patches. According to preference, different scent carriers can be 
chosen to represent the video segments, encouraging users to follow links to 
video segments. 

4.2 YouTube 

YouTube is a video-sharing website where users can upload and view video 
clips. Currently, it is the most popular video website on the internet. Last 
year in the US it was used by 27% of online video consumers (Madden, 
2007). Young adults are almost twice as likely to point to YouTube as a 
source for online video; 49% of video viewers age 18-29 say they watch 
YouTube videos. 

YouTube supports both browsing and querying for bridging gap 2 (and 
gap 3 if search needs to be continued). The website’s start page shows a 
search bar for posing a keyword query. Browsing can be started by selecting 
one of three pages: Videos (=Categories), Channels, or Communities 
(=Groups). These pages contain patches with videos. On the Videos page, 
videos are grouped by category, on the Channels page by the person who 
uploaded the videos, and on the Community page by theme (started by 
users).  

 

Figure 4-3 shows that the categories YouTube currently uses are Autos & 
Vehicles, Comedy, Education, Entertainment, Film & Animation, How to & 
Style, Music, News & Politics, Nonprofits & Activism, People & Blogs, Pets 

Figure 4-3  The 
“Videos” pages of 
YouTube, showing the 
video categories and 
different ways of 
arranging the videos 
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& Animals, Science & Technology, Sports, and Travel & Events. The 
category Music is the only category with subcategories (12 music genres). 
Within a category, videos can be ordered by date (Most Recent) and by the 
following social data: Most Popular, Most Discussed, Most Responded, 
Most Viewed, Top Favorites, and Top Rated. Depending on the interests of 
the visitor, these patches or orderings can have more or less scent. 
A keyword query leads to a patch with results. An example is shown in 
Figure 4-4, displaying the results of the keyword search for “bill clinton 
about hillary” (an example closely related to the YouTube task which was 
part of the study described later on in this chapter).  

 

The patch contains videos related to the keywords. Different ways to 
arrange the results are presented, the default being “by relevance.” Users 
can explore the patch using a scroll bar. Several scent carriers are displayed 
for each video within the patch: a frame, a title, a description, date added, 
the user who uploaded the video, social data (number of views, average 
rating), and category. If the patch does not contain enough scent, the user 
can try a new search with other keywords (a form of enrichment). 

The name of the uploader and the category are hyperlinked. Each of 
these links leads to a new patch: all videos uploaded by this user and all 
videos in this category, respectively. If the name of the uploader or category 

Figure 4-4  Part of the 
YouTube interface, 
showing the results of 
the keyword query “bill 
clinton about hillary” 
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carries enough scent for the user starting the search, that user may feel 
encouraged to explore these other types of patches. 

Selecting a video from the result patch leads to a new page, of which an 
example is displayed in Figure 4-5. 

 

The figure displays a variety of information about the selected video. The 
player presents the video data, which can be explored quickly using the 
slider on the timeline. The other data have been extended compared to the 
representations used on the results page. The main extension for the social 
data is the display of comments on the video by other users. This can 
involve descriptive information that can influence the scent of the video. 
Every commenter is a YouTube user, and a hyperlink leads directly to the 
patch of this user. The name of the commenter or the content of the 
comment may carry enough scent so that the user will feel encouraged to 

Figure 4-5  Part of a 
screen dump of the 
YouTube interface, 
showing a video, its 
metadata, and related 
information 
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follow the link. Comments can also be given in the form of a video, which 
may again lead the user to other patches. 

The metadata are mainly extended by displaying tags. These again are 
hyperlinks which lead to video patches related to those tags. They also 
provide ideas on which keywords to use in the search. 

The patch with other videos from the user who uploaded the current 
video is displayed prominently. The figure shows that this patch is 
represented with representations from five videos. If one of these 
representations (or their collective appearance) contains enough scent, the 
user may want to move to that patch.  

One important addition is “Related Videos.” Although it is not made 
clear how these videos are related to the currently selected video, these 
videos by definition carry scent if the user thinks the current video is 
interesting. This listing may also provide new ideas to the user on how to 
search further, which can be seen as support for bridging gap 3. 

In sum, users are encouraged to explore the hyperlinked, patchy 
environment that is provided by YouTube. Several scent carriers are 
available to lure users to other patches. They can create their own patches 
(enrichment) by applying different keyword searches. However, this does 
not mean that YouTube is necessarily the easiest place to find relevant 
videos. This is also a function of the quality (and quantity) of the video 
content present in the database, and the quality of the metadata added to 
the content. 

4.3 Fabchannel 

The Fabchannel website streams free, live, and on-demand video from the 
Paradiso and Melkweg venues in Amsterdam and the Roxy Theatre in Los 
Angeles. With more than 900 concerts (including some other activities at 
the abovementioned venues) Fabchannel.com has built the biggest concert 
video on-demand archives in the world. The website has about 10,000 
visitors a day. In 2006, it won a Webby Award for best music website. 

Unlike YouTube, Fabchannel has full control over the video content in 
its database and the metadata that are added to the content (although it is 
starting to experiment with user-added metadata). Another important 
difference from YouTube is that the database mainly contains videos from 
one genre: music concerts. It also has a strong relationship with the specific 
venues where the videos are recorded. For a certain category of visitors the 
website contains a lot of scent, even more so when the database contains 
concerts of their favorite music recorded in a venue where they were also 
present. As we saw in the study described in Chapter 2, the main reasons 
the respondents visited the site was to “find a specific concert in the archive 
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to watch” and to “discover new music.” These are very different reasons, 
requiring different support for interaction. 

Fabchannel has always been eager to create an attractive video 
environment that also provides effective and efficient support for its visitors, 
and has sought ideas for this in the academic community. This led to the 
user study described in Chapter 2, and to an experimental video browser 
supporting patch-based browsing, applying the use of segmentation 
algorithms in a media post-processor (van Houten et al., 2005). Ideas from 
that browser are applied in the current user interface of the website. 

Figure 4-6 shows the start page of the Fabchannel website. Visitors who 
want to find a specific concert can go directly to “Concerts” or go to the 
search bar and type the name of the performing artist, thus bridging gap 2. 
When the user starts typing in the search bar, the “Concerts” page (see 
Figure 4-7) is automatically selected. The user can also check if the concert 
he/she recently visited is already in the database by arranging the concerts 
by date and viewing the latest additions to the database. If a recent concert 
is not yet available, it will be in the “pending” patch on the “Concerts” 
page.  

 

The visitor with a less specific goal has a number of choices at the front 
page for bridging the second gap. The choices are presented in a visually 
pleasing way which may contain scent to certain visitors and lure them to 
the available patches. Two concerts – the “concert of the day” and “new in 
the concert archive” - get a poster-like announcement with a large frame 
and the name of the artist. Unlike in the YouTube archive, the frames here 

Figure 4-6  Part of the 
interface of Fabchannel, 
showing the start page 
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are carefully selected by Fabchannel employees, which means that they are 
able to carry more scent than when the first or middle frame of the video is 
used. On the bottom left, and on the menu on top of the page, visitors can 
choose “Concerts,” leading to the page displayed in Figure 4-7. 

 

Here the site presents a list of concerts, which can be browsed by scrolling. 
The archive is constantly increasing, however, and the longer the list gets 
the less effective this simple strategy becomes. Using the “filter,” the visitor 
can sort the concerts by genre (for example, “punk,” “R&B”) or venue (for 
example, “Paradiso”), thus creating smaller patches which may have a 
stronger relation to the visitor’s interest. On the left, “archive highlights” 
are displayed, showing four highlights per genre patch. Scent can be 
provided by the genre, artist name, and frame, but especially by what 
happens when the mouse is placed over the frame: this starts a video 
snippet, providing a quick impression of the contents of the video. This 
includes the sound, which is a very important aspect of this specific genre, 
making this a very effective scent carrier. The snippet starts and stops 
immediately depending on the position of the mouse. 

Another way that patches are created is with channels, which do not 
contain collections of videos, but collections of video segments, in this case 
songs. These patches may be created by Fabchannel and may relate to, for 
example, a genre (e.g., the best punk songs in the archive). They may also 
be collections of songs created by visitors. Under “Playlist” (see Figure 4-
5), visitors can create a personal playlist with songs, which is also made 
possible because most concerts in the archive are segmented. These 

Figure 4-7  Part of the 
interface of Fabchannel, 
showing the page with 
concerts. The 
thumbnails on the left 
present a video snippet 
when the mouse is 
placed over the image. 
Concerts can be sorted 
by artist and date. Under 
“FILTER” there are 
options for selecting 
concerts from a certain 
genre or venue. 
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personal playlists can be shared with other users, thus creating patches of 
the type “favorite songs from the archive as chosen by user X.” These 
playlists can also be embedded in external websites and blogs, thus creating 
links to the Fabchannel website. These channels may support the discovery 
of new music, especially when a visitor already likes a song within the 
channel. (“If I like a song that user X likes, than perhaps I may also like 
other songs – which I don’t know yet – that user X likes.”) 

Another way to support the discovery of new music is by looking at 
popularity. If a lot of other visitors like certain patches, to a certain category 
of users this will mean those patches carry scent. Selecting “Charts” on the 
front page leads to the page displayed in Figure 4-8. The page displays the 
most popular concerts and channels within the database. 

 

Once a concert or channel is chosen, the visitor can browse within this 
patch. Figure 4-9 shows the player with the selected video and related 
metadata of the video/concert. The video’s segments, the songs, can be 
directly accessed in two ways: via the table of contents on the right, or via 
the related bars on the timeline of the video below the player. Color coding 
relates the bar on the timeline to the name of the song. 

Selecting a channel leads to a similar interface, with the exception that 
no timeline (with bars relating to the songs) is available. Unlike a concert 
patch, a channel patch consists of video segments from different 
videos/concert. In both cases, when the visitor recognizes the name of the 

Figure 4-8  Part of the 
interface of Fabchannel, 
showing the top 10 of 
“channels“ on the left 
and a concert top 50 on 
the right. 
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song, it may carry scent and the visitor can follow the link to the video 
segment or song. 

The channel patch (with songs from different artists) can be browsed by 
selecting the songs. If a song interests the visitor, he/she may want to see 
the source of that song: the artist’s complete concert. So, a song in a 
channel is a “large” scent carrier, representing a concert patch. However, a 
direct link to the concert – which would have eased the bridging of the 
third gap - is not yet implemented. 

 

In sum, like YouTube, Fabchannel encourages visitors to browse the 
database by offering different types of patches. In particular, it has created 
attractive scent carriers (carefully picked frames and video snippets) to lure 
visitors to patches. 

It should be emphasized that the Fabchannel website is under constant 
development, and that the description above refers to the status during the 
execution of the experiment described in the next chapter. Of course, this 
also applies to the YouTube website. 

4.4 Conclusion 

One goal of this chapter was to provide a description of video browsing 
environments, primarily from an IFT point of view. The conclusion is that 
this is actually relatively easy. We can indicate which patches are present or 
can be created, how within-patch browsing is supported, how switching 

Figure 4-9  Screen 
dump of Fabchannel’s 
player and the metadata 
of the currently selected 
video/concert 
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from patch to patch is supported, how scent is displayed, and so on. The 
question is, however, whether IFT can provide useful tools in the design 
and evaluation of interaction environments, or, in other words, whether our 
framework has practical meaning. 

In the next chapter, we will describe an exploratory user study in which 
the VIBES video browser, YouTube, and Fabchannel are used to observe 
browsing behavior from the perspective of IFT. This study is aimed at 
evaluating the applicability of IFT and, at the same time, will provide an 
evaluation of these browsers, after which we will try to answer the main 
question that we introduced in Chapter 1: “How to design a video 
interaction environment that will optimally support its users?”





 

 

Chapter 5 

5. Video-foraging behavior 

In the previous three chapters, we discussed ways to classify videos into 
patches (Chapter 2), ways to present video scent (Chapter 3), and 
environments for video interaction (Chapter 4). In this chapter, we will deal 
with the third research question from Chapter 1: “How to design a video 
interaction environment that will optimally support its users?” As explained 
in Chapter 1, this question is about design principles for a patch-based 
browsing environment that effectively bridges the three gaps for efficient 
support of browsing video data. Briefly, the basic question is how to create 
a browsing structure that will give people optimal support in finding what 
they need. As indicated in Chapter 1, optimal support is reached when 
patches and scent carriers together help people bridge all three gaps at a 
rate that maximizes user satisfaction over [search] time.) Before that 
question can be answered, we have to know how people search for videos, 
and what kind of support they need to reach their goals. We will describe 
an exploratory study in which we observed the browsing behavior of people 
interacting with the three video browsing environments described in 
Chapter 4.  

With the VIBES video browser, we conducted an experiment in which 
we asked participants to perform three different tasks. This yielded two 
kinds of information. It allowed us to collect quantitative information on 
the usefulness of the elements of the application for the various task 
executions. At the same time, it allowed us to gather data on video 
interaction behavior by observing how the participants executed the tasks.  

The participants also performed a task in the Fabchannel and YouTube 
video environments. This provided more data for a qualitative analysis of 
the difficulties of video interaction. For all tasks, we specifically looked at 
searching behavior that we could relate to patch-based browsing, scent-
following, and gap-bridging. We evaluated the participants’ browsing 
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strategies, discussed the difficulties they encountered, and asked how the 
video environment could be improved for better task execution.  

At the end of this chapter, we will evaluate whether we can describe 
interaction completely in terms of IFT, and whether we can use IFT to 
explain browsing behavior. Furthermore, we will evaluate whether the 
concepts of patches, scent, and gaps have practical meaning: can we use 
them to design video environments? Moreover, the results will be used to 
draw conclusions on what kind of support people really need when 
browsing videos. 

First, we will formulate the specific research questions we are going to 
deal with in this chapter. 

5.1 Research questions 

In Chapter 1, we started the discussion on video interaction behavior. We 
saw that there are two main strategies for interacting with videos: formal, 
analytical ones and informal, browsing ones. Empirical studies show that 
there are many search situations where the target is not well known and a 
single fact or document will not suffice. Users can have great difficulty in 
articulating their information need, which often happens to be ill-defined 
and often evolves during interaction. We concluded that – although forms 
of filtering are required - for video the dominant strategy is browsing. 
Emphasis is on the flow of representations and actions rather than discrete 
matches. The problem with video is that it is time-based, and that video 
interaction can become very time-consuming. So what are needed are 
efficient solutions maximizing the allocation of human attention to useful 
information. 

To better understand video interaction, we introduced a framework 
based on IFT. In that framework, people interact with videos in order to 
bridge gaps: gaps between reasons for a decision and the decision; gaps 
between the decision and the initiation of the action; and gaps between the 
initiation of the action and the continuation and completion of the action. 
IFT provides the “cognitive” tools for bridging the gaps: tools that people 
use to structure their environment and interact with that environment. We 
introduced the ideas of video patches - as a way to structure the environment 
(further worked out in Chapter 2) – and video scent – as a guidance principle 
for navigating the video environment (further worked out in Chapter 3). 
Now how does this all work in practice? Can we use these ideas to study 
video browsing behavior, or to evaluate video environments? Even better, 
can we use these ideas to design video environments?  

We want to execute an experiment in which we can make manifest the 
structure of video interaction to be able to arrive at answers to our main 
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question: “How to design a video interaction environment that will 
optimally support its users?” For that purpose, we need to study the two 
sides of interaction: the user or “interactor,” and the system or interaction 
environment. We do so from an IFT point of view: we look at the user as a 
searcher trying to bridge gaps by jumping from patch to patch, navigating by 
following scent. We view the interaction environment as being “patchy” and 
providing links which can carry scent. At the same time, this experiment 
allows us to evaluate this approach and explore the practical value of the 
concepts patches and scent. This discussion on the usefulness of IFT will be 
part of the final chapter, Chapter 6. 

The problem with studying browsing behavior is that this behavior is 
dependent on the tool - the browsing environment - that is provided. This 
is one reason why we need to study this behavior in different environments. 
For the same reason, we will evaluate each task emphasizing with which 
adjustments it would be easier to execute the task, so as to get to more 
general, environment-independent ideas on what is really needed to 
support people in video browsing. 

When describing the results of the experiment, it will be hard to 
separate behavior and environment, so we will describe them together. We 
will observe how people interact with videos and use their evaluation of the 
tasks to answer the central question of this chapter: “How to design a video 
interaction environment that will optimally support its users?” As such, the 
research questions for this study are initially aimed at describing user 
behavior. Following the line of the research in this thesis, we formulate the 
research questions in terms of IFT and gap bridging:  
 
RQ1 - Which patches do people choose to find relevant videos?  

 
RQ2 - Which scent carriers do people prefer? 
 
RQ3 - Which strategies do people apply to bridge the three gaps? 
 
There will be overlap in answering these research questions as they typically 
are related: people will choose (RQ3) certain types of patches (RQ1) 
because they carry scent (RQ2). RQ2 describes the different ways scent is 
displayed (either in the links or in the data), and RQ3 describes the way 
people bridge gaps by following scent to patches (RQ1). Answering these 
questions will give us insight into the structure of interaction with video 
material. 

When we have better understanding of how people interact with videos 
(by observing their behavior), and the participants in the experiment are 
sufficiently experienced (due to the task execution) to evaluate their 
behavior and needs, we can try to answer the following research question: 
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RQ4 - Which functionality do people prefer when interacting with video? 
 
We expect that the answers to the research questions will relate to the type 
of task people have to perform and to characteristics of the environment, so 
these will get special attention in the design of the experiment and the 
analysis of the results.   

5.2 Method 

To answer our research questions, we conducted an experiment using the 
three video environments described in the previous chapter.   

5.2.1 Participants 

Students of psychology and communication studies at the University of 
Twente are required to participate in experiments as part of their 
bachelor’s degree curriculum. They subscribe to experiments using an 
experiment management system, and get study points for completing an 
experiment. The experiment described here was entered into the system, 
and students could sign up for the available time slots. The study was listed 
as lasting about 2.5 hours and was described as “Browsing in videos: how 
do people search in videos, and what is the best way to support them?” A 
total of 17 students subscribed to the study, of whom the first was used as a 
pilot subject. (Before this first test, two other pilot subjects were used, but 
these were colleagues at the Telematica Instituut.) 

Of the remaining 16 participants, 10 were students of psychology 
(62.5%) and 6 of communication studies (37.5%). Twelve were male 
(75%) and 4 female (25%); 10 were German (62.5%) and 6 Dutch 
(37.5%). Although the University of Twente is a Dutch university, it is 
located near the border and attracts many students from Germany. The 
bachelor’s programs in psychology and communication studies are in 
Dutch. Study materials are in Dutch and English. German students must 
pass a Dutch exam before they can attend. The experiment was in Dutch 
and English.  

Before the experiment we asked the participants to indicate how well 
they mastered the Dutch and English languages on a 7-point scale (1=very 
badly; 7=very well). For Dutch, 12 participants reported a 5 or higher, and 
four participants a 3 or 4. However, when at the end of the experiment we 
asked whether they had experienced any language problems during the 
experiment, all four in the lower group said they had not. For English, 15 
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participants reported a 5 or higher, while one scored a 2. But again, 
afterwards, this participant reported no language problems. 

The average age of the participants was 22.2 years (two were 19, three 
were 20, four were 21, six were 22, and 1 was 41 years old). On average, 
they watched TV/video images 19.0 hours a week (ranging between 5 and 
30 hours). This corresponds with the result in the Kenniswijk study 
described in Chapter 2, where the mean watching time of the 210 
participants was 19.3 hours a week. 

All participants indicated that they were very familiar with online video 
services such as YouTube and Google Video. On a scale of 1 (totally 
unfamiliar) to 7 (totally familiar), all scored 5 or higher (three scored 5, 
four scored 6, and nine scored 7). When asked how frequently they visited 
the YouTube website, the average answer was 4.8 days a week. The 
participant with the lowest frequency visited the website once every two 
weeks. Eight participants said they visited the website daily. 

For the Fabchannel website the numbers were quite different. None of 
the participants had ever visited the website before the experiment. 

5.2.2 Independent variables 

The study had an experimental section using the VIBES video browser, and 
an exploratory section using the video environments of YouTube and 
Fabchannel. In the experimental part, the type of task was manipulated. In 
the scent experiment described in Chapter 3, we saw that the type of task 
had a significant effect on perceived scent. A main difference between that 
experiment and the one described here was that participants now had the 
ability to explore the videos, which meant that other manipulations of type 
of task were required. It was especially important to design tasks which 
would stimulate searching behavior: participants needed to be invited to 
interact with the video environments. 

The first manipulation was task specificity. As was discussed in Chapter 
3, a general task is open, leaving the participant free to explore. People 
probably will be guided and inspired by the alternatives that are offered and 
will adjust their current interest. A specific task is more restricted, and we 
may expect different searching behavior because people know exactly what 
they are looking for. We can expect people to prefer different kinds of 
support for these tasks. For the general task with the VIBES video browser, 
participants were free to search for videos they thought were nice (mood 
improvement) or interesting (cognitive benefit). The most important thing was 
for them to freely explore the database. So that the general task would not 
be completely without obligations, we added the restriction that 
participants had to find videos they would like to share with a friend. 
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Within the specific tasks, the dominant content from which relevant 
information could be found was manipulated. For video, relevant 
information can be present in the images, in the audio, or in both. In 
addition, the video representations (titles, descriptions, frames, [visual] 
summaries, etc.) can carry relevant information. For the VIBES video 
browser, we designed two specific tasks in which relevant information was 
predominantly available either in the images or in the audio. Metadata 
could indicate that a video was relevant for the task, but to be sure, the user 
needed to explore the video to get either visual or auditive confirmation. In 
the analysis, the exact role of metadata in this process is examined. 

For the Fabchannel environment, we used a general task where 
participants could freely explore the music database for reasons of mood 
improvement. For finding a relevant video, auditive confirmation was 
required. To stimulate exploratory behavior and prevent participants from 
looking for familiar music, we added the restriction that they had to find a 
song they had never heard before. For the YouTube environment, a specific 
task requiring auditive confirmation was used. Exploratory behavior was 
stimulated by asking participants to find a number of relevant examples and 
then select the best. 

The task types and the task definitions for each video environment are 
summarized in Table 5-1. 

 
Task name Task type Task 

VIBES-General General - either mood 
improvement or cognitive benefit

“Find three videos that are very 
interesting or funny and that you would 
recommend to a friend.” 

VIBES-Specific(visual) Specific – cognitive benefit + 
visual confirmation 

“Find different videos in which people 
deliberately jump into the water. Indicate 
for each case the kind of water (e.g., sea, 
river, ditch).” 

VIBES-Specific(auditive) Specific – cognitive benefit + 
auditive confirmation 

“Find different videos in which people 
are confronted with polluted water, 
whether for drinking, washing, or 
swimming. Indicate for each case the 
cause of the pollution.” 

Fabchannel General – mood improvement + 
auditive confirmation 

“Find a nice song you would like to send 
to a friend. It has to be a song you’ve 
never heard before.” 

YouTube Specific – cognitive benefit + 
auditive confirmation 

“Find remarks by Bill Clinton on his wife 
Hillary. Write them down and select your 
favorite.” 

 

Table 5-1  Task types 
and tasks for each video 
environment 
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5.2.3 Dependent variables 

To answer the four research questions, we defined the following dependent 
variables:  
– browsing behavior - a mostly qualitative analysis of which patches were 

chosen, which scent carriers were chosen, how the three gaps were 
bridged, and which functional parts in the interface were used. This 
applied to all four research questions. The variables were assessed by a 
human observer, backed up by video registration of the participant’s 
activities.  

– browsing success – measured by counting the number of relevant videos 
found (only for the specific task types – see Table 5-1). This quantitative 
variable was analyzed in relation to the previous variable – browsing 
behavior – to judge the success of the applied strategies. 

– subjective task difficulty – measured by asking participants to assess on a 7-
point scale how difficult the task was (1=very easy; 7=very difficult). 
This was also analyzed in relation to browsing behavior to judge the 
success of the applied strategies. 

– subjective usefulness of browser modules – measured by letting the participants 
assess on a 7-point scale (1=totally useless; 7=very useful) how useful 
the browser modules were for the execution of each task (only for the 
tasks with the VIBES video browser – see Table 5-1). This especially 
refers to the fourth research question.  

– participants’ observations and opinions – measured by interviewing the 
subjects after each task and after the experiment as a whole. The results 
were related to the observed browsing behavior and interpreted in the 
context of the four research questions. 

5.2.4 Experimental materials 

For the tasks with the YouTube and Fabchannel websites, we used the 
original database and user interface as available at the time of the study. For 
the tasks with the VIBES video browser we had to make some specific 
decisions, which are described below. 

The database of the VIBES video browser was filled with 80 videos 
downloaded from YouTube. These were the same videos that were used in 
the previous experiment: the scent experiment described in Chapter 3. All 
of them dealt with the theme “water,” either in an informative or an 
entertaining way. The duration of the videos ranged between 21 s and 9 
min 43 s. Titles, descriptions, categories, and thumbnails were directly 
copied from YouTube, so no alterations were applied (typing mistakes and 
so on were not corrected). The only thing that was changed was the tags. 

This was done to create a basis for effective and efficient patch-based 
browsing. In the browser, the videos are clustered via their tags into video 
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patches, and presented to the user in a patch menu. The goal of the 
browser is to encourage users to explore a patch, but also to switch between 
patches. Therefore we set the following criteria for the creation of patches: 
the total number of patches was surveyable (i.e., all categories in the list 
could be easily scanned), the patches were of a substantial size with overlap 
between the patches, and the patches were meaningful to the users. 

Regarding the first two points, the original 80 videos had a total of 566 
tags. Of these 425 tags were unique, that is, related to only one video. Of 
the remaining tags, only a few tags (including “water”) were related to more 
than two or three videos. There were many synonyms (e.g., “fun” and 
“humor”) and different versions of the same word (e.g., “fun” and 
“funny”). Moreover, a lot of tags were useless because, for example, the 
title of the video was repeated in the tags, leading to tags such as “the” and 
“in.” Using the original tags would lead to a very long and difficult to scan 
tag list, and worse, most tags would lead to a (very) small number of videos. 
Therefore it was decided to reduce the number of tags and create 
meaningful, substantial video patches that were useful for bridging all three 
gaps. 

To start with, we looked at the outcome of the Kenniswijk study in 
Chapter 2. There we saw that people preferred to interact with the 
semantic segments as the program maker intended, or those “naturally” 
provided by the characteristics of the content. Typically, the videos in 
YouTube are autonomous videos (e.g., a shot with a webcam or a mobile 
phone, a video clip of a song) or semantically meaningful parts of larger 
videos (e.g., a news item or sports highlight). Therefore, for this specific 
collection of videos, we did not need to further segment the videos. So the 
tags were linked to the videos as a whole, not to segments. 

Another outcome of the Kenniswijk study was the importance of 
“topics” as an aspect of a video people would like to be able to jump to 
instantly. So, in terms of support for navigational decisions, tags referring to 
the topic of the video are important. Therefore we created a topic list for 
this specific collection of videos. As a first step, we used the original 
categories the videos were placed in on YouTube. Next, we looked at the 
original tags and tried to identify high-level concepts with multiple 
occurrences in the database. For example, tags such as “school,” 
“university,” and “lesson” are related to the high-level concept “education.” 
Applying this bottom-up approach, we extended the number of topics to 
end up with the following list: climate+weather, comedy, education, 
entertainment, environment, films+animation, fun, health+hygiene, 
how_to+do_it_yourself, music, natural environment, news+politics, pollution, 
recreation, religion, science+technology, sports, transportation, travel+places, 
video_weblogs, war+conflicts. 
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Next on the Kenniswijk list were “events.” This proved to be a difficult 
category, as the database contained no clearly recognizable events (such as 
elections or sporting events) that were represented by more than one video. 
“Time periods” also proved difficult, because most videos were of recent 
date, and with few exceptions there were no references to time period 
available. So we skipped these two patch types. 

We did include “people” and “animals.” Based on the tags and the video 
content, we made a distinction between adults and children, and pets and wild 
animals. Next on the Kenniswijk outcome was “locations.” Based on the tags 
(and sometimes the descriptions) we created a list including both 
geographical locations (Africa, Antarctica, Asia, Europe, North America, and South 
America) and general ones (indoors, industrial, gardens+parks, nature, rural, 
urban, underground, and water).   

The category “actions” was too diverse, with hardly any overlap. The 
same was true for “objects.” Typically, “actions” and “objects” are often 
related to a topic, animal/person, or location (e.g., a player taking a penalty 
with a ball on a soccer field), so we figured that within the other patch 
categories, actions and objects would still be findable. The other categories 
that received low scores in the Kenniswijk study were ignored here. 

So we combined a bottom-up approach (using the original metadata) 
and a top-down approach (applying the results from the Kenniswijk study) 
to create the list with patches/categories. As a final step, we watched the 
videos and evaluated, on the basis of each one’s content, whether it could 
be placed in any of the created patches. (This was especially necessary 
because the original metadata were not complete or accurate.) This way, 
still more overlap between the videos was created. So the only adjustments 
made to the original YouTube data and metadata were the creation of a new 
tag list, and an evaluation of the video content to relate the videos to that 
new tag list. 

Finally, we created a patch category called “what other people said,” 
containing the following patches: Top Rated, Most Popular, Most Amusing, and 
Most Interesting. The first two were based on data from YouTube, the last 
two on the data from the scent experiment described in Chapter 3. Each 
category contained the 10 (or more when scores were equal) videos with 
the highest scores. 

In sum, for this specific set of videos, and with the criteria for the 
creation of patches as stated above, we came up with this list of categories. 
We applied a combination of a bottom-up approach (using the information 
available in the tags and other metadata, and in the video’s content) and a 
top-down approach (using the information gathered from the studies 
described in Chapter 2). Categories that were hard to fill (time periods), 
too detailed (actions, objects), or both (events) were excluded in this 
specific case. 
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5.2.5 Setting 

The experiment took place under laboratory conditions in a large furnished 
office room in a quiet corner of the Telematica Instituut which was 
normally used for demo presentations. The participants faced an empty 
white wall, about 5 meters away from windows on their left side. They were 
seated in a comfortable desk chair in front of a large table containing a 
keyboard, a mouse, and a 19-inch screen (all connected to a state-of-the-art 
computer located under the table). A pen and forms containing instructions 
and questions were present on the table. 

To the left of the participant, the experimenter was seated at a distance 
which was far away enough not to be too intrusive, but close enough to be 
able to observe the participant’s searching behavior on the screen. The 
experimenter had his own desk containing videotapes, forms, a 
chronometer, and illustrative materials for the debriefing. The 
experimenter used a pen and a clipboard to write his observations on a 
prepared form. 

Between the experimenter and the participant, and slightly farther back, 
was a video camera on a tripod. The experimenter was able to operate the 
camera without leaving his chair. Recordings of the screen were made over 
the left shoulder of the participant.  

Figure 5-1 gives an overview of the experimental setting. 

 

Figure 5-1  The setting 
of the final experiment 
including experimenter 
(left) and participant 
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5.2.6 Procedure 

Participants were required to show up at the time slot they had chosen. 
After they were welcomed by the experimenter and and given coffee or a 
soft drink the goal of the experiment was explained in general terms (“we 
are interested in how people search in video material”). They were told 
they had to complete five assignments using different video browsers, and 
that the experiment would last about 2.5 hours in total. How they executed 
the tasks would be more important than their success in completing the 
assignment. Their searching behavior would be observed by the 
experimenter and taped with the video recorder (but without recording the 
participant’s face). A booklet with instructions and questions would be used 
to lead the participant through the experiment. Participants only had to 
wait for the experimenter for instructions when to turn the page. It was 
indicated that the instructions and questions would be in Dutch, while the 
browsing environments, including video data and metadata, would be in 
English. After these explanations, they had to fill out a form indicating that 
they agreed with the terms of the experiment. 

Next they had to fill out a form asking for their gender, age, course of 
study, and mother tongue. On a 7-point scale they had to indicate how well 
they spoke Dutch and English (1=very badly; 7=very well). After that, they 
began the first of the five tasks. For all participants, the first three tasks 
were with the VIBES video browser. All possible orders of these three tasks 
were used to control for effects of transfer, learning, and/or fatigue (see 
Appendix F). After a coffee/tea break, participants performed the tasks with 
the YouTube and Fabchannel websites. The order of these tasks was also 
balanced. The reason the tasks with the VIBES video browser always came 
before the break was that this session lasted somewhat longer than the other 
session. We preferred a shorter post-break session because there was a little 
fear that the participants’ energy and motivation would decrease at the end 
of the study. We also preferred not to break up the three tasks with the 
VIBES video browser.  

Before participants started the tasks with the VIBES video browser, they 
first went through a training session. This took the form of a walkthrough: 
step by step, the experimenter acquainted the participant with the browser 
by presenting small tasks (e.g., “select a menu item,” “try to view that 
video”) and asking questions (e.g., “what do you think that means?”). This 
way, all interface elements of the browser were brought to the attention of 
the participant. During the explanation, participants were allowed to try out 
the interface elements. The training session lasted until the participant 
indicated that he/she understood the complete interface. 

For each task, participants had to read the instructions in their booklet. 
Each task lasted 10 minutes. Table 5-1 presents the wording of the tasks 
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(originally in Dutch) and indicates what the participant had to write down 
in the booklet. During the task, the experimenter observed the participant’s 
browsing choices and wrote them down – using index numbers to indicate 
the order of actions - on a screen dump of the browser on which all menu 
items were folded out (see Appendix G). After each task, the participant 
had to indicate on a 7-point scale how difficult the task was (1=very easy; 
7=very difficult). For the tasks with the VIBES video browser, he/she had 
to indicate on a 7-point scale the usefulness of each of the eight browsing 
modules for that specific task (1=totally useless; 7=very useful). For all 
five tasks, the experimenter asked how the participant had approached the 
task (the strategy used), and which parts of the execution were easy and 
which were hard. Moreover, the participant was asked to suggest ideas 
about what kind of support could ease the execution of the task. 

The first session with three tasks on the VIBES video browser ended 
with a general evaluation of the browser. The second session with the 
Fabchannel and YouTube websites ended with a general, open evaluation of 
video browsing, discussing what makes video browsing difficult and what 
kind of support is needed for efficient interaction. 

The participants were then debriefed by the experimenter, who 
discussed the exact purpose of the experiment, explaining the approach 
from the IFT point of view. Finally they had to fill out a last page with 
questions on how many hours a week they watched TV/video, whether they 
had experienced language difficulties, and if they had any general remarks 
on the experiment. The participant was then shown to the door, after 
which the experimenter assigned credits to the student in the experiment 
management system. 

VIBES - General

VIBES -
Specific(visual)

VIBES -
Specific(auditive)

Fabchannel

YouTube

easy                                                                                                                            hard

 

Figure 5-2  Experienced 
difficulty of tasks 
indicated on a 7-point 
scale (average score and 
95% confidence 
intervals) 
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5.3 Results 

Figure 5-2 shows the experienced difficulty of the five tasks. On average, 
the tasks were not too difficult. All tasks were on the easy side, except for 
the YouTube task, which was between easy and hard. The general task with 
the VIBES video browser was clearly experienced as the easiest of all. 

5.3.1 VIBES video browser tasks 

For comparison, we first show some results for all three tasks. Figure 5-3 
shows the scent carriers that were chosen for the three different tasks. 
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The “all” scent carrier was clearly the favorite for all tasks: for each task, at 
least half of the participants switched to this scent carrier. Only for the 
specific task with auditive confirmation was the “title” scent carrier (which 
was the default scent carrier) used by almost as many participants.   

Figure 5-4 shows the usefulness of the different browser components 
for the three different tasks. Looking at differences between tasks, there 
seemed to be three striking results. First, the “Frames” module was more 
useful for the specific task with visual confirmation than for the other two 
tasks. Second, the “Timeline” module was more useful for the general task 
than for the other two tasks. Third, the “About the segment” module was 
more useful for the specific task with auditive confirmation. 

The individual results for the three tasks will be discussed in separate 
sections below.   

Figure 5-3  The scent 
carriers that were 
chosen (in the Results 
module) for the three 
tasks with the VIBES 
video browser. 
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Task: General 
The instruction for the general task was: “Find three videos that are very 
interesting or funny and that you would recommend to a friend.” 
Participants had to indicate on a 5-point scale whether the videos were 
funny (1) or interesting (5), and which of the three videos they would 
finally choose. Eight participants chose a funny video (score 1 or 2), five an 
interesting video (score 4 or 5), and three a video that was both funny and 
interesting (score 3). 

Table 5-2 shows for each participant the patch selection with which they 
began their search, whether or not they switched to another patch, which 
scent carrier was chosen in the Results module, and how difficult the 
participant found the task (indicated on a 7-point scale: 1=easy; 7=hard). 
 
RQ1 - Which patches do people choose to find relevant videos?  

 
As can be seen in Table 5-2, eight participants (50%) chose a social 
category (from the group “what other viewers say”) to look for a funny or 
interesting video. From the eight participants who did not, four included 
the category “comedy” or “fun” or both. Seven participants chose to start 
with multiple categories (OR functionality), and three applied a filter (AND 
functionality). Six participants started with one category. 

In the evaluation, a number of people indicated that the task was made 
more difficult because of faulty metadata: the videos in the category “Most 
Interesting” were not very interesting, according to some participants’ taste.  

 

Figure 5-4  Usefulness 
of browser modules as 
indicated on a 7-point 
scale for the three tasks 
with the VIBES video 
browser (means and 
95% confidence 
intervals) 
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RQ2 - Which scent carriers do people prefer? 
 
Regarding scent in the links, Table 5-2 shows that eight participants chose 
the “all” scent carrier, four “frame+title,” and four “title.” Figure 5-4 
shows that the “Timeline” module is more useful for the general task than 
for the other two tasks (although the absolute usefulness is still low). Some 
participants indicated that they preferred a short video: videos with short 
bars in the timeline view carried more scent than videos with long bars. 

Regarding scent in the data, participants thought the Player module was 
more useful than the Frames module (see Figure 5-4). The sound and 
movement present in the player (and not in the frames) probably added to 
the perception of scent in this task. 

 
P. First patch chosen 

(described using logical operators) 
Scent carrier Indicated 

task 
difficulty 

1 <South America> OR <North America> all 1 

2 <travel+places> frame+title 1 

3 <comedy> title 1 

4 <what other viewers said> frame+title 3 

5 <Most Amusing> OR <Most Interesting> title 1 

6 <All patch categories> AND (<Most Interesting> OR <Most 
Amusing>) 

all 2 

7 <comedy> OR <fun> all 1 

8 <music> all 2 

9 <what other viewers said> AND <fun> title 1 

10 <comedy> all 1 

11 <music> OR <comedy> OR <fun> frame+title 2 

12 <religion> OR <Most Interesting> all 3 

13 <education> title 1 

14 <Top Rated> AND (<Most Interesting> OR <Most Amusing>) frame+title 3 

15 <Top rated> OR <Most Popular> OR <Most Amusing> all 1 

16 <Top Rated> OR <Most Amusing> OR <children> all 3 

 
RQ3 - Which strategies do people apply to bridge the three gaps? 
 
The reasons for interacting with videos are provided by the experimental 
task (“Find three videos that are very interesting or funny and that you 
would recommend to a friend”).  

The VIBES video browser provided no other option for bridging the 
first gap (between reasons for a decision and the decision) than to choose a 

Table 5-2  - Results for 
the general task using 
the VIBES video browser 
(for further explanation, 
see text) 
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patch from the Categories module. As we saw, most often the decision was 
to select a social category. 

The second gap (between the decision and the initiation of the action) 
was easy to bridge: when a category was chosen by ticking the box in front 
of the category, this immediately displayed a list with results so that the 
action could be evaluated.  
 The third gap (between the initiation of the action and the continuation 
and completion of the action) was bridged by evaluating the results, 
choosing links with high scent, and exploring the selected videos. As can be 
seen in Figure 5-4, the Player module was considered more useful than the 
Frames module: people preferred to see and hear the video. When the 
search results did not provide enough interesting or fun videos, participants 
returned to the Categories (and Filter) modules to create new patches and 
repeat the process, thus starting again at the first gap. Five participants 
never switched to another patch, while four participants switched once or 
twice. Seven participants switched several times. 
 
RQ4 - Which functionality do people prefer when interacting with video? 
 
Figure 5-4 shows that for this task the most useful elements of the interface 
were the Categories, Results, and Player modules. Reasonably useful were 
the Frames and Filter modules, and not very useful were the About the 
Segment, Timeline, and Categories of Segment modules. 

In the evaluation, we asked which improvements to the interface could 
ease this specific task. By far most of the suggestions were related to social 
data. Six participants indicated that they liked to see ratings from other 
people. (These were not displayed in this experiment – only the category 
Top Rated was created.) Links displaying high ratings can obviously carry a 
substantial amount of scent to some people (see also RQ2). There was also 
a demand for recommendations and other users’ comments. Some wanted 
more insight into how a category such as “Most Interesting” was created.     

Task: Specific (visual confirmation) 
The instruction for the specific task with visual confirmation was: “Find 
different videos in which people deliberately jump into the water. Indicate 
in each case the kind of water (e.g., sea, river, ditch).” 

The database contained eight more or less relevant videos of people 
deliberately jumping into water (10% of the database). In five cases, it was 
debatable whether or not it was a jump (the people slid into the water, for 
example, or were planning to jump but tripped instead), but the people 
clearly went into the water on purpose. The average duration of these 
videos was 2 min 45 s. The average time after the start that the relevant 
event appeared was 36 s (at 22% of the average duration). 
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On average, participants found 4.0 relevant videos in the 10 minutes 
they got for this task. (Three participants found 2 videos, three found 3, 
three found 4, five found 5, and two found 6 videos).  

Table 5-3 shows for each participant the main patch selection, which 
scent carrier was chosen in the Results module, the performance of the 
participant (the number of relevant videos found), and how difficult the 
participant found the task (indicated on a 7-point scale – 1=easy; 
7=hard). 

 
P. Main patch 

(described using logical operators) 
Scent carrier # 

videos 
found 

Indicated 
task 
difficulty 

1 (<nature> OR <gardens+parks>) AND <water> all 6 2 

2 <fun> OR <natural environment> OR <sports> frame+title 3 2 

3 (<adults> OR <children>) AND <water> title 2 2 

4 (<adults> OR <children> OR <”several other 
categories”>) AND (<water> OR <fun>) 

frame+title 5 2 

5 <adults> OR <children> OR <fun> OR 
<health+hygiene> OR <water> 

title 3 2 

6 <water> AND <fun> all 3 5 

7 <comedy> AND <water> all 2 4 

8 <water> OR <fun> OR <recreation> OR <sports> all 5 2 

9 <adults> OR <children> OR <water> all 5 2 

10 <water> AND <Most Amusing> all 4 2 

11 <recreation> OR <sports> frame+title 4 3 

12 <water> AND <fun> all 6 2 

13 <fun> title 5 1 

14 (<adults> OR <children>) AND <water> frame+title 2 5 

15 (<adults> OR <children>) AND (<water> OR 
<fun>) 

all 5 6 

16 <water> OR <adults> all 4 2 

  average: 4.0 2.8 

 
RQ1 - Which patches do people choose to find relevant videos?  
 
Unlike in the general task, people stayed much longer within one patch, 
due to the fact that patch exploration took a lot of time. Table5-3 therefore 
displays the main patch, that is, the patch participants stayed the longest in. 
As can be seen, only one participant used one category. Six participants 
used multiple categories (OR functionality), four applied a filter (AND 

Table 5-3  - Results for 
the specific task with 
visual confirmation using 
the VIBES video browser 
(for further explanation, 
see text) 
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functionality) to one category, and five applied a filter to multiple 
categories.  

All the categories that were chosen had some kind of relation or 
association with the task description (“Find different videos in which 
people deliberately jump into the water”). Thirteen participants included 
the category “water.” Ten participants included a category related to funny 
situations: “fun,” “comedy,” or “Most Amusing.” Seven participants 
included people categories (“adults,” “children,” or both). Three 
participants chose an activity: “sports,” “recreation,” or both. 

In the evaluation, participants indicated that this task would be easier if 
there was a category “jumping,” or if there was search functionality available 
so one could include “jump” or “jumping” in the query terms. In terms of 
IFT, these would be the category and terms with the highest scent. 

 
RQ2 - Which scent carriers do people prefer? 
 
Regarding scent in the links, nine participants chose the “all” scent carrier, 
four “frame+title,” and three “title” (see Table 5-3). The participants who 
chose the “all” scent carrier on average found 4.4 videos; “frame+title” 
choosers found 3.5 videos; and “title” choosers found 3.3 videos. These 
differences are not significant. However, as the latter groups are very small, 
these numbers are rather unreliable. 

Regarding scent in the data, the “Frames” module was more useful for 
the specific task with visual confirmation than for the other two tasks (see 
Figure 5-4). For this task, the participants judged this module as important 
as the player. This was confirmed in the evaluation, in which participants 
indicated that they appreciated the Frames module (one participant said it 
was hardly necessary to play the video).  

What made this task difficult was the fact that with one exception (“Cal 
jumps into shity water”) the title was of little use. For deeper understanding 
of how people make choices based on the perception of scent, we will 
change the point of view for a while, take a look at the targets in this task, 
and see in what way their scent is present in the user interface.  

The database contained eight relevant videos for this task. On average, 
each relevant video was found by 8.1 participants (51%). Five videos were 
found by at least half of the participants. One video was found by all but 
one participant: the above-mentioned “Cal jumps into shity water.” The 
title clearly says it all, and the description also leaves no room for doubt 
about the relevance of this video: “my mate, jumps into disgusting canal from 
about 25. foot.... hahaha. he realy scratched his chest dragging himself out and stung 
all over his face on the stingers.. oh well was worth seein him do it.[…]” The video 
also has all the relevant tags: “people,” “water,” “recreation,” and “fun.” So 
the metadata of this video carry a lot of scent for this specific task. The 
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whole video is about this single event of a boy jumping from a high bridge 
into a canal; from the first second it is clear this is going to happen, even 
though the actual event only occurs after 35 seconds. In other words, the 
video data itself and the visual summary clearly also carry scent. 

The video in second place - “Boys Swimming And Fun In Dirty Lake” – 
was found by 13 of the 16 participants. The title did not directly refer to 
someone jumping into the water, but this activity clearly can be associated 
with “swimming” and “fun” in a lake. The description did not add anything 
to the title regarding relevance for this task: “In Weekend, Boys Fun In defile 
lake,water super dirty, Do you believe? […]” It did have all the relevant tags: 
“people,” “water,” “recreation,” and “fun.” So, regarding metadata, it did 
carry scent, but required a bit more associating than the most successful 
video. Regarding the video data, from the first second the video shows a 
compilation of boys jumping in different variations into a pond, which can 
also clearly be seen in the frames. As such, the video data seem to contain 
more scent than the previous video: the relevant action is visible from the 
start (not after 35 seconds), is constantly repeated (not happening once), 
and the people are the focus of the video (not sharing the scene with a 
bridge and a canal). 

An example of a relevant video that was less successfully found (only 
once) was “Liquid Nitrogen Into A Swimming Pool.” This video, which 
lasts 1 min 32 s, contains a short flash after 52 seconds of a person jumping 
into a pool. (After that event the person is mostly obscured by steam.) 
Although the title refers to a swimming pool, there is no mention of a 
person but of “liquid nitrogen” going into the pool. The brief description 
does not provide any additional information. It does contain the tags 
“people,” “water,” and “recreation,” but the metadata clearly carry less 
scent than in the previous examples. The tenor of the video is to 
demonstrate what happens when you pour liquid nitrogen into a pool, and 
it shows a person with a vat containing the nitrogen walking towards a pool 
surrounded by people and pouring it in, after which the effect is displayed 
(a “steaming” pool). It can be expected that this apparent purpose of the 
video was distracting and generated associations that did not have any 
match with the task. In other words, there seems to be a lot of “negative 
scent.” Hence, for most people, the amount of perceived scent will be 
limited. Only the presence of a lot of people and the swimming pool may 
still generate some scent. The one participant who did find the video was a 
successful browser (finding 6 of the 8 relevant videos), using the visual 
summary (the frames) to explore the video data.    

 
RQ3 - Which strategies do people apply to bridge the three gaps? 
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The reasons for interacting with videos are provided by the experimental 
task (“Find different videos in which people deliberately jump into the 
water”).  

The VIBES video browser provided no other option for bridging the 
first gap (between reasons for a decision and the decision) than to choose a 
patch from the Categories module. As we saw, the decision was to select 
categories that could be associated with the task description, such as 
“water,” “fun,” or “people.” Almost all patches were created by combining 
categories and/or applying filters. 

The second gap (between the decision and the initiation of the action) 
was easy to bridge: when a category (or combination of categories) was 
chosen by ticking the box in front of the category, this immediately 
displayed a list with results so that the action could be evaluated.  
 The third gap (between the initiation of the action and the continuation 
and completion of the action) was bridged by evaluating the results, 
choosing links with high scent, and exploring the selected videos. 
Exploration was often done by checking the frames, then double-clicking a 
frame with high scent to jump to the related part of the video. Whenever a 
relevant video was found, the search continued by scanning the links in the 
result set. As the exploration of the results took some time, people switched 
much less between (category) patches than in the General task. 

 
RQ4 - Which functionality do people prefer when interacting with video? 

 
Figure 5-4 shows that for this task the most useful elements of the interface 
were the Categories, Results, Frames, and Player modules. Reasonably 
useful was the Filter module, and not very useful were the About the 
Segment, Timeline, and Categories of Segment modules. 

In the evaluation, five participants indicated that they would have 
appreciated search functionality, allowing them to search for “jump.” A 
related suggestion was a separate category about “jumping.” In both cases a 
description is needed of the actions in a video. In the videos used in this 
experiment, only one out of eight relevant videos contained a reference to 
“jumping” in the title and description. 

Three participants indicated that they would have liked to see some 
elements removed from the interface for this task, especially the Timeline 
and About the Segment modules. Figure 5-4 confirms that these modules 
were not considered useful for this task. 

Task: Specific (auditive confirmation) 
The instruction for the specific task with auditive confirmation was: “Find 
different videos in which people are confronted with polluted (drinking, 
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washing, swimming) water. Indicate for each case what the cause of the 
pollution is.” 

The database contained 16 videos (20% of the database) that were more 
or less relevant to the task. The average duration of these videos was 3 min 
46 s. The average time after the start that the cause of the pollution was 
mentioned was 52 s (at 25% of the average duration). If the participants 
found one of these videos, they had to write down the cause of the 
pollution or what the pollution consisted of. If they did not, the video was 
not counted. If they provided a cause that was trivial or incomplete, they 
got a half point deduction.  

On average, participants found 2.9 relevant videos (raging between 1 
and 5) in the 10 minutes they got for this task. 

Table 5-4 shows for each participant the main patch selection, which 
scent carrier was chosen in the Results module, the performance of the 
participant (the number of relevant videos found), and how difficult the 
participant found the task (indicated on a 7-point scale: 1=easy; 7=hard). 

 
P. Main patch 

(described using logical operators) 
Scent 
carrier 

# 
videos 
found 

Indicated 
task 
difficulty 

1 <health+hygiene> OR <pollution> all 3 3 

2 <education> OR <health+hygiene> OR <pollution> OR 
<war+conflicts> OR <science+technology> OR 
<environment> 

all 3,5 3 

3 <water> AND <health+hygiene> title 3 2 

4 <climate+weather> AND (<environment>OR <water>) title 3 4 

5 (<adults> OR <children> OR <water>) AND 
<health+hygiene> 

title 1 5 

6 <pollution> AND <water> title 3 4 

7 <climate+weather> AND (<water> OR 
<health+hygiene>) 

all 3 3 

8 (<”several categories”>) AND <pollution> frame+title 2 4 

9 <pollution> OR <water> all 3,5 4 

10 (<pollution> OR <natural environment>) AND <water> all 2 3 

11 <pollution> all 2 1 

12 (<pollution> OR <health+hygiene>) AND <water> all 3 4 

13 <environment> title 5 3 

14 (<climate+weather> OR <environment>) AND 
<health+hygiene> 

all 2 3 

15 <pollution> AND (<water> OR <health+hygiene>) frame+title 5 5 

16 <environment> OR <water> OR <nature> title 2 5 

  average: 2.9 3.5 

Table 5-4  - Results for 
the specific task with 
auditive confirmation 
using the VIBES video 
browser (for further 
explanation, see text) 
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RQ1 - Which patches do people choose to find relevant videos?  
 
Table 5-5 displays the main patch: the one participants explored for the 
longest time. As can be seen, only two participants used one category. Four 
participants chose multiple categories (OR functionality), five applied a 
filter (AND functionality) to one category, and five applied a filter to 
multiple categories. With ten participants applying a filter, this functionality 
was clearly important for this task, which seems to be confirmed in Figure 
5-4. 

All the categories that were chosen had some kind of relation or 
association with the task description (“Find different videos in which 
people are confronted with polluted water”). Ten participants included the 
category “water”; nine included “pollution”; eight included “health + 
hygiene”; and six included “environment” (although one participant 
mistakenly chose “natural environment,” which has a different meaning). 
Typically, even though the word “people” is clearly mentioned in the task 
description, only one participant chose a related category (“adults” and/or 
“children”). One reason may be that the other categories, such as 
“pollution” and “health+hygiene,” imply a relation to people. 

 
RQ2 - Which scent carriers do people prefer? 
 
Regarding scent in the links, eight participants chose the “all” scent carrier, 
two “frame+title,” and six “title” (see Table 5-5). As figure 5-3 reveals, 
this was the task in which the most participants chose the “title” scent 
carrier (with four in the General task and three in the specific task with 
visual confirmation). The participants who chose the “all” scent carrier on 
average found 2.8 videos; “frame+title” choosers found 3.5 videos; and 
“title” choosers found 2.8 videos. These differences are not significant. 
However, as the groups are very small, these numbers are unreliable. 

Regarding scent in the data, the “About the Segment” module was more 
useful for the specific task with auditive confirmation than for the other two 
tasks (see Figure 5-4). The player was also rated very useful, which was 
predictable as participants often had to listen to the audio channel of the 
video. For the same reason, the Frames module was not considered very 
useful for this task.  

What really made the task difficult was that participants had to locate 
the point in the video where the cause of the pollution was revealed. In the 
evaluation, this was noted by seven participants, and three others 
complained that having to listen to the audio was a hard task. A lot of 
“impatient” behavior was observed by the experimenter during this search. 
Many participants started to browse a video that seemed relevant, but gave 
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up when they could not quickly enough find the cause of the pollution, and 
switched to another video. Exploring the audio channel of a video is a very 
time-consuming task requiring a lot of attention, and is especially irritating 
when there is time pressure. Based on the scent in the metadata and in the 
first data explored in the video, the participant had to decide whether the 
scent was strong enough to allow some time for extra - time-consuming - 
audio exploration. Again, we will change the point of view towards the 
targets in the database to get an idea how scent is present in the user 
interface.  

Each of the 16 relevant videos - on average - was found by 3.0 
participants. Seven videos were found by at least a quarter of the 
participants. Only one video was found by more than half of the 
participants. The title of this video was “New River - Most Polluted River in 
North America,” and it contained very clear references to polluted water in 
both title and description. It had the relevant tags, “environment,” 
“pollution,” “health & hygiene,” “water,” and “people.” The frame shows a 
vague image of a waterside and some (unreadable) text. In the scent 
experiment described in Chapter 3, we asked participants in this same 
database to “find a video about water pollution” using only links to the 
videos. For that question, this video was most often chosen, indicating that 
the information carried in the links contained a lot of scent for this task. 
The video is a short documentary of 1 min 42 s showing images of the river 
and a voice-over telling about the pollution. Right from the start, the 
pollution and the problems it causes are the clear object of the video. After 
30 seconds, the voice-over gives the reasons for the pollution. Interestingly, 
the video shows almost no people, only a short, dark shot of barely 
distinguishable illegal immigrants swimming in the water. The task clearly 
asks for videos in which “people are confronted with polluted water.” The 
images hardly show people and pollution, but the combination of images of 
a river with the metadata and the voice-over saying that this polluted river is 
a danger to the health of the people living in the area makes this video carry 
scent. 

Another highly relevant video was “Nigerian Families Desperate for 
Clean Water.” This clip tells the sad story of people in Niger who have to 
get their water from polluted wells. This video was found by only two 
participants. The title suggests relevance for the task and does carry scent 
(although it does not directly mention “pollution”). The description, 
however, starts as follows: Like most women and many children in Niger, daily 
routine starts at the traditional well. For one woman, Kilma, it is a 30 minute round 
trip, a trip she will make 15 times today. Finding something to eat is also a challenge 
[…] Here the emphasis lies on a woman having to make numerous trips to 
the well, not on the fact that the well is polluted. Hence, the description 
carries very little scent, and may draw people away from the video. The key 
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frame shows the face of the main character in the video being interviewed. 
In the scent experiment described in Chapter 3, the “frame” scent carrier 
of this video was never chosen for the task “find a video about water 
pollution,” indicating the lack of scent in the frame. The video had three 
relevant tags: “people,” “pollution,” and “health & hygiene.” Especially the 
latter two made this video appear in most relevant result sets, but it was 
seldom further explored. (It does contain relevant images of the well and 
the water in it, and of people getting water for consumption.) A suggestion 
might be that the scent in the title and tags was overruled by “negative 
scent” in the description and frame. One participant found the video at the 
end of the 10 minutes because she chose the tag “Africa,” having an 
association between water problems and that continent. There was only one 
video related to that tag, and she decided to explore it. 

A last example is a video called “Surfers Against Sewage - Doctor Loo.” 
The description of that video was as follows: Currently, the sewage from the 
Island of Guernsey gets pumped straight into the sea. Campaigners Surfers Against 
Sewage set out to change this, and sent their favourite time travelling Doctor to try 
and put a stop to it… Clearly, this was a very relevant video. Still, it was 
found by none of the participants. This probably was because it did have the 
partly relevant tags “people” and “water,” but lacked the tags 
“environment,” “health & hygiene,” and “pollution” (the database including 
metadata was never meant to be perfect). Because of this, the video was not 
present in most result sets that were generated for this task. Some 
participants did, nevertheless, explore the video, but were probably put off 
by the “lightness” of the presentation. (The video started with a parody of 
the TV series “Doctor Who.”)  

 
RQ3 - Which strategies do people apply to bridge the three gaps? 
 
The reasons for interacting with videos are provided by the experimental 
task (“Find different videos in which people are confronted with polluted 
water”). 

The VIBES video browser provides no other option for bridging the first 
gap (between reasons for a decision and the decision) than to choose a 
patch from the Categories module. As we saw, the decision was to select 
categories that could be associated with the task description: “water,” 
“pollution,” “health+hygiene,” and “environment.” Almost all patches 
were created by combining categories and/or applying filters. 

The second gap (between the decision and the initiation of the action) 
was easy to bridge: when a category (or combination of categories) was 
chosen by ticking the box in front of the category, this directly displayed a 
list with results so that the action could be evaluated.  
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The third gap (between the initiation of the action and the continuation 
and completion of the action) was bridged by evaluating the results, 
choosing links with high scent, and exploring the selected videos. 
Exploration was done by checking the title and especially the description, 
either in the Results module or in the About the Segment module. When a 
video with high scent in the metadata was found, the video data were 
explored by playing the video and listening to the audio, either with or 
without jumping on the timeline. Whenever a relevant video was found, the 
search continued by scanning the links in the result set. As the exploration 
of the results took some time, people switched much less between 
(category) patches than in the General task. 

 
RQ4 - Which functionality do people prefer when interacting with video? 
 
Figure 5-4 shows that for this task the most useful elements of the interface 
were the Player, Categories, Results, and Filter modules (during the 
evaluation of the task, three participants explicitly mentioned that they liked 
using the Filter module). Reasonably useful were the About the Segment 
and Frames modules, and not very useful were the Categories of Segment 
and Timeline modules. 

When asked which improvements to the interface could ease this 
specific task, eleven participants mentioned the need for better and more 
extensive descriptions. There seemed to be a preference for finding the 
answer in the textual description of the video rather than in the audio. 
Seven participants came up with solutions where metadata and segments 
were linked in more detail. For example, one suggested that each frame in 
the Frames module should get a title, description, and/or tags. Another felt 
that the description should contain time indications. Clearly, for this task 
extensive support for browsing within the video was desired. 

Overall browser evaluation 
As we saw in Figure 5-4, the usefulness of the different modules was rather 
different. Three modules were considered very useful for all tasks: 
Categories, Results, and the Player. A little less useful, but still scoring 
above 4 on a 7-point scale, were Frames and Filter. The Frames module 
was especially useful for the specific task with visual confirmation. It did get 
a lot of positive response, as can be seen in Figure 5-4. 

The least useful modules were About the Segment, Categories of 
Segment, and Timeline. The About the Segment module was only 
considered moderately useful for the specific task with audio confirmation. 
The information in this module largely overlaps with the information in the 
“all” scent carrier (a lot of extra information can be added to this module, 
such as a transcript, but this information was not available to participants 
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during the experiment). So it mainly has a function when the “all” scent 
carrier is not chosen. And indeed, participants who had chosen the “all” 
scent carrier judged the usefulness of the About the Segment module as 3.8, 
while participants who chose the “title+frame” or the “title” scent carrier, 
judged its usefulness as 4.8 (on a scale of 1 to 7, with 7 meaning “very 
useful”). 

The Categories of Segment module probably did not have enough added 
value. It was not used much, most likely because the categories were also 
available and visible in the Categories module. Perhaps the usefulness would 
increase if the number of categories were much larger: now it was not too 
difficult to pick the same category from the Category module. Moreover, 
the only function available was to double-click on the categories in this 
module, meaning that the current selection would be overruled. This was 
also not often done in the Categories module; the participants preferred to 
use the tick boxes. Some suggested using this module as a filter. 

The timeline was considered the least useful of all modules. Only in the 
general task did it seem to have a function, namely to select relatively short 
videos. However, the timeline was originally developed for other purposes. 
For lengthy, segmented videos, it can display information on the frequency, 
distribution, and occurrence of certain subjects, events, persons, and so on 
in a video (see Van Houten et al., 2004). In this experiment, only short, 
non-segmented videos were used, and so the functionality of the timeline 
was only partly exploited. 

After the three tasks with the VIBES video browser, we asked 
participants in general to name three negative and three positive aspects of 
the browser. Table 5-5 shows the results. 

 
Negative aspects # Positive aspects # 

Lacking functionality 
- keyword query 
- continue search while video plays 

9 
5 
4 

Frames module 11 

General interface design 
- too cluttered, too much information 
- ugly, design not interesting 
- player too small 

9 
6 
4 
3 

Interaction with categories 
- search using categories 
- filter functionality 

10 
6 
4 

Redundant functionality 
- timeline module  

7 
4 

General interface design 
- well-organized, logical 

8 
7 

Slowness 7 Different display options in Results module 3 

Method of working of filters 3   

 
Starting with the negative aspects, the main complaints were about the lack 
of functionality related to search. Five participants missed an option to 
query the database, which is a useful tool for bridging the second gap. Four 

Table 5-5  Negative and 
positive aspects of the 
VIBES video browser as 
indicated by the 
participants (each could 
name three negative and 
three positive aspects). 
# indicates the number 
of different participants 
mentioning the aspect 
(maximum =16). Only 
aspects mentioned by 
three or more 
participants are 
displayed. 
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participants would have liked to be able to search further in the database 
while a video is playing (multi-tasking), which is an aid to efficiently 
bridging the third gap. The only reason this functionality was absent was a 
lack of development time. 

Another group of negative aspects had to do with the visual design, 
which was judged too cluttered (by six), too ugly/uninteresting (by four), 
and to have a too-small player (according to three participants). Although 
considered important, creating a “nice” user interface was not one of the 
major objectives in developing the experimental browser. 

Some functionality was considered redundant, especially the timeline 
module (mentioned by four). As explained above, the timeline was 
especially developed for interaction with lengthy, segmented videos, and 
needs to be tested using those types of videos. 

The slowness of the application was another negative aspect indicated by 
seven participants—justifiably so. Again, this was directly related to the 
amount of development time. 

Finally, three participants complained about the working of the filters, 
which is an issue related to the IFT concept of “enrichment.” Even though 
the Filter module did get positive remarks, the idea of filtering was quite 
confusing to some. If one applies a filter to a collection in the form of a 
category, are all videos within that category included or excluded? This is a 
confusing issue in general. One group of solutions lies in providing 
maximum feedback on the status of the selection that is made.  

All these negative issues will be on the requirements agenda when a 
follow-up version of the VIBES video browser is developed.    

The positive aspect that was mentioned most often (by eleven 
participants) was the Frames module. Figure 5-4 shows that it was 
considered especially useful in the specific task with visual confirmation, but 
it clearly made a positive impression in general. The frames (nine in the 
default setting, but increasable to 60 if this is found convenient) provide a 
visual summary that can be quickly scanned for signs of scent in the video 
data. It delivers a fast impression of the video contents (providing a way of 
getting around the time-based nature of a video), and if any scent is 
perceived, double-clicking a frame provides direct access to the related data 
in the player. For the specific task with auditive confirmation, participants 
spontaneously suggested adding textual descriptions to the frames for easier 
task execution. 

Next, the interaction with categories was appreciated by ten 
participants, with a special mention for the Filter module. The categories 
are prefabricated patches, which help to bridge gap 2 by providing 
recognizable cues on what to select. It should be pointed out that the 
database was small (80 videos) and so was the number of categories (43 
categories in four main categories). Even with this small number of 
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categories, participants incidentally indicated during the evaluation that they 
had not seen certain categories which might have been useful for the 
particular task they had just executed. There clearly is a limit to the size of 
the list, and additional means – such as searching within the categories – 
are needed when the list gets longer. 

Eight participants indicated that they liked the interface design, 
especially the logical organization of the modules. This is in contrast with 
the often-mentioned negative aspect that the display was too cluttered. As 
such, it may be a matter of taste and personal preference. A solution may be 
a flexible interface where users can display or hide certain modules, and 
determine the size of separate modules. Actually, this is already possible 
with the VIBES video browser, but for reasons of control participants were 
instructed not to change the user interface organization. It would be 
interesting to conduct an experiment in which participants are instructed to 
adjust the interface to their liking, depending on the task they have to 
execute. 

Finally, three participants mentioned that they liked the different display 
options in the Results module. In other words, they liked to be able to 
change the type of scent carrier, depending on the type of task. Seven 
participants never changed their “favorite” scent carrier; four of them 
preferred the “all” scent carrier and three the “title” scent carrier. Nine 
chose to vary the scent carrier depending on the task. This indicates the 
usefulness of being able to choose a scent carrier. 

As a final evaluation, we asked the participants whether they agreed or 
not with a number of remarks about the browser (to indicate on a 7-point 
scale, with a score of 1 meaning “agree a lot” and 7 meaning “don’t agree at 
all”). They mostly agreed with the following remarks (the only remarks 
scoring below 2): “I can understand and apply the information in the video 
browser,” and “the video browser’s behavior is consistent.” They agreed the 
least with the following remarks (the only remarks scoring above 4): “the 
video browser has an attractive appearance,” and “the video browser 
responds quickly.”  

5.3.2 Fabchannel task 

The instruction for the task using the Fabchannel website was: “Find a nice 
song you would like to send to a friend. It has to be a song you’ve never 
heard before.” Participants could stop as soon as they had found a song they 
liked, with a maximum search time of 10 minutes. This was a general task 
with hardly any restrictions, comparable to the general task with the VIBES 
video browser, but with a different database and a different browsing 
environment. Table 5-6 shows the outcome of this task.  
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P. Song Source of song 
(patch) 

Road to the source 

1 Jaga Jazzist - All I Know Is 
Tonight 

Concert Jaga Jazzist Channels>Scandinavianchannel > 
search “Jaga Jazzist” 

2 None - - 

3 Madness - Wonderful World, 
Beautiful People 

Concert Madness Concerts 

4 Nightwish - Crazy Train Concert Nightwish search “Nightwish” 

5 None - - 

6 The View - Wasted Little DJs Concert The View Concerts>Archive highlights 
(1 of the 4 rock highlights) 

7 Millencollin - Fox Punk channel Channels 

8 Fiction Plane - Two Sisters Melkweg channel Channels 

9 Flogging Molly - Swagger Concert Flogging 
Molly 

Concerts>Archive highlights 
(1 of the 4 punk highlights) 

10 Jiggy Dje - Positivisme Hiphop channel Channels 

11 CSS - Off the Hook Fabchannelfavorites Channels 

12 Sons and Daughters - Gilt 
Complex 

Rock channel Charts > Top 10 Channels 

13 Sneakerfreak - Bigger Things Concert Sneakerfreak Concerts 

14 Tim vs Baas B finale Concert Spitt Charts 

15 Midlake - Head Home Britishbands Channels 

16 Josh Ritter - Monster Ballad Concert Josh Ritter Concerts>Archive highlights  
(1 of the 4 singer/songwriter highlights) 

 
RQ1 - Which patches do people choose to find relevant videos?  
 
As can be seen in the description of the Fabchannel website in Chapter 4, 
songs can be part of different patches. Mainly they belong to a concert 
patch, but they can also be part of a channel patch or a visitor’s playlist (not 
available in this experiment). Concerts and channels can also be part of 
larger patches such as a genre or chart.  

Table 5-6 shows that eight songs were found in a concert and six in a 
channel. (Two participants could not find a song they liked.) The 
participants who found a song in a channel all came there via the Channels 
page. Participants got to the concerts in different ways. Two scanned the 
long list with concerts until they saw something (vaguely) familiar. Two 
used the search function to find a concert. One looked for a familiar band, 
after which he looked for a song he did not yet know. The other searched 
for a band he had been charmed by in a channel (no direct link is provided 
[yet] in Channels to the concert a channel song came from). Three 
participants got to a concert via the concert highlights on the Concerts 

Table 5-6  Outcome of 
the Fabchannel task, 
showing the song that 
was chosen, from which 
source it came, and how 
the participant got to the 
source 
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page, where a video snippet plays when the mouse is put over the concert’s 
representation (title+frame). Finally, one participant got to a concert via 
the concert charts. 

 
RQ2 - Which scent carriers do people prefer? 
 
Different scent carriers are available in the Fabchannel interface. A concert 
- the main video type in the database - is first of all represented by a title: 
the name of the artist. As most of the artists were unknown to the 
participants, there was hardly any scent to be perceived in the titles. 
Participants scanning the long list with concerts often did not perceive any 
scent and changed their strategy. As described above, two participants did 
find a scent-carrying title in the list. 

If a concert is placed in a genre or channel, it can acquire scent if the 
genre or channel is liked, even if the artist is unknown. Most genres and 
channels can evoke certain - positive or negative - associations, while the 
name of an unknown artist cannot. Most participants did find a song in a 
channel, or got to a concert via the genre-based concert highlights. In the 
evaluation, some participants indicated that they had had difficulties with 
the genres currently in the database. Some had ideas for renaming the 
genres. For example, genre names such as house, electronic, and alternative 
were missing, even though those kinds of music were present in the 
database, because that music was described in other terms. Other 
participants would have appreciated more specific genre terms. They 
wanted to see subgenres of house, or a genre combined with a location 
(e.g., “British ska”). There clearly was a need for more genres: within 
music, specific genres seem to carry a lot of scent to specific people. 

The Charts page was visited by many participants, but here they were 
again confronted with a list of unknown artists. The concert that was 
number one in the charts was often explored: even though the artist’s name 
was unknown, its position in the charts gave it scent. 

On the homepage, two concerts in the archive were highlighted with a 
large photo: the “concert of the day” and a concert that was “new in 
concert archive.” These were never selected by the participants. The 
prominent position on the front page did not seem to provide any scent, 
and they seemed to be treated like most advertisements: ignored. 

In the evaluation, participants explicitly praised the video snippets that 
started to play (including sound) when the mouse was put over the video 
representation. For this genre, this clearly is a very functional scent carrier. 

During the evaluation, a lot of participants remarked that they liked the 
appearance and look-and-feel of the Fabchannel website. They thought it 
was a “nice place to be.” It can be said that the website as a whole carries 
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scent because of its appearance, which may mean that people stay around 
longer than if the website were less attractive (see also Norman, 2004). 

 
RQ3 - Which strategies do people apply to bridge the three gaps? 
 
The reasons for interacting with videos are provided by the experimental 
task (“Find a nice song you would like to send to a friend. It has to be a 
song you’ve never heard before”).  

The Fabchannel website provides different ways to bridge the first gap 
(between reasons for a decision and the decision). Visitors can choose to 
query the database, or browse concerts and channels. For this specific 
assignment, most participants began by browsing the concerts or channels. 

The second gap (between the decision and the initiation of the action) 
was bridged by selecting and entering the browse pages.    

The third gap (between the initiation of the action and the continuation 
and completion of the action) was mostly bridged by selecting and 
exploring a channel, or by selecting and exploring a concert from a certain 
genre. What was explicitly appreciated by some participants was that the 
concerts were segmented, so they could jump from song to song. This really 
eased the exploration of a concert. However, participants did have 
difficulties interacting with individual songs: it was very hard to jump to the 
middle of a song. This was felt as an obstacle to exploring songs quickly. 

What made the execution of the task difficult was the presence of 
advertisements: when a concert is selected, first a short advertisement (10-
20 seconds) is shown. This may be acceptable when one is sure one is going 
to watch that concert. However, during the browsing process, when one 
wants to get an idea what a concert is like (whether it carries scent or not), 
this really disturbs the navigation process. To make matters worse, the 
volume of the advertisement was often higher than that of the concerts. 
Many participants were shocked by the sudden burst of sound and quickly 
pushed the back-button. However, instead of going back to their previous 
position in the website, this meant they left the Fabchannel website entirely. 
Participants felt like they were being “punished” for trying to explore a 
concert, and really thought this needed to be changed. If the scent in the 
link is not too strong (one is just trying things out), it may completely 
disappear with such an obstacle, so that one just gives up trying to follow 
that particular link. It was acknowledged that advertisements are inevitable, 
but in this setup it clearly hinders exploration. As we saw in Chapter 2, 
people visit the Fabchannel website for two reasons: to find a specific 
(known) concert, and to discover new music. Especially the second reason 
seems to be hampered this way.   

 
RQ4 - Which functionality do people prefer when interacting with video? 
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For finding a specific concert, search functionality is becoming more and 
more crucial because of the expanding size of the database. 

For discovering new music, useful categories which carry a lot of scent 
to specific users are very important, especially when the artist names are not 
familiar. It should be possible for an artist (or song) to fit in more than one 
category. In terms of patch-based browsing, this would stimulate switching 
from patch to patch. In order for this to happen, each concert or song 
should provide links to the patches it belongs to. 

For this type of material, the segmentation of large videos into smaller 
units (songs) is very useful for exploration. It should be possible to quickly 
jump to the middle of a song to get a fast impression.  

In the evaluation, users said that they would appreciate information 
about the opinions and behavior of other visitors. For example, for each 
concert, and for each song in a concert, the metadata should include how 
often it was viewed, what rating the other viewers had given, and the 
viewers’ comments. In addition, whenever a concert/song was selected, 
participants would appreciate being able to see other, comparable concerts 
and songs (“related” or “more like this”). They would like to get 
recommendations such as those provided by Last.FM or Amazon (“if you 
like this, you might also like this,” or “people who listen to this, also listen 
to this,”). 

Another improvement would be to provide more information on what is 
in the database, how the order in the charts is determined, why a song is in 
a channel, and so on. In other words, the participants wanted a mental 
image of the available patches: they really wanted to understand why things 
were the way they were. 

5.3.3 YouTube task 

The instruction for the task using YouTube was: “Find remarks by Bill 
Clinton on his wife Hillary. Write them down and select your favorite.” 
Figure 5-2 showed that this was considered the hardest task of the 
experiment (a 4.1 on a scale from 1 to 7), although there was quite some 
variation in the scores (with seven participants scoring 3 or lower).  

As can be seen in the description of YouTube in Chapter 4, the website 
supports both browsing and querying. For this specific task, all participants 
chose to start with a query. Browsing was not an option, as no existing 
categories were specific enough to complete the task. Moreover, even if 
such a specific category existed, getting to it would require too many 
navigational steps. So querying was the fastest and the only available option 
to get to a patch with relevant videos. 
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The first problem now was to decide which query terms to use. Table 5-
7 displays for each participant the chosen queries (each query leading to a 
patch with results).  

 
P Queries switches remarks difficulty 

1 “bill clinton hillary”; “bill clinton hillary funny”; “bill clinton 
talks about hillary funny”; “bill clinton speech” 

3 1 3 

2 “hillary bill clinton” 0 3 1 

3 “bill clinton about hillary” 0 5 1 

4 “bill clinton private”; “bill clinton wife”; “bill clinton hillary” 2 3 5 

5 “bill clinton hillary”; “bill clinton about hillary” 1 0 7 

6 ‘bill clinton”; “bill clinton hillary”; “bill clinton about hillary”; 
“hillary”; “hillary bill” 

4 2 6 

7 “bill clinton speech hillary clinton” 0 3 3 

8 “clinton campaign bill”; “clinton campaign hillary”; “bill 
clinton election campaign hillary”; “bill talks over hillary 
clinton”; “bill clinton retires”; “bill clinton supports hillary” 

5 1 2 

9 “bill clinton hillary”; “bill clinton hillary quotes”; “bill clinton 
talks about hillary”; “hillary clinton bill”; “hillary clinton bill 
clinton speech”; “bill clinton hillary speech” 

5 3 6 

10 “bill clinton”; “bill clinton wife”; “bill clinton hillary” 2 5 2 

11 “bill clinton about hillary” 0 5 5 

12 “bill clinton about his wife”; “bill clinton”; “bill clinton about 
hillary”; “bill clinton hillary clinton”; “bill clinton saying 
something about his wife” 

4 0 7 

13 “bill clinton hillary” 0 6 1 

14 “bill clinton hillary statement”; “bill clinton statement on 
hillary”: “bill clinton hillary statement”; “’bill clinton’ hillary 
statement”; “bill clinton hillary wife” 

4 1 5 

15 “hillary clinton bill”; “hillary clinton bill about”; “hillary 
clinton bill about funny”; “hillary clinton bill talk about”; 
“hillary clinton bill talking about”; “clinton bill talking about 
hillary”; “clinton bill talks about hillary”; “bill clinton talks 
hillary”; “bill clinton hillary”  

8 0 7 

16 “bill clinton hillary”; “’bill clinton’ about hillary”; “bill clinton 
on hillary” 

2 3 5 

 average: 2.5 2.6 4.1 

 
RQ1 - Which patches do people choose to find relevant videos?  

 
Almost all executed queries included the terms “bill,” “clinton,” and 
“hillary,” leading to thousands of resulting videos. Adding words such as 
“funny” or “speech” decreased the number of results, but still left hundreds 

Table 5-7 Outcome of 
the YouTube task, 
showing for each 
participant (P) the 
queries (leading to result 
patches), the number of 
switches to other 
queries/patches, the 
total number of remarks 
found, and the indicated 
task difficulty on a 7-
point scale (1=easy; 
7=difficult)  
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of videos, including a lot of irrelevant ones. This was indicated as a serious 
problem during the evaluation (by four participants). Ten participants 
indicated the need for some kind of filtering or clustering of the results. 

In almost all cases, the “related videos” of a (potentially) relevant video 
were scanned. This often led to the discovery of other (potentially) relevant 
videos. In the evaluation, four participants indicated that the “related 
videos” were very useful during search, providing a kind of filter over the 
large patch with query results. 

 
RQ2 - Which scent carriers do people prefer? 
 
Participants scanned the results for relevant videos, often finding scent-
carrying links on the first result page. Titles and descriptions were clearly 
the most useful scent carriers in this stage, although a frame showing Bill 
Clinton added to the scent. In the evaluation, four participants pointed to 
the sometimes poor quality of the metadata: titles were often misleading, 
and descriptions were insufficient. 

Selecting a link led to the video and its metadata. After the video was 
started, participants went looking for remarks, either by playing the video 
or by jumping on the timeline. In the evaluation, the most difficult aspect of 
the task was finding relevant segments within a video, as seven participants 
indicated. 

While listening to the video, participants scanned the video’s metadata 
(especially the description). If enough scent was perceived (“this might well 
be a video with a useful remark”), participants took some more time for 
these actions, and also began reading other metadata, such as the comments 
by other viewers. Either a remark was found in the video, or not.  

 
RQ3 - Which strategies do people apply to bridge the three gaps? 
 
The reasons for interacting with videos are provided by the experimental 
task (“Find remarks by Bill Clinton on his wife Hillary”).  

The YouTube website provides different ways to bridge the first gap 
(between reasons for a decision and the decision), both by querying the 
database and by browsing categories. As we saw, most often the decision 
was to query the database. 

The second gap (between the decision and the initiation of the action) 
was bridged by choosing query terms. The result - in almost all cases - was a 
very large number of videos, too large to explore each individual video.  

The third gap (between the initiation of the action and the continuation 
and completion of the action) was bridged by selecting a video with high 
scent from the list and exploring its content.  
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If not enough scent was perceived in the video’s data and metadata, 
participants went back to the results page to look for other scent-carrying 
links. If not enough scent was perceived within the results, participants 
started a new query.  

Only five participants stuck to their initial patch, while all eleven others 
tried new searches. Typically, the participants who did not switch found 
more remarks than the group who did switch (on average 4.4 against 1.7 
remarks found - independent two-sample t-test results: t=3.2, df=14, 
p=.006). Three participants (all “switchers”) were unable to find any 
remarks. The “no-switchers” also experienced the tasks as less difficult (2.2 
against 5.0 on a 7-point scale - independent two-sample t-test results: 
t=2.8, df=14, p=.015). It can be assumed that the results the two groups 
were presented with were about the same (their queries hardly differed). 
The difference seemed to be in their approach to exploring the patch. In 
particular, the “switchers” seemed less patient and less inclined to sit back 
and listen to the audio. In terms of scent: they either had more difficulties 
in detecting scent within the (audio channel of the) video data, or had the 
idea they would find more scent elsewhere. Another possibility was that 
they had a different scent threshold for the decision to stay within or leave a 
patch. Comparing the “no-switchers” and the “switchers” on the other 
audio task with the VIBES video browser, the “no-switchers” clearly 
thought that task was easier than the “switchers” did (2.4 against 4.0 on a 
7-point scale - independent two-sample t-test results: t=3.7, df=14, 
p=.003).They also found more videos in that task (3.3 against 2.7) 
although this result was not significant. No other relevant differences were 
found between the two groups. 

 
RQ4 - Which functionality do people prefer when interacting with video? 
 
For such a large and varied database as YouTube, search functionality is 
indispensable. This is especially true for a specific task as described above. 

However, querying the database still leaves too many results, and some 
kind of filtering or clustering is needed to create smaller patches that are 
easier to explore. Filtering out irrelevant results is considered especially 
important. A patch with “related” videos partly fulfills this need, although it 
is unclear why these videos are related, and this patch again contains a lot of 
irrelevant videos. In other words, for tasks like these, “related video” 
provides a less than optimal solution. 

Titles, descriptions, and other metadata should represent the contents, 
and not be misleading. To use a Dutch expression: “the flag has to cover the 
cargo.” 

For tasks like the one described here, people need to be able to 
efficiently scan the contents of the video. It should be easy to jump within 
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the video. Four participants indicated that showing frames from the video 
would aid in finding relevant segments. For example, for this specific task, 
frames showing the face of Bill Clinton would have been relevant  

When people are interested in the information in the audio channel of a 
video, the availability of the transcript (including search functionality) 
would simplify the search. Five participants indicated that this functionality 
would have eased the task. 

5.3.4 General evaluation on required support for video browsing 

After all tasks were completed, we asked in general what kind of support is 
really needed to facilitate video browsing. It was an open question and 
participants could name as many issues as they liked.  

A number of participants (six) rightly commented that this depends on 
the situation, especially whether you are looking for specific information or 
just browsing for fun. Still, we thought the outcome of this question - 
which was posed after the participants had been faced with different types 
of tasks and browsing environments - would provide useful information on 
solutions to the video interaction problem. The results are presented in 
Table 5-8. 

 
# Participants Issue 

9 Accurate titles and descriptions 

9 Good interaction with video content: effective timeline interaction, or segmented 
videos showing frames (with tags/descriptions for each segment)  

9 Opinions (e.g., ratings, comments) and behavior (e.g., views) from others 

8 Related videos 

7 Good categories/tags 

5 Order/filter results 

4 Quality (of image and sound) and speed (no delays) 

3 Search functionality 

3 Assistance in finding the right query terms (“did you mean …?”) 

 
Three issues were mentioned by nine participants. First, videos should have 
accurate titles and descriptions. From a IFT point of view, this means that if 
a video contains scent, this should be clear from the textual scent carriers. 

Second, there is a need for good interaction with video content, 
meaning effective timeline interaction, or segmented videos showing frames 
(with tags/descriptions for each segment). From an IFT point of view, this 
can be considered to be support for within-patch browsing.  

Third, people want information about opinions (e.g., ratings, 
comments) and behavior (e.g., views) from other people. Clearly, what 

Table 5-8  Issues 
participants said were 
important when 
interacting with videos, 
ordered by how many 
participants mentioned 
the issue 
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other people think of a video is an important scent provider. It helps users 
make the decision which video to watch, and thus helps to bridge the first 
gap. 

Eight participants mentioned the need for related videos. From an IFT 
point of view, videos that are related together form a patch. Moreover, if a 
video has scent, a related video may also have scent. Finally, related videos 
support between-patch browsing, thus supporting bridging of the third gap. 

Seven participants mentioned the need for good categories or tags. This 
can be interpreted as saying that patches need to be meaningful. 

Five participants wanted to be able to order or filter results. This is also 
about the creation of meaningful patches, or what IFT calls enrichment. 

An issue mentioned by four participants was the quality (of image and 
sound) and the speed (especially no delays). Although there does not seem 
to be a relationship with IFT, this issue may affect the perception of scent 
(especially in a negative way when quality and speed are low). 

Finally, three participants mentioned the need for search functionality, 
which is about creating meaningful patches. Also mentioned by three 
participants was the need for assistance in finding the right query terms 
(“did you mean …?”), which is also about the creation of meaningful . 
patches. Both these functionalities would aid in bridging the second gap. 

5.4 Conclusions and discussion 

In this chapter, we posed the research question “How to design a video 
interaction environment that will optimally support its users?” We tried to 
find the answer by letting participants execute different tasks in different 
video interaction environments and observing and evaluating their behavior. 

Can we describe and explain interaction behavior completely in terms of 
IFT? Our results indicate that the answer has to be yes. The results section 
of this chapter shows that practically all relevant behavior fits into the IFT 
framework. This was also confirmed in the debriefing of the experiment, in 
which the IFT framework was explained to each participant. It was easy to 
use examples of the participant’s own behavior in the experimental tasks to 
illustrate the framework: how the participant searched for or created 
patches; how choices were made depending on the amount of scent that 
was perceived; how when the amount of scent in a patch was too low, 
participants switched to other patches; and how when there was enough 
scent in a patch, participants stayed for more exploration. In other words, 
the framework was a useful tool for communicating about the participants’ 
behavior. The ideas of patches and scent were easily understood, and all 
participants accepted these concepts as an explanation of their own 
behavior. Based on our research, we conclude that the structure of 
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interaction with video material can be understood as foraging the way IFT 
describes.  

Regarding the first research question, which patches people choose to 
find relevant videos, this clearly depends on the task description. In the 
general task with the VIBES video browser and the Fabchannel task, the 
objective was to find something – anything – of interest. In these kinds of 
situations, people prefer patches that are popular or highly rated by other 
people: “social” patches. General categories that include the reason or goal 
for browsing - such as the category “fun” when one is looking for a funny 
video – also contain a lot of scent to some. Otherwise, people choose 
categories with which they have positive associations, such as a specific 
music genre. 

The Fabchannel task shows that a video segment (a song) can be taken 
out of its original context (the concert), put in another patch (a channel), 
and subsequently be found as an element of that newly formed patch. As 
long as the new video patch has a meaningful label (which means it carries 
scent to some of the users) this is a useful way of (re)structuring the video 
database. 

If patches are prefabricated (as categories or genres) they are selected 
depending on the amount of scent they carry. In other words, categories 
that are highly associated with the task description are chosen, often leading 
to multiple selections (as in the VIBES video browser) that are or are not 
filtered. If patches have to be created (by applying queries), people use 
query terms that are associated with their task or interest, and by definition 
have scent. 

Problems with patches arise when they are too large or contain a lot of 
irrelevant videos. In that case some kind of filtering or clustering is needed 
in order to create more meaningful patches. One way of filtering is to 
choose the patch “related videos” or “more like this” whenever a relevant 
video is found. The algorithm behind those patches, however, is often 
unknown. 

Regarding the second research question, the preference for scent 
carriers also depends on the task. We distinguish between scent in the links 
and scent in the video data. Scent in the links is found mainly in titles and 
descriptions, confirming the results of the previous studies described in 
Chapters 2 and 3. The choice for a scent carrier in the VIBES video 
browser (where all scent carriers contained a title) did not affect the 
performance, however, but was probably related to personal preference 
only. The “all” scent carrier was chosen in most cases.  

In some cases, the title is not sufficient, as with the Fabchannel website, 
which contains a lot of unknown artists. Categories or descriptions (for 
example the musical genre) will carry more scent in those situations. In 
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some cases, very specific categories (such as musical subgenres) may carry a 
lot of scent. 

Interestingly, “featured videos” such as the ones on YouTube, or the 
“concert of the day” on Fabchannel, are mostly ignored. Even though these 
links have a salient position and appearance, they carry hardly any scent. 
People may treat these links just like they treat advertisements.  

For tasks which need visual or audio confirmation, the links often carry 
very little scent: people have to go to the data to be sure. Only when the 
title or description happens to contain all relevant information - as in the 
title “Cal jumps into shity water” when looking for videos of people 
jumping into the water – can a lot of scent be perceived in the links. Many 
links are misleading. Titles, descriptions, and frames may suggest content 
that is not there, while videos with relevant content may be badly 
represented. Links may be objectively bad, with an unclear title such as 
“video14” or a blurred frame, or the link does not relate to the user’s goal 
while the actual content of the video is relevant. Video is a very rich 
multimedia type, containing data that may be relevant in different 
situations. Representations like titles often relate to only one of those 
situations. If that situation does not relate to the user’s goal, the 
representation may even send out a negative signal (“ignore me, I’m 
irrelevant”), or have “negative scent.”  

When people search for information in the audio channel of a video, the 
description becomes very important. The availability of a transcript 
(including search functionality) may improve the search process. 

Scent in the data can be detected using the slider of the player, or with 
other, more advanced representations. For the music genre (as in the 
Fabchannel database), video snippets prove to be valuable scent carriers, 
giving a quick impression of the character or atmosphere of the video 
contents. The frames module in the VIBES video browser proved very 
useful for visual search, to quickly detect in a video where some (visually 
detectable) event occurs. However, for finding audio events (such as a 
remark) the frames module is not sufficient. Solutions may be the extension 
of such a module with the transcript, tags, or audio snippets. 

Regarding the third research question, people apply different search 
strategies to bridge the three gaps. This is related to the task, but also 
strongly related to the functionality of the interaction environment. To 
bridge the first gap (between the reasons for a decision and a decision) 
people can either start browsing video patches or query the database. 
Patches or query terms respectively are chosen that have an association with 
the reason to start interacting with videos. If needed, multiple patches or 
query terms may be selected to create a meaningful patch. This patch can 
be adjusted (or “enriched”) by adding a filter. The decision to start 
browsing or querying is – among other things - dependent on how well the 
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target can be described in terms of keywords (which was a problem with 
the Fabchannel task, for example), and the direct availability of relevant, 
meaningful patches (which was a problem with the YouTube task, for 
example). When the number of categories gets above a certain threshold, 
people may fail to notice certain categories. This was already observed with 
the VIBES video browser, which contained “only” 43 categories arranged in 
four main categories. Solutions may be to provide search functionality 
(within the list of categories), to add advanced ways of presenting the 
category menu items (e.g., in hyperbolic trees), or to accept that categories 
are useful only in relation to a selection of the database, e.g. a specific video 
(as with the Categories of Segment module in the VIBES video browser).  

The second gap (between the decision and the initiation of the action) is 
often easily bridged in a hyperlinked environment: a decision is put into 
action by simply clicking on a hyperlink. 

The third gap (between the initiation of the action and the continuation 
and completion of the action) can be crossed in different ways. If the reason 
to browse does not involve a specific target, the search can continue a long 
time, with the searcher picking up relevant or interesting video bits 
everywhere (compare berrypicking as described in Chapter 1). If the task 
does have a target, and the database contains a target, the search is 
completed when a target is found within the patch. In some cases, the 
metadata - most often: titles and descriptions - of a video may suffice. In 
other cases, the video data need to be explored. The usefulness of different 
exploration strategies is determined by the task, especially if the needed 
information can only be found in the visual or audio part of the video. 
When a video is relevant, after exploration one can switch to “related” 
videos (if available), or choose another video with scent from the current 
patch. When a video that has been explored proves irrelevant, one can 
switch to another video in the patch which has scent. If the patch as a whole 
has insufficient scent, one can switch to another category or query result. 
Individual differences in search strategies and successful execution of the 
tasks seem to be related to the participant’s perception of scent and the 
individual threshold at which the decision is made to stay in a patch or leave 
a patch.  

For the continuation of the browsing process, it is important that the 
search be not disrupted by long delays or intrusions such as advertisements. 
When people are exploring the data, not sure what to look for or what to 
expect, such interruptions may cause them to break off the exploration. 
They will continue, despite disruptions, only when the scent of the target is 
very strong. 

Regarding the fourth research question, this experiment provided a lot 
of data for the question of which functionality people prefer when 
interacting with video. As was shown in section 5.3.4 (on the required 
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support for video interaction), but also in the description of video 
interaction environments in Chapter 4, each desired type of support can 
easily be translated to the IFT framework. The concepts of patches and 
scent clearly have practical meaning, and can be used to design and evaluate 
video environments. Questions such as “Which patches are or can be 
created?” “How is browsing within a patch supported?” “How is switching 
between patches supported?” and “In which way is scent displayed in the 
interface?” prove very useful. 

The results of this experiment – especially when looking at the tasks 
with the VIBES video browser – confirm that the kind of support that is 
needed depends on the task or the reason why people interact with video. 
This confirms the results from Wildemuth et al. (2002), in which users 
viewed different surrogates as being more or less useful for different types 
of tasks, and said they would like to be able to move from surrogate to 
surrogate. This suggests the need for a flexible interface, in which modules 
that are important for a specific task can be enlarged and other minimized, 
although this may give rise to usability issues. 

In cases when users know exactly which video to watch (for example, a 
specific concert in the Fabchannel database), keyword search functionality 
needs to be provided in order to search for the title of the video. (Of 
course, for large video databases search functionality is indispensable.) If the 
uploading of the video is related to a specific event in time, a patch with 
“most recent” videos is also useful.  

In other cases, the first step is to narrow down the search by selecting a 
patch with potentially relevant videos, that is, with high scent. This can be 
done by querying the database using keywords, or by selecting a category 
(or a combination of categories) provided by the video environment. The 
more aspects of a video are described, the easier it will be to create a patch 
that is closely related to the user’s goal. Whenever the number of videos in a 
patch is too large (which is often the case), it should be possible to filter or 
cluster the results (for example, exclude home videos on YouTube) to 
create smaller patches that are easier to explore.  

When people are mostly unfamiliar with the videos in a database and 
titles contain little scent (for example, in a music database with unknown 
bands), creating useful categories to provide starting points is very 
important. In some cases it may be helpful to provide information on the 
database itself: what types of videos are in it, how the order of the charts is 
determined, why a video appears in a certain category, and so on. In other 
words, people want to be able to create a mental image of the available 
patches. 

When a list of videos is presented, essential elements to include are titles 
and descriptions, as we saw in Chapter 3. As indicated by the participants in 
the study above, these must be accurate: if the video contains scent, this 
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should be clear from the textual scent carriers. Adding a frame can help to 
create more scent. It is useful to be able to select different types of scent 
carriers, depending on the type of task. For general tasks (“Find anything 
that is funny or of interest to me”), social data such as recommendations, 
comments, and ratings by other users are reported to be helpful. Videos can 
be organized using this information, thus creating patches with high scent. 
If people are likely to visit a given database with such a general purpose in 
mind, then it is advisable to structure that database according to the 
behavior (e.g., number of views) and opinions (e.g., ratings) of other users. 
Participants in the study above indicated the importance of social data. 
Clearly, what other people think of a video is an important scent provider. 
It helps to make the decision which video to watch, and thus helps to 
bridge the first gap. 

Whenever a potentially relevant video is selected on the basis of its 
metadata, inspection of the contents is often needed to detect any scent in 
the data. The participants in the study above indicated the importance of 
good interaction with video content. It should be easy to jump within the 
video using a timeline. When people are searching for visual events, frame-
based visual summaries (like the Frames module in the VIBES video 
browser) are very useful, especially when there is direct access to the 
relevant part of the video via a frame in which scent is detected. When 
people are looking for information in the audio channel of a video, such a 
frame-based summary should ideally be extended by adding a title, 
description and/or tags to the separate frames. Also the availability of the 
transcript (including search functionality) would ease the search. The 
results of the study described in this chapter indicate a preference for 
searching textual descriptions rather than the audio of a video. 

Especially for larger videos, segmentation into smaller units is very useful 
for exploration. As we saw in Chapter 2, these units should be the 
semantically meaningful “natural” parts of a video, such as the items of a 
newscast or the songs of a concert. It should be easy to jump between 
segments as well as within a segment.  

To support exploration of the database (that is, between-patch browsing 
by following scent-trails), every video should provide a starting point to 
other videos (“related” or “more like this”). Participants in the study above 
indicated the importance of this. From an IFT point of view, videos that are 
related together form a patch. Moreover, if a video has scent, a related video 
can potentially also have scent. Finally, related videos support between-
patch browsing, and as such support bridging of the third gap. Relating 
videos can be done for example via their tags or the categories they belong 
to. For this kind of exploration to occur, it is very important that videos be 
part of multiple overlapping patches. This is also true for video segments. 
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The video they are part of can be considered just one of the patches they 
belong to.  

For example, an item from a newscast about person X or event Y should 
also provide access to other videos containing person X or event Y. In the 
Fabchannel task described in this chapter, participants would have liked to 
get recommendations similar to those provided by websites such as Last.FM 
or Amazon (“if you like this, you might also like this,” or “people who listen 
to this, also listen to this”). 

The functionality described above is based on observing people 
executing different types of tasks using different types of video 
environments, and interviewing them on what they thought was useful. As 
such, this provides a fairly extensive view on what kind of functionality is 
really needed in video interaction. The study was not exhaustive, but from 
the IFT point of view, the most important elements that need to be present 
to support video interaction are identified here. Regarding specific 
functions several developments can be expected. For example, regarding the 
creation of patches, there is evidence that an arsenal of tools – e.g., query-
by-text, query-by-image, query-by-concept – leads to better interactive 
performance than any single tool (Christel & Yan, 2007). Also, regarding 
within-patch browsing, the availability of several types of video surrogates or 
representations seems to be preferred by users, so they can easily switch 
between them depending on the task at hand (Wildemuth et al., 2002). 
This is also confirmed in Li, Gupta, Sanocki, He, and Rui (2000). They 
implemented a browsing application providing a wide array of features, and 
studied browsing behavior for six different video genres. Depending on the 
genre, different interface features were useful for detecting scent. 

The last question to answer here is: did we create a good browser? 
Looking at which functionality people prefer, we can say that the VIBES 
video browser offered much of the functionality that seems to be essential 
for efficient video interaction. People could select patches using the 
Categories and Filter modules. The interaction with categories was much 
appreciated, with a special mention for the Filter module. The categories 
are prefabricated patches, which help to bridge gap 2 by providing 
recognizable cues on what to select. It should be pointed out that the 
database was small (80 videos) and so was the number of categories (43 
categories in four main categories). Even with this small number of 
categories, participants incidentally indicated during the evaluation that they 
had not seen certain categories which might have been useful for the 
particular task they had just executed. There clearly is a limit to the size of 
the list, and additional means – such as searching within the categories – 
are needed when the list gets longer. 

People can detect scent within patches using the Results module, 
selecting different scent carriers depending on the type of task. Although 
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seven participants in the study never changed their “favorite” scent carrier 
(of which four preferred the “all” scent carrier and three the “title”), nine 
chose to vary the scent carrier depending on the task. This indicates the 
usefulness of being able to choose a scent carrier. 

People can detect scent within a video using the Frames module and the 
player. The Frames module was especially useful for the specific task with 
visual confirmation, and got a lot of positive response.  

What this version of the browser clearly lacked was the option to query 
the database, which is a useful tool for bridging the second gap. What was 
also less well supported was between-patch browsing. The Categories of 
Segment module had not enough added value. It was not used very much, 
probably because the categories were also available and visible in the 
Categories module. Perhaps the usefulness would increase if the number of 
categories were much larger; now it was not too difficult to pick the same 
category from the Categories module. But what really seemed to be lacking 
was a link to related or comparable videos. 

The timeline was considered the least useful of all modules. Only in the 
general task did it seem to have a function, namely to select relatively short 
videos. However, the timeline was originally developed for displaying 
information on lengthy, segmented videos. In this experiment, only short 
not-segmented videos were used, and so the functionality of the timeline 
was only partly exploited. 

Participants were divided on the matter of visual design of the browser. 
Half indicated that the design was too cluttered, ugly, and/or uninteresting, 
and that the player was too small. The other half said they liked the 
interface design, especially the logical organization of the modules. As such, 
it may be a matter of taste and personal preference. Still, the attractiveness 
of the browser is something to be taken seriously. As Donald Norman 
(2004) states: “Attractive things make people feel good, which in turn 
makes them think more creatively. How does that make something easier to 
use? Simply, by making it easier for people to find solutions to the 
problems they encounter.” When you feel good, you are better at 
brainstorming, at examining multiple alternatives (Isen, 1993). In other 
words, an attractive interface can help the process of bridging the gaps. 
Especially regarding gap 3, people probably will explore longer and less easy 
give up. 

Our main conclusion based on the experiment presented in this chapter 
is that our IFT framework (including the concepts of patches, scent, and 
gaps) is useful for communicating about browsing behavior, useful for 
describing and evaluating video environments, and useful for deriving design 
principles. We can safely state that our IFT framework is applicable and 
fruitful, and has the potential for a complete human-computer interaction 
theory. 



 

Chapter 6 

6. IFT-based browsing: conclusions 
and discussion 

In this chapter we will first discuss the main conclusions of this thesis in the 
light of the research questions we stated in Chapter 1: “What is the most 
useful way to classify video content?” “What is the character of good video 
scent?” and “How to design a video interaction environment that will 
optimally support its users?” Next, we will see what we have learned from 
our studies regarding IFT, browsing behavior, and bridging gaps. Then we 
will discuss the limitations of this research, and will end with concluding 
remarks and directions for future research. 

6.1 Introduction 

The main objective of our research was to study how to support interaction 
with video in such a way that people can efficiently satisfy their needs. We 
presented an account of information interaction by refining the ideas of 
Marchionini (2004), stressing the role of the human in the retrieval 
problem with the emphasis on the flow of representations and actions 
rather than discrete matches. We tried to explain information interaction 
behavior on the basis of human search principles as described in 
Information Foraging Theory, or IFT (Pirolli & Card, 1999), and defined 
the interaction contexts in terms of gap bridging as proposed by Searle 
(2001). We then looked at four user studies focusing on the specific case of 
video. The main goal of the studies was to see whether the IFT framework 
is a useful approach to the problem of video interaction. We explored 
principles from IFT regarding how people perceive and structure their 
environment (in patches), and how they navigate through that environment 
(by following scent).  
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We tried to see whether the framework helps us to understand what is 
important in the design of interaction environment. First, in Chapter 2, we 
looked at the implementation of the idea of video patches, which structure 
the information environment. We described two exploratory surveys that 
collected data on user preferences for video categories that may serve to 
organize patches: the Kenniswijk-survey and the Fabchannel-survey.  

Second, in Chapter 3 we studied video scent, especially regarding the 
design of scent carriers, which guide the user’s navigational decisions. We 
described an experiment in which we asked participants to select the most 
relevant link to a video from a group of links. We measured the perceived 
scent by asking for the subjective probability that the information that was 
needed could be found behind that link. We repeated this for different 
types of tasks and different types of scent carriers to study the influence of 
these factors. Based on the IFT framework and the results of these studies, 
we designed an experimental video browsing environment: the VIBES video 
browser. We described this browser in Chapter 4, together with two other 
video environments: the websites of Fabchannel and YouTube. 

Third, we tried to see whether the IFT framework helps us to 
understand video browsing behavior. In Chapter 5 we described a laboratory 
experiment in which we observed people performing tasks with the three 
video environments (described in Chapter 4), and evaluated whether we 
could describe and explain their behavior in terms of our framework. 
Moreover, our goal was to see whether the framework would help us to 
understand what kind of support is really needed to let people efficiently 
interact with videos. In other words, we wanted to see whether the 
framework has practical use for the design and evaluation of video 
environments. 

6.2 Main conclusions 

The main conclusions of this research are presented below. We present the 
conclusions by answering the research questions introduced in Chapter 1. 

6.2.1 Research question 1: What is the most useful way to classify 
video content? 

Which patches are useful depends on the type of task at hand, especially in 
cases where the user’s need is specific. In that case, the easiest way to create 
useful patches is by querying the database using keywords that associate 
with the user’s need. The created patches will have scent by definition (if 
the database contains relevant videos which are adequately described). If 
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patches are prefabricated - as categories - they are selected depending on 
the amount of scent they carry. 

In our research, in general the most important classification of a video 
(segment) is the topic it covers or the genre it fits in. In specific cases (for 
example, music videos), specific categories (such as musical sub-genres) 
may carry a lot of scent. When people have no specific search goal, but 
generally want to see something that is interesting or funny, they prefer 
patches that are popular or highly rated by other people: “social” patches. 

Although TV/video programs as a whole form relevant patches, there is 
also a need for more efficient interaction with smaller video units. The 
preferred units of interaction are the “natural” program segments: the 
semantic segments as the program maker intended (e.g., the items of a 
newscast), or those “naturally” provided by the characteristics of the 
content (e.g., the songs of a concert). These segments can be considered to 
be good scent carriers, and are very suitable for providing navigational 
information.  

A video segment can be taken out of its original context, put in another 
patch, subsequently be found as an element of that newly formed patch. As 
long as the new video patch has a meaningful label (which means it carries 
scent to some of the users) this is a useful way to (re)structure the video 
database. A patch-oriented database structure supporting both within-patch 
and between-patch browsing may thus lead to user satisfaction. 

Interaction with patches becomes more difficult when they are too large 
or contain a lot of irrelevant videos. In that case some kind of filtering or 
clustering is needed in order to create more meaningful patches. One way 
of filtering is choosing the patch “related videos” or “more like this” 
whenever a relevant video is found.  

6.2.2 Research question 2: What is the character of good video scent? 

As we saw in our studies, some elements in the interface, or scent carriers, 
can carry more scent than others. Regarding video scent, the perceived 
usefulness of data in guiding users’ navigational decisions is a function of 
communication mode (verbal vs. pictorial); reason to browse (cognitive 
benefit vs. mood improvement); and tasks to perform (type of task, 
specificity, difficulty).  

The most useful pieces of information to get about a video in links are a 
title, a description of events, and a description of subjects/topics. In other 
words: textual information seems to be superior, especially in the earlier 
stages of search. As the visual channel is often dominant in video, this is a 
remarkable conclusion. 

A preview/trailer is next in usefulness, but this scent carrier typically has 
a role further on in the search process. Scent carriers requiring a lot of time 
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and attention (which is the case when they contain audio or moving images) 
are a problem in the earlier stages of search. Typically, a user would only 
inspect such a scent carrier after establishing - on the basis of the available 
scent carriers - that the video source is worth further examination. A frame 
is considered less useful when determining the relevance of videos, 
especially compared to titles and descriptions. The difference in perceived 
scent between titles and frames is larger when the reason to browse is 
cognitive benefit than when it is mood improvement. The combination of a 
frame with textual information (e.g., a title), however, is clearly strong in 
terms of perceived scent. In general it can be said that combining a title 
with other information enhances perceived scent of the represented video. 
In the scent experiment it was shown that a title+frame and a 
title+description did not carry significantly less scent than the situation in 
which all information was displayed. If we were to design a composed scent 
carrier for the earlier stage of search - when people have to choose from a 
list of links to videos - it would contain at least a title, a description (of 
events, subjects/topics), the category/genre, and the purpose of the video 
(which is often directly related to the category/genre). Ideally it would also 
contain a frame, especially because of its strength in combination with the 
title. Other elements – such as an expert review, the duration, or ratings by 
others - can have importance in specific situations, but the abovementioned 
elements seem to be vital for supporting efficient video browsing.  

With a simple task and with relevant videos present in the result set, 
perceived scent is higher than with a general (cognitive benefit) task. With 
increasing task difficulty, perceived scent drops. When the task becomes 
too difficult, video representations simply cannot provide enough 
information to solve the problem. Difficulty can also increase when the 
match between the task description and the videos present in the result set 
is bad. The perceived scent of the scent carriers is then significantly 
lowered: the user faces a difficult to impossible assignment in relating the 
information from the scent carriers to the task. The differences between 
types of scent carriers decrease when the match gets worse, causing any 
advantages of certain scent carriers to disappear. 

Interestingly, a link having a salient position and appearance does not 
necessarily carry much scent. For example, “featured videos” on YouTube 
and the “concert of the day” on Fabchannel are mostly ignored. People 
treat these links just like they treat advertisements. 

We distinguish scent in the links and scent in the video data. For tasks 
which need visual or audio confirmation, the links often do not carry a lot 
of scent. The description becomes very important, and the availability of a 
transcript (including search functionality) may improve the search process. 
Often, people need to inspect the data to be sure. Scent in the data can be 
detected using the slider of the player, or using more advanced 
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representations. For music (as in the Fabchannel database), video snippets 
prove to be valuable scent carriers, giving a fast impression of the character 
or atmosphere of the video contents. The frames module in the VIBES 
video browser proved very useful for visual search, to quickly spot the 
segment in a video where some (visually detectable) event occurs. However, 
for finding audio events (such as a remark) the frames module is not 
sufficient. One solution may be the extension of such a module with the 
transcript, tags, or audio snippets. 

6.2.3 Research question 3: How to design a video interaction 
environment that will optimally support its users? 

As we concluded in Chapter 5, our IFT framework is useful for designing 
and evaluating video browsing environments. Questions such as “Which 
patches are or can be created?” “How is browsing within a patch 
supported?” “How is switching between patches supported?” and “In 
which way is scent displayed in the interface?” prove to be very useful. 
Applying the results of our research, the issues below are important for the 
design of video interaction environments. 

First, it should be stated that what kind of support is needed depends on 
the task or the reason why people interact with video. In cases where the 
user knows exactly which video to watch, keyword search functionality to 
search for the title of the video must be provided. If the uploading of the 
video is related to a specific event in time, a patch with “most recent” 
videos is also useful. In other cases, the first step is to narrow down the 
search by selecting a patch with potentially relevant videos, that is, with high 
scent. This can be done by querying the database using keywords, or by 
selecting a category (or a combination of categories) provided by the video 
environment. Categories related to the topic or genre of the video are most 
relevant. Whenever the number of videos in a patch is too large (which is 
often the case), it should be possible to filter or cluster the results to create 
smaller patches that are easier to explore. When people are mostly 
unfamiliar with the videos in a database and titles hardly contain any scent, 
creating useful categories to provide starting points is very important. 
Patches related to other people’s behavior or opinions (including 
recommendations) are especially useful in that case.  

When a list of videos is presented, essential elements to present are 
titles and descriptions. These have to be good: if the video contains scent, 
this should be clear from the textual scent carriers. Adding a frame can help 
to create more scent. It is useful to be able to select different types of scent 
carriers, depending on the type of task. For general tasks (“find anything 
that is funny or of interest to me”), social data such as recommendations, 
comments, and ratings by other users are very important. When people are 
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likely to visit a given database with such a general purpose in mind, then 
that database can best be structured according to the behavior (e.g., views) 
and opinions (e.g., ratings) of other users. What other people think of a 
video is an important scent provider. 

Whenever a potentially relevant video is selected on the basis of its 
metadata, inspection of the contents is needed to detect any scent in the 
data. Efficient interaction with video content is important. It should be easy 
to jump within a video using its timeline. Our research has shown that 
when people are searching for visual events, frame-based visual summaries 
(like the Frames module in the VIBES video browser) are very useful, 
especially when there is direct access to the relevant part of the video via a 
frame in which scent is detected. When people are looking for information 
in the audio channel of a video, they prefer to search textual descriptions 
rather than the audio itself. A frame-based summary then would ideally be 
extended by adding a title, description, and/or tags to the separate frames. 
Availability of a transcript (including search functionality) would also ease 
the search.  

Especially for larger videos, segmentation into smaller units is very useful 
for exploration. As we saw in Chapter 2, these units should preferably be 
the semantically meaningful “natural” parts of a video, such as the items of 
a newscast or the songs of a concert. It should be easy to jump between 
segments as well as within a segment. Designers and developers should feel 
encouraged to experiment with interaction modes that take video segments 
as the unit of interaction. 

To support exploration of the database (that is, between-patch browsing 
by following scent-trails), every video should provide a starting point to 
other videos (“related” or “more like this”), which can have the shape of a 
recommendation (“if you like this, you might also like this”). From an IFT 
point of view, videos that are related to each other form a patch. Moreover, 
if a video has scent, a related video can potentially also have scent. Finally, 
related videos support between-patch browsing, and thus help in bridging 
the third gap. Relating videos can be done for example via their tags or the 
categories they belong to. For this kind of exploration to occur, it is very 
important that videos be part of multiple overlapping patches. This is also 
true for video segments. The video they are part of can be considered just 
one of the patches they belong to.  

In sum, a video interaction environment should offer tools to bridge the 
three gaps. It should provide useful patches (or the tools to create useful 
patches), support the detection of scent within a patch by providing good 
scent carriers, and support scent-following between patches.  
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6.3 IFT, browsing behavior, and bridging gaps: what did 
we learn? 

When we look at our research as a whole, our conclusion is that the 
concepts of IFT - patches and scent – and the idea of bridging gaps provide 
a useful context for studying the video interaction problem. The last 
experiment in particular – in which we closely observed browsing behavior 
and acquired users’ opinions on what is needed to efficiently browse video 
environments – confirmed that we can describe and explain practically all 
relevant interaction behavior in terms of IFT. This was also confirmed in 
the debriefing of the experiment, in which the IFT framework was 
explained to each participant. It was easy to use examples of the 
participant’s own behavior in the experimental tasks to illustrate the 
framework: how the participant searched for or created patches; how 
choices were made depending on the amount of scent that was perceived; 
how when the amount of scent in a patch was too low, participants 
switched to other patches; and how when there was enough scent in a 
patch, participants stayed for more exploration. In other words, the 
framework was also a useful tool for communicating about the participants’ 
behavior. The ideas of patches and scent were easily understood, and all 
participants accepted these concepts as an explanation of their own actions.  

The way videos are classified, or better, the way the video environment 
is structured in patches determines users’ navigational behavior. Patches 
(which can be separate videos, collections of videos, or collections of video 
segments) carry scent by the way they are defined. The way patches are 
represented in the links to those patches – the scent carriers - determines 
the navigational decisions people make. We have described the relevance of 
the characteristics of a scent carrier and the characteristics of the user’s task 
for the perception of scent. Our work indicates that the idea of scent can - 
via the design of scent carriers - provide insight into the design and 
evaluation of an efficient video environment.  

The last experiment has clearly indicated the essence of within-patch 
browsing, and, related to that, between-patch browsing for finding relevant 
information. Between-patch browsing occurs when a person explores a 
patch (most often a video), and is inspired by the data or metadata he/she 
finds there. At this point, the interface should provide links to other, similar 
patches or to patches that are related specifically to the item of interest that 
was discovered. 

As was indicated in Chapter 1, this research confirms the dominance of 
browsing in video interaction. The flow of representations and actions is the 
central quality of the interaction, rather than discrete matches 
(Marchionini, 2004). 
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Our main conclusion is that it is very feasible to explain user behavior 
and formulate design principles in terms of the IFT framework, and that 
the framework as such is useful: IFT “works.” Based on our research, we 
conclude that the structure of interaction with video material can be 
understood as foraging the way IFT describes.  

Despite its exploratory character, browsing is highly structured. Not 
only do the four studies reported in this thesis testify to the value of the IFT 
framework in thoroughly describing all browsing behaviors relevant to our 
research, it also seems possible to summarize all the observed browsing 
behaviors under three headings: the three “gaps” (Searle, 2001). In order to 
bridge these three gaps, we saw, people can choose different search 
strategies. Their choice is influenced by their goals and, in particular, by the 
functionality of the interaction environment. 

To bridge the first gap (between the reasons for a decision and a 
decision), people can either start browsing video patches or query the 
database. In hyperlinked environments, the second gap is often easy to 
bridge, because the decision that is reached after the first gap is often based 
on the choice of a link. If that link leads to a relevant video, bridging the 
second gap simply means the actual selection of that link. Problems can 
arise when the first gap is bridged by a query, or when a link leads to a 
collection of videos, and the result is a very large collection, too large to 
explore each individual video. Especially when there are no clear filtering or 
clustering options, people can get overwhelmed and lost in this gap, and 
return to the starting point to select another patch. This can also happen 
when a potentially relevant video needs to be explored. If this is a time-
consuming process (e.g., because the video is not segmented, or because 
advertising or other delays interrupt the exploration) then this can lead to 
“impatient” behavior.  

The third gap (between the initiation of the action and the continuation 
and completion of the action) can be crossed in different ways. If the reason 
to browse does not involve a specific target, the search can continue for a 
long time, with the searcher picking up relevant or interesting video bits 
everywhere (compare berrypicking as described in Chapter 1). If it is a task 
with a target, and the database contains a target, the search is completed 
when a target is found within the patch.  

In a television environment, people often know what they are going to 
watch before they turn on the TV (for example, the 8 o’clock news) and 
have no problem locating the relevant channel. In that case they hardly 
experience the gaps as described by Searle. In cases where they do not 
know what to watch, consulting guides and channel-surfing are two 
important strategies for finding TV programs of interest, with the 
“metadata-first” option (using guides) being slightly more popular than the 
“data-first” option (channel-surfing). For bridging the third gap, the same 
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strategies apply. These two strategies for bridging the first and third gaps - 
consulting an overview or guide (“metadata-first”) and browsing video data 
(“data-first”) - can be considered as basic heuristics (Gigerenzer & Todd, 
1999). The main heuristic is scent-following (“select the link with the 
highest scent”) and there are two sub-heuristics related to finding scent in 
either the data or the metadata.  

Most visitors to the Fabchannel website go there to watch a specific 
concert. In that case the first gap is already bridged: they know which 
concert to look for. The problem is to locate it. The website offers search 
functionality to help them find specific concerts and bridge the second gap. 
Another way to find concerts is by browsing the database, sorting the 
concerts by name or date. However, people also indicate that an important 
reason to watch videos is to learn, to discover new things. For this they 
need support. Especially when people want to discover new music, there 
should be no strict borders between video files, so that the third gap can 
easily be bridged. For the continuation of the browsing process, it is 
important that the search not be disrupted by long delays or 
advertisements. Especially in cases where people are exploring the data, not 
sure what to look for or what to expect, such interruptions may break off 
the exploration. 

So, one simple heuristic (“select the link with the highest scent”) and 
two possible sub-heuristics (data-first or metadata-first) sum up users’ 
within-patch and between-patch switching. The concepts of patch, scent, 
and switching within and between patches are necessary and sufficient to do 
justice to the exploratory nature of browsing. It seems that good IFT-based 
design allows users to bridge the gaps without noticing any discontinuity. 

It was clear from the start that browsing behavior is highly interactive. 
This is not only because video is a very attention-demanding medium with a 
linear and time-based character, but also because the user’s goals can evolve 
over time. Both aspects justify skepticism regarding the possibility for users 
– or computers – to guess in any fruitful manner where the search might 
lead, and therefore also what the next fruitful step in the search process 
might be. Not only does the video contain information that can only be 
accessed directly (by viewing the video), the users can also change their 
goals based on the information that is gathered through watching the time-
based video data directly. Hence the importance we attach to 
acknowledging the “gaps.” As expressed by Searle, the gap implies 
indeterminacy of action. Searle wants us to take this indeterminacy of 
action as a fact, not as an issue to be resolved. We cannot know or predict 
users’ actions, but we can facilitate options for action, as well as their 
execution, by using our framework to come up with new ways of supporting 
interaction. For that purpose our approach has been to take human-
computer interaction as central. 
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In fact, when taking into account the dominance of browsing (see 
Chapter 1), it was our non-arbitrary choice to pay attention to the 
commonness of interaction. As was stated by Marchionini (2004), action, 
perception, and reflection appear to be unalienable from the search process 
itself. In IFT, all relevant actions concern moves within a patch or between 
patches. Perceptions always amount to perceptions of scent, and reflections 
always amount to the assessment of scent in a scent carrier relative to other 
scent carriers. Taken together, scent and patches can explain the 
exploratory nature of browsing. Scent explains the variability of the impact 
of cues upon the direction and re-direction of the search. Patches explain 
the locality of searches and the switching between localities. Unlike 
categories (see Chapter 2), patches as localities can be overlapping, nested, 
neighbors, or far apart. 

With this in mind, we can now comment on the meaning of optimality 
in the context of IFT as a framework for (video) browsing. There is some 
risk in using the term optimality, which is close in meaning to the term 
optimization (Klein, 2001). Within the framework of IFT and with regard 
to the three gaps, we mean by optimal the following: an IFT-based 
browsing environment is optimal to the extent that it allows users to bridge 
the three gaps with minimal experience of discontinuity. Thus, the more 
discontinuous the user’s browsing experience, the less IFT gap-optimal the 
browsing environment. As such, the control parameter for IFT gap-
optimality is the user experience of (dis)continuity. 

In sum, IFT gap-optimality entails three levels: gap 1, gap 2, and gap 3. 
The degree of IFT gap-optimality depends on the respective measures of 
(dis)continuity, as experienced by users. We consider the concept of IFT 
gap-optimality to be tentative. Our research has covered enough ground to 
develop this concept further, to make it into a useful tool for the 
development of high-quality browsing environments, and to measure those 
environments’ quality. 

6.4 Limitations of the research 

Looking at the generalizability of our research, our four studies display 
some weaknesses. These are mostly related to the general limitations of user 
research: limitations of means, time, money, support, and so on. A large 
problem is to create studies that keep participants motivated from 
beginning to end: there is a limit to the number of questions or tasks that 
can be imposed on the participants. On the side of the experimenter, there 
is a trade-off between the number of participants and how thoroughly they 
are questioned or observed. The development of tools to be used in 
experiments also depends on the available support. 
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Taking a closer look at video browsing behavior, Wildemuth et al.. 
(2003) identify four main classes of variables that influence video browsing 
success: the user task/need, individual user characteristics, video 
characteristics, and characteristics of the surrogates that represent the full 
videos. In our research, we covered all these variables except user 
characteristics, partly because it would multiply the number of analyses.  

The Kenniswijk study described in Chapter 2 was a survey with general 
questions mostly aimed at TV viewing behavior (at the time of the study, 
video on the internet was still a relatively new phenomenon). The research 
format – a survey – prevented a more in-depth analysis, keeping the results 
rather general. For example, it was hard to relate specific behaviors to 
specific reasons to watch TV. Moreover, the method relied on reported 
rather than observed behavior. The Fabchannel study described in Chapter 
2 also lacked a task-specific and in-depth analysis due to the research 
format (again a survey). The specific genre used in the Fabchannel study 
counterbalanced the Kenniswijk study, which was aimed at video in general. 
Ideally, a number of other specific video genres and their users would be 
studied, as well as more specific reasons why people start to interact with 
videos (other than “cognitive benefit” and “mood improvement,”) or more 
specific interpretations of those reasons. 

In the scent experiment described in Chapter 3, to restrict the total 
number of tasks, each type of task was represented by only one version. For 
the same reason, a limited number of scent carriers was tested, and only in 
the first stage of search (scanning a list of video representations). We did 
not study how participants could find scent in the data. The browse 
experiment described in Chapter 5 had the same restrictions regarding the 
number of tasks. Moreover, the VIBES video browser that was used lacked 
certain functionalities, and only one version of the user interface was used. 
It is hard or impossible to separate behavior from environment, so that the 
behavior we observed was limited by the video environments that we used. 
With the exception of the Fabchannel database, only interaction with short 
videos was observed. Both experiments were performed with students, who 
are younger and more educated than the average participant would be. 

Regarding reproducibility, we can state that people in general are 
becoming more experienced in interacting with video, especially on the 
internet. The Kenniswijk study in particular dates from a time when only a 
few people had had that experience. It may be that user preferences have 
changed over time as a result of being confronted with new interaction 
modes. Also, the ideas we looked at in the Fabchannel study were relatively 
new at that time. As the Fabchannel website has evolved, visitors’ opinions 
may have changed.  
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In previous sections, we discussed the exploratory character of our 
research. This and the limitations presented above influenced the general 
impact of this research. 

6.5 Concluding remarks and directions for future 
research 

The research presented in this thesis has a highly multidisciplinary 
character. A psychological theory is applied to an information science 
subject, and is tested on a multimedia information carrier (video) with 
many technical and user-interaction issues (which are studied from a 
computer science and a human-computer interaction point of view 
respectively). The problem of "searching for videos" or "video interaction" 
has been studied by many different research communities and discussed in 
related forums. Although the multidisciplinary approach that we deemed 
necessary carries the risk of never reaching the depth that might be achieved 
within a single discipline, it is less hampered by the tunnel vision that can 
occur in a single field. It can provide new points of view, bridge the gaps 
between the disciplines, and broaden existing perspectives. 

Regarding the generalizability of the results as discussed in the previous 
section, the studies had their limitations. However, even though video 
databases and different interaction modes have become much more 
available and popular in recent years, the general principles related to 
human searching behavior remain no less valid. In the restricted domains 
we studied, our IFT framework (including the concepts of patches, scent, 
and gaps) proved very useful for describing searching behavior and 
providing tools for the design and evaluation of video interaction 
environments. The next step is to see whether the framework can be 
generalized to broader domains. 

Results from our studies may be judged to have a trivial character, 
meaning that our findings correspond to what seems to be common 
practice. For example, a website such as YouTube has evolved to a state that 
largely corresponds to what we think is necessary support for video 
interaction. However, our framework based on patches, scent, and gaps 
gives the often implicit ideas a theoretical body. We can now start to 
develop tools to build and test new browsing environments more 
systematically, and with more confidence that new design will actually work 
in the appropriate contexts of use. 

When we ask the question where to go from here, we see that 
supporting users, not predicting their actions, is the central issue. Future 
research may aim at developing methods and tools that help the user with 
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his/her start-continue-end decisions for bridging the three gaps by loops of 
action, perception, and reflection. The research presented here yields some 
starting points. Important questions to ask in the future relate to how the 
environment is structured into patches, and what means are available to the 
user to create useful patches; how scent is presented in the interface; and 
how the detection of scent is supported by browsing within a patch or 
between patches. For all these issues, techniques need to be developed to 
bring either humans (e.g., via social tagging) or machines into action. 

To conclude: for video classification, scent carrier presentation, and 
video interaction the optimal solutions always have a local, temporal 
character. We introduced the tentative concept of IFT gap-optimality to 
make this explicit. The degree of optimality of any given situation can be 
measured by looking at the type (gap1, 2, and/or 3) and degree of 
(dis)continuity that is experienced by users when trying to bridge a gap. The 
degree of experienced (dis)continuity is a function of the support provided 
by the video environment in terms of patch selection, scent-following, and 
within-patch and between-patch browsing. Our research has covered 
enough ground to develop this concept further, and to start working 
towards the measurement and more objective comparison of the value of 
existing and new browsing environments. 

.





 

Appendix A 

7. Kenniswijk survey: questions (in 
Dutch) 

This appendix shows the questions of the Kenniswijk study described in 
Chapter 2. For further information, see that chapter.  
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Appendix B 

8. Fabchannel survey: questions 

This appendix shows the questions of the Fabchannel study described in 
Chapter 2. For further information, see that chapter. 
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Appendix C 

9. Scent experiment: examples of 
result sets 

This appendix shows examples of the different types of result sets as used in 
the scent experiment described in Chapter 3. For further information, see 
that chapter. 

  
 

 

Example of a result set with the “frame” scent carrier 
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Example of a result set with the “title” scent carrier 

 
 

Example of a result set with the “title+frame” scent carrier 
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Example of a result set with the “title+description” scent carrier 

 
 

 
Example of a result set with the “title+tags” scent carrier 
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Example of a result set with the “title+metadata” scent carrier 

 
 

 
Example of a result set with the “title+social data” scent carrier 
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Example of a result set with the “all” scent carrier 

 
 





 

Appendix D 

10. Scent experiment: survey versions 

The following table presents an overview of all versions of the surveys used 
in the scent experiment described in Chapter 3. Survey versions varied in 
the order of the tasks (1,2,3,4 or 5) and of the scent carrier types (All, Title, 
Frame, Title+description [T+d], Title+frame [T+f], Title+metadata [T+m], 
Title+social data [T+s], and Title+tags [T+t]). 

For example, a participant who completed survey version 5a started with 
task 1 (general - mood improvement) and had to make a choice from the 10 
videos in result set 1, which were represented by the scent carrier 
Title+frame (see Appendix C for an example). The participant then moved 
on to make a choice from the 10 videos in result set 2, which were 
represented by the scent carrier Title+metadata, and so forth. After making 
eight choices for task 1, the participant moved on to task 2 (general – 
cognitive benefit) and again had to make eight choices from the result sets. So 
the eight result sets (and the related scent carriers) were the same for each 
of the five tasks. For further information, see Chapter 3. 
 
Survey 
version Task order RS1 RS2 RS3 RS4 RS5 RS6 RS7 RS8 

1a 1-2-3-4-5 All Title Frame T+d T+f T+m T+s T+t 
1b 2-1-3-5-4 All Title Frame T+d T+f T+m T+s T+t 
2a 1-2-3-4-5 T+t T+s T+m T+f T+d Frame Title All 
2b 2-1-3-5-4 T+t T+s T+m T+f T+d Frame Title All 
3a 1-2-3-4-5 Frame T+d T+f T+m T+s T+t All Title 
3b 2-1-3-5-4 Frame T+d T+f T+m T+s T+t All Title 
4a 1-2-3-4-5 Title All T+t T+s T+m T+f T+d Frame 
4b 2-1-3-5-4 Title All T+t T+s T+m T+f T+d Frame 
5a 1-2-3-4-5 T+f T+m T+s T+t All Title Frame T+d 
5b 2-1-3-5-4 T+f T+m T+s T+t All Title Frame T+d 
6a 1-2-3-4-5 T+d Frame Title All T+t T+s T+m T+f 
6b 2-1-3-5-4 T+d Frame Title All T+t T+s T+m T+f 
7a 1-2-3-4-5 T+s T+t All Title Frame T+d T+f T+m 
7b 2-1-3-5-4 T+s T+t All Title Frame T+d T+f T+m 
8a 1-2-3-4-5 T+m T+f T+d Frame Title All T+t T+s 
8b 2-1-3-5-4 T+m T+f T+d Frame Title All T+t T+s 
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Appendix E 

11. Scent experiment: additional 
questions 

This appendix shows the questions (in Dutch) on the usefulness of types of 
information about videos. These were additional questions in the scent 
experiment described in Chapter 3. For further information, see that 
chapter. 
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Appendix F 

12. Browse experiment: task order 

The following table presents the task order of each participant in the 
browse experiment described in Chapter 5. For further information, see 
that chapter. 

 
Participant Task order 

1 1-2-3 <break> 4-5 
2 1-2-3 <break> 4-5 
3 1-2-3 <break> 4-5 
4 3-2-1 <break> 5-4 
5 3-2-1 <break> 5-4 
6 3-2-1 <break> 5-4 
7 2-3-1 <break> 4-5 
8 2-3-1 <break> 4-5 
9 2-3-1 <break> 4-5 
10 1-3-2 <break> 5-4 
11 1-3-2 <break> 5-4 
12 2-1-3 <break> 4-5 
13 2-1-3 <break> 4-5 
14 3-1-2 <break> 5-4 
15 3-1-2 <break> 5-4 
16 3-1-2 <break> 5-4 

 
Task legend: 
1 = VIBES-General 
2 = VIBES-Specific(visual) 
3 = VIBES-Specific(auditive) 
4 = Fabchannel 
5 = YouTube 

 





 

Appendix G 

13. Browse experiment: observation 
form 

 





 

Summary 

Video plays an important role in our highly visual culture, and we are 
confronted with it constantly. Given the overabundance of video available, 
the attention of someone searching for video needs to be allocated 
efficiently among the video sources. The objective of the research described 
in this thesis is to study how to support interaction with video in such a way that 
people can efficiently satisfy their needs.  

When talking about the search for videos, we stress the role of the 
human in the retrieval problem with the emphasis on the flow of 
representations and actions rather than discrete matches. Interaction is seen 
as a process of bridging gaps. There are at least three gaps that need to be 
bridged when searching the information environment: 1) a gap between 
reasons for a decision and the decision; 2) a gap between the decision and 
the initiation of the action; and 3) a gap between the initiation of the action 
and the continuation and completion of the action. People have cognitive 
“tools” available for bridging the gaps: tools that are used to structure their 
environment and interact with that environment. We can define these tools 
in terms of information foraging theory or IFT. 

 IFT consists of a number of elements. (1) IFT states that people forage 
through an information environment in search of a piece of information 
that associates with their interests the way animals forage for food. (2) For 
the user, the information environment has a patchy structure (compare 
websites on the World Wide Web). Within a patch, a person can decide to 
forage the patch or switch to another patch. (3) Users make navigational 
decisions guided by scent, which is a function of the perception of value, 
cost, and access path of the information with respect to the goal and 
interest of the user. Perceived scent is influenced by the design of “scent 
carriers”: representational elements in the information environment that 
relate to sought-for information. (4) The forager is constantly adapting 
decision-making and direction, preferring information-seeking strategies 
that yield more useful information per unit cost. 
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In this thesis, the framework of IFT is applied to the case of searching 
for videos. In the framework, efficient video browsing takes the form of 
optimizing video patches and their related scent in a browsing structure that 
supports decision-making in the three-gap decision model. The thesis 
describes four user studies that aim to provide an answer to the following 
research questions: “What is the most useful way to classify video content?” 
“What is the character of good video scent?” and “How to design a video 
interaction environment that will optimally support its users?”  

We conducted two exploratory survey studies (both described in 
Chapter 2) to collect data on user preferences for video categories that may 
serve to organize patches: the Kenniswijk survey and the Fabchannel survey. 
An important difference between the two studies was that the Kenniswijk 
survey was very large and generic, asking about TV/video viewing behavior 
and preferences in general. The Fabchannel survey was very specific, asking 
one particular user-group about their preferred interaction with videos on a 
dedicated website with videos from one genre. The third study (described 
in Chapter 3) was an experiment in which we asked participants to select 
the most relevant link to a video from a group of links. We measured the 
perceived scent by asking for the subjective probability that the information 
that was needed could be found behind that link. This was repeated for 
different types of tasks and different types of scent carriers to study the 
influence of these factors. The fourth study (described in Chapter 5) was an 
experiment in which we asked participants to perform a number of tasks 
with an experimental video application we developed: the VIBES video 
browser (described in Chapter 4). This resulted in a quantitative analysis of 
the usefulness of the elements of the application. In addition, we asked the 
participants to perform tasks with the Fabchannel and YouTube websites 
(also described in Chapter 4). This provided data for a qualitative analysis of 
the difficulties of video interaction in specific and general situations, and of 
which support users want most in interacting with video. Taking the four 
studies together, the main results are as follows. 

Video patches (which can be separate videos, collections of videos, or 
collections of video segments) structure the information environment. 
Which patches are useful depends on the type of task at hand. When the 
user’s need is specific and well defined, the easiest way to bridge the first 
gap and create useful patches is by querying the database using keywords 
that associate with the user’s need. If patches are prefabricated - as 
categories - they are selected depending on the amount of scent they carry. 
In general, the most important classification of a video (or video segment) is 
the topic it covers or the genre it fits in. In specific cases (for example, music 
videos), specific categories (such as musical sub-genres) may carry a lot of 
scent. Whenever the number of videos in a patch is too large (which is often 
the case), it should be possible to filter or cluster the results to create 
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smaller patches that are easier to explore. When people have no specific 
search goal, but generally want to see something that is interesting or funny, 
they prefer patches that are popular or highly rated by other people: 
“social” patches.  

Although TV/video programs as a whole form relevant patches, there is 
also a need for more efficient interaction with smaller video units. The 
preferred units of interaction are the “natural” program segments: the 
semantic segments as the program maker intended (e.g., the items of a 
newscast), or those “naturally” provided by the characteristics of the 
content (e.g., the songs of a concert). These segments can be considered to 
be good scent carriers, and are very suitable for providing navigational 
information. A video segment can be taken out of its original context, put in 
another patch, and subsequently be found as an element of that newly 
formed patch. As long as the new video patch has a meaningful label (which 
means it carries scent to some of the users), this is a useful way to 
(re)structure the video database. A patch-oriented database structure 
supporting both within-patch and between-patch browsing may thus lead to 
user satisfaction. 

Regarding video scent, the perceived usefulness of data in guiding users’ 
navigational decisions is a function of communication mode (verbal vs. 
pictorial); reason to browse (cognitive benefit vs. mood improvement); and 
tasks to perform (type of task, specificity, difficulty). With a simple task and 
with relevant videos present in the result set, perceived scent is higher than 
with a general (cognitive benefit) task. With increasing task difficulty, 
perceived scent drops. The most useful pieces of information to get about a 
video in links are a title, a description of events, and a description of 
subjects/topics. A frame is considered less useful when determining the 
relevance of videos, especially when the reason to browse is cognitive 
benefit rather than mood improvement. However, the combination of a 
frame with textual information (e.g., a title) is clearly strong in terms of 
perceived scent. If we were to design a composed scent carrier for the 
earlier stage of search - when people have to choose from a list of links to 
videos - it would contain at least a title, a description (of events, 
subjects/topics), the category/genre, and the purpose of the video (which is 
often directly related to the category/genre). Ideally it would also contain a 
frame, especially because of its strength in combination with the title. For 
general tasks (“find anything that is funny or of interest to me”), social data 
such as recommendations, comments, and ratings by other users are very 
important. When people are likely to visit a given database with such a 
general purpose in mind, then that database can best be structured 
according to the behavior (e.g., views) and opinions (e.g., ratings) of other 
users. What other people think of a video is an important scent provider.  
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Scent carriers requiring a lot of time and attention (which is the case 
when they contain audio or moving images, like a preview/trailer) are a 
problem in the earlier stages of search. Typically, a user would only inspect 
such a scent carrier after establishing - on the basis of the other available 
scent carriers - that the video source is worth further examination. 
However, for a specific genre like music (as in the Fabchannel database), 
video snippets prove to be valuable scent carriers, giving a quick impression 
of the character or atmosphere of the video contents. 

We distinguish scent in the links and scent in the video data. Whenever 
a potentially relevant video is selected on the basis of its metadata, 
inspection of the contents is needed to detect any scent in the data. 
Efficient interaction with video content is important. It should be easy to 
jump within a video using its timeline. Our research has shown that when 
people are searching for visual events, frame-based visual summaries (like 
the Frames module that was part of the VIBES video browser) are very 
useful, especially when there is direct access to the relevant part of the video 
via a frame in which scent is detected. When people are looking for 
information in the audio channel of a video, they prefer to search textual 
descriptions rather than the audio itself. A frame-based summary then 
would ideally be extended by adding a title, description, and/or tags to the 
separate frames. Availability of a transcript (including search functionality) 
would also ease the search. 

To support exploration of the database (that is, between-patch browsing 
by following scent-trails), every video should provide a starting point to 
other videos (“related” or “more like this”), which can have the shape of a 
recommendation (“if you like this, you might also like this”). From an IFT 
point of view, videos that are related to each other form a patch. Moreover, 
if a video has scent, a related video can potentially also have scent. Finally, 
related videos support between-patch browsing, and thus help in bridging 
the third gap. Relating videos can be done for example via their tags or the 
categories they belong to. For this kind of exploration to occur, it is very 
important that videos be part of multiple overlapping patches. This is also 
true for video segments. The video they are part of can be considered just 
one of the patches they belong to.  

The main goal of the studies was to see whether the IFT framework is a 
useful approach to the problem of video interaction. Based on the user 
studies, our conclusion is that the IFT framework is useful for describing 
and explaining human searching behavior. This research confirms the 
dominance of browsing in video interaction. The flow of representations 
and actions is the central quality of the interaction, rather than discrete 
matches. We conclude that the structure of interaction with video material 
can be understood as foraging the way IFT describes. Despite its 
exploratory character, browsing is highly structured. Not only do the four 
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studies reported in this thesis testify to the value of the IFT framework in 
thoroughly describing all browsing behaviors relevant to our research, it also 
seems possible to summarize all the observed browsing behaviors under 
three headings: the three gaps. In order to bridge these three gaps, we saw, 
people can choose different search strategies. Their choice is influenced by 
their goals and, in particular, by the functionality of the interaction 
environment. One simple heuristic (“select the link with the highest scent”) 
and two possible sub-heuristics (data-first or metadata-first) sum up users’ 
within-patch and between-patch switching. The concepts of patch, scent, 
and switching within and between patches are necessary and sufficient to do 
justice to the exploratory nature of browsing. 

The framework has practical use for the design and evaluation of video 
browsing environments. It seems that good IFT-based design allows users 
to bridge the gaps without noticing any discontinuity. Related to this, we 
introduced the idea of IFT gap-optimality: an IFT-based environment is 
optimal to the extent that it allows users to bridge the three gaps with 
minimal experience of discontinuity. The degree of experienced 
(dis)continuity is a function of the support provided by the video 
environment in terms of patch selection, scent-following, and within-patch 
and between-patch browsing. Questions such as “Which patches are or can 
be created?” “How is browsing within a patch supported?” “How is 
switching between patches supported?” and “In which way is scent 
displayed in the interface?” prove to be very useful. The research presented 
here has covered enough ground to develop the concept of IFT gap-
optimality further, to make it into a useful tool for the development of 
high-quality browsing environments, and to measure those environments’ 
quality. In sum, a video interaction environment should offer tools to bridge 
the three gaps and become IFT gap-optimal. It should provide useful 
patches (or the tools to create useful patches), support the detection of 
scent within a patch by providing good scent carriers, and support scent-
following between patches.  

To conclude, in the restricted domains we studied, the IFT framework 
(including the concepts of patches, scent, and gaps) proved very useful for 
describing searching behavior and providing tools for the design and 
evaluation of video interaction environments. 
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Samenvatting 

Video3 speelt een belangrijke rol in onze zeer visueel ingestelde cultuur, en 
we worden er voortdurend mee geconfronteerd. Aangezien er zeer veel 
videomateriaal beschikbaar is, is het zaak dat de aandacht van een persoon 
die naar video zoekt op een efficiënte manier over de diverse videobronnen 
wordt verdeeld, zodat vooral relevant materiaal wordt bekeken. Het doel 
van het in dit proefschrift beschreven onderzoek is: Hoe moet interactie met 
video worden ondersteund zodat videogebruikers op een efficiënte manier in hun 
informatiebehoefte kunnen voorzien? 

Als we het hebben over zoeken naar video’s, benadrukken we de rol van 
de gebruiker in het zoekproces. Het zoekproces staat hierbij centraal, waarbij 
er sprake is van een stroom van handelingen waarbij de zoeker voortdurend 
reageert op de representaties die daarbij aangetroffen worden. Interactie 
zien we daarbij als het overbruggen van kloven (gaps). Er zijn minimaal drie 
soorten gaps die overbrugd moeten worden bij het zoeken in een 
informatieomgeving: 1) een gap tussen de reden voor een beslissing en de 
beslissing zelf; 2) een gap tussen de beslissing en het beginnen van de 
handeling; en 3) een gap tussen het beginnen van de handeling en de 
continuering en afronding van de handeling. Voor het overbruggen van de 
gaps hebben gebruikers de beschikking over cognitieve “gereedschappen”. 
Deze gereedschappen worden gebruikt om de omgeving te ordenen en 
structureren, en om met die omgeving te interacteren. We kunnen deze 
gereedschappen definiëren in termen van information foraging theory of IFT.   

IFT bestaat uit een aantal elementen. (1) IFT beweert dat mensen op 
zoektocht gaan in een informatieomgeving om een relevant stuk informatie 
te vinden, vergelijkbaar met hoe dieren naar voedsel zoeken. (2) Voor een 
zoekende mens is de informatieomgeving als een soort van lappendeken 
opgedeeld in plekjes (patches) met informatie (zoals bijvoorbeeld de 
afzonderlijke websites op het wereldwijde web). In een patch kan een 

                                                       
3 Hiermee worden alle bewegende beelden – inclusief TV-programma’s, dvd’s, video op het 
internet etc. -  bedoeld. 
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persoon er voor kiezen de patch te verkennen dan wel van plaats te 
veranderen naar een andere patch. (3) Bij het navigeren door een 
informatieomgeving laten mensen zich leiden door de waargenomen 
“geursporen” (scent). Deze scent is een functie van de waargenomen waarde, 
kosten, en toegankelijkheid van de informatie in relatie tot de doelen en 
interesses van de zoeker. De hoeveelheid scent die wordt waargenomen 
wordt beïnvloed door het ontwerp van de “scent-dragers”: de elementen in 
de informatieomgeving die bronnen met informatie representeren.(4) De 
foeragerende mens past zich voortdurend aan aan de omstandigheden door 
het bijstellen van beslissingen en zoekrichting. Daarbij heeft men een 
voorkeur voor zoekstrategieën die de meeste bruikbare informatie 
opleveren tegen de laagste ervaren kosten.  

In dit proefschrift wordt het raamwerk van IFT toegepast op het geval 
van zoeken naar video’s. In het raamwerk heeft efficiënt zoeken of 
rondsnuffelen (“browsen”) de vorm van het optimaliseren van video patches 
en de daaraan gerelateerde scent, in een browsestructuur die het nemen van 
beslissingen voor het overbruggen van de drie gaps goed ondersteunt. Het 
proefschrift beschrijft vier gebruikersstudies die proberen een antwoord te 
geven op de volgende drie onderzoeksvragen: “Wat is de meest bruikbare 
manier om de inhoud van video’s te classificeren?”, “Wat zijn de 
kenmerken van goede video scent?”, en “Hoe moet je een video-
interactieomgeving ontwerpen zodat gebruikers van die omgeving goed 
ondersteund worden?”. 

We voerden twee exploratieve surveystudies uit (allebei beschreven in 
Hoofdstuk 2) om gegevens te verzamelen over de voorkeuren van 
gebruikers voor videocategorieën die gebruikt kunnen worden voor de 
organisatie van video patches: het Kenniswijkonderzoek en het 
Fabchannelonderzoek. Een belangrijk verschil tussen de twee onderzoeken 
was dat het Kenniswijkonderzoek uitgebreid en algemeen was, waarbij de 
vragen gingen over TV-/videokijkgedrag en daaraan gerelateerde voorkeuren 
in het algemeen. Het Fabchannelonderzoek was heel specifiek, waarbij 
vragen gesteld werden aan een specifieke gebruikersgroep over hun 
geprefereerde interactie met video's op een specifieke website met video's 
uit één genre. De derde gebruikersstudie (beschreven in Hoofdstuk 3) was 
een experiment waarin we de deelnemers vroegen uit een groep van 
verwijzingen (links) naar video’s de meest relevante link te kiezen. We 
beoordeelden de waargenomen scent door te vragen hoe waarschijnlijk ze 
het vonden dat ze de gewenste informatie zouden vinden als ze de link 
zouden volgen. Dit werd herhaald voor verschillende soorten taken en scent-
dragers om de invloed van deze factoren vast te kunnen stellen. De vierde 
gebruikersstudie (beschreven in Hoofdstuk 5) was een experiment waarbij 
deelnemers een aantal taken moesten uitvoeren met een door ons 
ontwikkelde experimentele videoapplicatie: de VIBES videobrowser 
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(beschreven in Hoofdstuk 4). Dit resulteerde in een kwantitatieve analyse 
van de bruikbaarheid van de verschillende elementen van de applicatie. 
Verder vroegen we de deelnemers taken uit te voeren met de websites van 
Fabchannel en YouTube (ook beschreven in Hoofdstuk 4). Dit leverde 
gegevens voor een kwalitatieve analyse van de moeilijkheden die men 
tegenkomt bij de interactie met videomateriaal, en welke ondersteuning het 
meest gewenst is bij de interactie met video. Hieronder worden de 
gezamenlijke resultaten uit de vier gebruikersstudies beschreven. 

Video-patches (wat aparte video’s, videocollecties, of collecties met 
fragmenten kunnen zijn) structureren de informatieomgeving. Welke patches 
bruikbaar zijn hangt af van de soort taak die uitgevoerd moet worden. Als 
de behoefte van een gebruiker specifiek en duidelijk gedefinieerd is, is de 
gemakkelijkste manier om de eerste gap te overbruggen en bruikbare patches 
te creëren het uitvoeren van een zoekactie waarbij zoektermen worden 
gebruikt die associëren met de behoefte. Als er “voorgefabriceerde” patches 
zijn – in de vorm van categorieën – wordt de patch die de meeste scent 
draagt gekozen. In het algemeen is de meest bruikbare manier om 
video(segmenten) te classificeren op onderwerp of genre. In specifieke 
gevallen (bijvoorbeeld, bij muziekvideo’s) kunnen specifieke categorieën 
(zoals muzikale subgenres) veel scent dragen. Als het aantal video’s in een 
patch te groot is (wat veelvuldig voorkomt), moet het mogelijk zijn de 
resultaten te filteren of te clusteren zodat er kleinere patches ontstaan die 
gemakkelijker te verkennen zijn. Als gebruikers geen specifiek zoekdoel 
hebben, maar in het algemeen op zoek zijn naar iets leuks of interessants, 
hebben ze de voorkeur voor patches die veel bekeken of hoog gewaardeerd 
worden door andere gebruiker: “sociale” patches.  

Hoewel TV-/videoprogramma’s als geheel relevante patches kunnen zijn, 
is er ook een voorkeur voor een efficiëntere interactie met kleinere 
videoeenheden. Er is voorkeur voor “natuurlijke” programmasegmenten als 
videoeenheid: de semantisch segmenten zoals de programmamaker ze al 
heeft aangebracht (bijvoorbeeld, de items van een journaal), of die eigen 
zijn aan de inhoud van de video (bijvoorbeeld de liedjes van een concert). 
Deze segmenten zijn goede scent-dragers en leveren zeer geschikte 
informatie voor het navigeren door de informatieomgeving. Een 
videosegment kan uit zijn originele context worden gehaald en (mede) 
onderdeel gaan uitmaken van een andere patch. Zolang die ander video-patch 
een betekenisvol label heeft (wat betekent dat hij voor sommige gebruikers 
scent draagt) is dit een bruikbare manier om de videodatabase te 
(her)structureren. Een patch-gebaseerde databasestructuur die zowel het 
browsen in een patch als het browsen van patch naar patch ondersteunt wordt 
door gebruikers gewaardeerd en leidt tot succesvolle interactie.  

Wat betreft video-scent is de waargenomen bruikbaarheid van gegevens 
die bepalend zijn voor het nemen van navigatiebeslissingen een functie van 
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de communicatiemodus (verbaal of picturaal), de reden om te browsen 
(kennis opdoen of stemming verbeteren), en hoe specifiek of moeilijk de 
taak is. Met een simpele taak en als er veel relevante video’s aanwezig zijn, is 
de waargenomen hoeveelheid scent in de links hoger dan met een algemene 
taak. Als de taakmoeilijkheid toeneemt, neemt de hoeveelheid 
waargenomen scent in de links af. De meest bruikbare stukjes informatie om 
over een video te krijgen zijn de titel, een beschrijving van de 
gebeurtenissen, en een beschrijving van de onderwerpen in de video. Een 
beeld (frame) uit de video is minder bruikbaar om de relevantie van een 
video te bepalen, vooral als de reden om te browsen is om kennis op te 
doen (en niet om vermaakt te worden). Echter, de combinatie van een 
frame met tekstuele informatie (bv. een titel) werkt weer sterk wat betreft 
waargenomen scent. Als we een samengestelde scent-drager zouden moeten 
ontwerpen voor het vroege zoekstadium – als gebruikers uit een lijst met 
links moeten kiezen – zou die tenminste het volgende bevatten: een titel, 
een beschrijving (van gebeurtenissen, onderwerpen), het genre, en het doel 
van de video (wat meestal direct gerelateerd is aan het genre). Idealiter zou 
er ook een frame bijzitten, vooral wegens de kracht daarvan in combinatie 
met een titel. Voor algemene taken (“vind iets dat leuk of interessant is”) 
zijn sociale gegevens zoals aanbevelingen, opmerkingen, en beoordelingen 
(ratings) door andere gebruikers zeer belangrijk. Als veel gebruikers een 
database bezoeken met een dergelijk algemeen doel, is het doelmatig die 
database te structureren volgens het gedrag (bv. het aantal bezichtigingen) 
en de meningen (bv. ratings) van andere gebruikers. Wat andere gebruikers 
van een video vinden is een belangrijke verschaffer van scent. In het vroege 
stadium van zoeken zijn scent-dragers die veel tijd en aandacht kosten 
(omdat ze bewegende beelden of audio bevatten, bijvoorbeeld bij een 
voorfilmpje of trailer) een probleem. Iemand zal zo’n scent-drager typisch 
alleen inspecteren nadat op basis van andere scent-dragers is vastgesteld of 
de video verdere verkenning verlangd. Echter, voor een specifiek genre als 
muziek (als in de database van Fabchannel) kunnen korte stukjes video 
(snippets) juist heel goede scent-dragers zijn.  

We onderscheiden scent in de links en scent in de data (de video zelf). Als 
een potentieel relevante video is geselecteerd op basis van zijn metadata, is 
vervolgens inspectie van de inhoud nodig om daar scent vast te stellen. 
Efficiënte interactie met de inhoud van een video is daarbij belangrijk. Het 
moet gemakkelijk zijn te springen in een video met behulp van een tijdslijn. 
Ons onderzoek heeft aangetoond dat als gebruikers naar visuele 
gebeurtenissen zoeken, op frames gebaseerde samenvattingen (zoals de 
Frames module in de VIBES video browser) zeer bruikbaar zijn, vooral als 
via een frame waarin scent is aangetroffen er direct toegang is tot de 
bijbehorende bewegende beelden. Als gebruikers zoeken naar informatie in 
het audiokanaal van de video, hebben ze voorkeur voor tekstuele 
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beschrijvingen boven de audio zelf. Een frame-gebaseerde samenvatting zou 
dan idealiter uitgebreid worden met titels, beschrijvingen en labels (tags) 
voor elk afzonderlijk frame. De beschikbaarheid van het transcript (de 
uitgeschreven gesproken tekst) inclusief de mogelijkheid daarin te zoeken 
zou het navigeren door het materiaal nog verder vergemakkelijken. 

Om het exploreren van de database te ondersteunen (het springen van 
patch naar patch door het volgen van scent), zou elke video startpunten naar 
andere video’s moeten bevatten. Dit kan bijvoorbeeld worden 
gepresenteerd als “gerelateerde video’s”, “meer video’s zoals deze”, of “als 
deze video u bevalt, zal deze video u ook bevallen”. Vanuit het gezichtspunt 
van IFT vormen alle video’s die gerelateerd zijn een patch. Als een video scent 
heeft voor een gebruiker, zal een gerelateerde video ook scent kunnen 
hebben voor diezelfde gebruiker. Gerelateerde video’s ondersteunen het 
browsen van patch naar patch, en dus ook het overbruggen van de derde gap. 
Het relateren van video’s kan bijvoorbeeld gedaan worden via 
overeenkomende tags of via de categorieën waartoe ze behoren. Om dit 
soort exploratie mogelijk te maken is het van belang dat video’s onderdeel 
uitmaken van meerdere, overlappende patches. Dit geldt ook voor 
afzonderlijke videosegmenten. De video waar ze onderdeel vanuit maken 
kan worden beschouwd als slechts één van patches waartoe ze kunnen 
behoren. 

Het belangrijkste doel van de gebruikersstudies was vast te stellen of het 
IFT-raamwerk een bruikbare benadering is van het 
videointeractieprobleem. Op basis van de studies kunnen we concluderen 
dat het IFT-raamwerk bruikbaar is voor het beschrijven en verklaren van 
menselijk zoekgedrag. Dit onderzoek bevestigt de dominantie van browsen 
in het zoekgedrag. Bij interactie gaat het vooral om de stroom van acties 
waarbij de zoeker voortdurend reageert op de representaties die daarbij 
aangetroffen worden en minder om het opgeven van zoektermen en het 
terugkrijgen van resultaten. De conclusie van dit proefschrift is dat de 
structuur van interactie met videomateriaal kan worden begrepen als 
foerageergedrag zoals wordt beschreven in IFT. Ondanks het exploratieve 
karakter is browsen zeer gestructureerd. De vier hier beschreven studies 
bevestigen niet alleen de waarde van het IFT voor het beschrijven van 
browsegedrag. Het blijkt ook mogelijk het browsegedrag onder drie kopjes 
onder te brengen: de drie gaps. We zagen dat videogebruikers verschillende 
strategieën kozen om de gaps te overbruggen. Hun keuzes worden bepaald 
door hun doelen, en – in het bijzonder – door de functionaliteit van de 
interactieomgeving. Eén simpele heuristiek (“selecteer de link met de 
meeste scent”) en twee mogelijke sub-heuristieken (op basis van de data of 
de metadata) vatten het keuzegedrag binnen een patch en tussen patches 
samen. De concepten patch, scent en switchen binnen en tussen patches zijn 
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nodig en voldoende om het exploratieve karakter van browsen te 
verantwoorden. 

Het raamwerk heeft praktisch nut voor het ontwerp en de evaluatie van 
video-omgevingen. Het lijkt erop dat een goed ontwerp gebaseerd op IFT 
gebruikers toestaat de gaps te overbruggen zonder dat ze discontinuïteit 
bemerken. Hieraan gerelateerd introduceren wij het idee van IFT-gap-
optimaliteit: een IFT-gebaseerde omgeving is in die mate optimaal dat zij 
gebruikers de drie gaps laat overbruggen met een minimum aan ervaren 
discontinuïteit. De mate van ervaren (dis)continuïteit is een functie van de 
ondersteuning die de video-omgeving biedt in termen van het selecteren 
van patches, het volgen van scent, en het browsen in een patch en tussen 
patches. Vragen als “Welke patches zijn of kunnen worden gecreëerd?”, “Hoe 
wordt browsen in een patch ondersteund?”, “Hoe wordt het switchen 
tussen patches ondersteund?”, en “Op welke manier wordt scent 
weergegeven in de interface?” blijken zeer nuttig te zijn. Het onderzoek 
beschreven in dit proefschrift heeft genoeg basis gelegd om het idee van 
IFT-gap-optimaliteit verder uit te werken en er een bruikbaar gereedschap 
van te maken voor het ontwikkelen van browseomgevingen van hoge 
kwaliteit. Verdere operationalisatie van IFT-gap-optimaliteit zal daarbij ook 
de manier vormen om de kwaliteit van die omgevingen te meten. 
Samengevat moet een video-omgeving de mogelijkheden bieden de drie gaps 
te overbruggen en IFT-gap-optimaal te worden. Het moet nuttige patches 
bieden (dan wel de mogelijkheden bieden om nuttige patches te creëren), de 
detectie van scent door het leveren van goede scent-dragers ondersteunen, en 
het volgen van scent van patch naar patch ondersteunen. 

Concluderend: in het beperkt domein dat we hebben onderzocht blijkt 
het IFT-raamwerk (inclusief de concepten patches, scent, en gaps) bijzonder 
nuttig te zijn voor het beschrijven van zoekgedrag en duidelijke handvatten 
te verschaffen voor het ontwerp en de evaluatie van 
videointeractieomgevingen. 
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Video plays an important role in our highly 
visual culture, and we are confronted with it 
constantly. Given the overabundance of video 
available, the attention of someone searching 
for video needs to be allocated efficiently among 
the video sources.

Searching for Videos studies how to support 
interaction with video in such a way that people 
can efficiently satisfy their needs. Interaction 
is seen as a process of bridging gaps. The 
cognitive tools to bridge these gaps are defined 
in terms of information foraging theory or IFT. 
This theory states that people forage through 
an information environment in search of a 
piece of information that associates with their 
interests the way animals forage for food. In 
the framework of IFT, efficient video browsing 
takes the form of optimizing video patches 
and their related scent in a browsing structure 
that supports decision-making in a three-gap 
decision model. The qualities of video patches 
and scent were analyzed in two survey studies 
and two experiments.

Within the restricted domains that were 
studied, the IFT framework (including the 
concepts of patches, scent, and gaps) proved 
highly useful for describing searching behavior. 
IFT is a valuable concept for understanding 
browsing: the research described here 
convincingly supports the theory. Moreover, 
the IFT framework provides useful tools for 
the design and evaluation of video interaction 
environments.
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